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Abstract
As the Internet continues to grow and become more useful in education, it is necessary to
examine the effects its use has on learning, especially in the areas of multi-user Internet
games called MUDs (Multi-User Domains, or Dungeons). Using one such MUD,
Medievia, as the basis for research, this study examines the amount and depth of learning
that occurs in long-term use and administration of the game environment. To determine
the learning potential of MUD games, 19 adult administrators of Medievia were given a
questionnaire to which they responded, reflecting on the learning and growth they believe
they have achieved during their interaction with the environment and peoples of the
MUD. After careful qualitative analysis of the questionnaire responses, results showed
that through social and professional interaction with many different people world-wide,
the administrators have gained in the area of personal growth in relation to motivation,
skill development, cultivation of maturity, and understanding of others. Implications of
this study indicate that games such as MUDs are indeed social learning environments and
that if age-appropriate game environments such as Medievia were introduced to schoolaged children, similar learning and personal development may occur.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Research Questions
In this era named the “Information Age”, it is difficult to remember a time when
computers and the Internet were not an integral part of working, living, and learning. My
first exposure to the power of computers was in the fourth grade when my father
purchased a Commodore 64 for the family. In addition to the Apple PET and the Apple
IIe I used in school, the Commodore 64 sparked my interest in the world of computers.
Learning BASIC and copying line-by-line of code from the backs of computer
magazines, I quickly taught myself how to create small programs. I was amazed at the
power I held at my fingertips. Loading software from a cassette-tape and then a 5-¼ inch
floppy drive, I became an avid user of any program or game my teachers or father
introduced to me. In addition to games and entertainment, many of the programs I used
were educational in nature. I learned fractions, spelling, typing, reading comprehension,
game strategy, and problem solving skills through interaction with the small
monochromatic screens in front of me. So began my passion with the power a computer
and its programs.
The Commodore 64, other computers of its generation, and their programs are
ancient artifacts in comparison to the machines of today. As I grew up, so did the
technology I was using on a weekly and then daily basis. The Commodores and Apple
PETs gave way to the IBM and the more powerful Macintoshes. Software became more
readily available, quicker loading, and easier to learn to use. Every year bigger, faster,
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and better computers were made, more software was developed, and computers were
being used more and more as a part of everyday life.
In addition to the continual growth of the machines and their software, a new
element was introduced to this “Information Age”: the modem. I remember the day my
father came home with a device he hooked up to the telephone and enabled us to connect
to other computers anywhere in the world. I remember it taking quite a long time to
connect and my father telling me that it was very expensive to use. I wasn’t allowed to
use it much on my own so I never completely grasped the concept of what he was doing.
However, I do remember how intriguing it was that we could connect to other people’s
computers, anywhere, with our computer, and communicate with them. Imagine the
things we could learn!
And learning we are, but what, and how? The introduction of modems back in
the 1980s and the ever-continuing development of better and faster technology have led
to the creation of many different types of online environments. From simple
communication between two computers to large chat rooms on AOL and elsewhere,
people have been communicating with each other via computers since the invention of
the modem. How has this communication affected what these individuals learn? How
have the online environments in which they are communicating affected their lives away
from the computer? What types of online communities lend themselves to being valuable
as learning environments?
After my years in elementary, middle, and high school, and the disposal of my
Commodore 64, my use of computers flourished when I went to college. The first
computer I could call my own was a 286 with a 2400-baud modem with which I typed
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papers, played games, and logged online. The first virtual environments to which I was
exposed were BBSs (Bulletin Board Systems) on which people could leave messages for
others, play games, download software, and communicate with people in real-time.
During my time dialing into the various BBSs in my area, I was introduced to Internet
Relay Chat (IRC), a system of servers to which many people could connect and
communicate at the same time. In addition to BBSs and IRC, by this point I had begun to
discover several other aspects of the budding Internet: Gopher, Archie, Usenet
newsgroups, Pine for email, and Talk to chat with just one other person. I was very
interested in all aspects of the Internet and spent many hours in front of the screen using
these now archaic tools.
The ability to connect, communicate, and learn about others is what kept me
searching and yearning for more. As I continued through college my use of IRC
continued also and I found myself connecting with people from all over the world. I was
discussing issues that mattered to me with people I did not even really “know”, people I
had never and would never meet face-to-face. Yet these relationships I developed were
as dear to me as some of my “real-life” friends and acquaintances. I was practicing my
French with people sitting at their computers in Paris. I was discussing music, politics,
relationships, and the world with anyone and everyone. When I was not studying,
sleeping, or eating, I was sitting in front of my computer, typing frantically away and
communicating with people everywhere.
As the social aspects of the Internet become more and more commonplace in
schools, business, and the home, it is essential to examine the effect its use has had on
learning. Many facets of the Internet are used in schools as direct resources to the
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curriculum at hand. Web quests, interactive learning activities, textbook related
activities, research projects, bulletin board postings, pen pal projects via email, and
similar activities are all finding their way into the everyday life of a typical American
student. Chat rooms and online communities are being developed for educational uses;
classrooms around the globe are being connected with video-conferencing techniques;
and almost every student from pre-school to graduate school, with the exception of those
living in impoverished areas, has the opportunity to use the Internet on a daily or weekly
basis in school.
In addition to the ever-expanding opportunities and activities offered to students
at school, the learning implications of the use of computers and the Internet go far beyond
the use of educational software, Internet research, bulletin boards, and the like. Since the
late 1980s and early 1990s, online virtual-based worlds have been developing and
expanding. Many of these activities and environments have taken on the nature of
games. These games, called Multi-User Domains (MUDs), offer additional opportunities
where learning could occur. Looi and Ang (2000) define MUDs:
A MUD (Multi-User Dungeon, Dimension or Domain) is a software
program that accepts ‘connections’ from multiple users across the Internet
and provides to each user access to an imaginary on-line environment. ...
As learners move about in a MUD, they read what is being said in the
room and can join in the conversation, talk in private with other learners,
manipulate objects in the room or move to other rooms … A MUD is thus
a kind of virtual reality that learners can visit developed from early
computer games where users could walk from room to room, getting
descriptions for things seen and interacting with these things. MUDs
include combat and role-playing games as well as social spaces (p. 3).
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Although many MUDs are text-based adventure games they are also social environments
populated by individuals from many different cultural and economic backgrounds. Amy
Bruckman (1994) describes MUDs:
In text-based virtual reality environments on the Internet called “MUDs”,
participants meet people from all over the world…MUDs are
Constructionist environments in which people build personally meaningful
artifacts. But unlike many Constructionist environments, MUDs place
special emphasis on collaboration, encouraging construction within a
social setting (p. 1)
MUDs are online, social places where people log into from anywhere in the world and
become a part of an online fantasy realm where they interact with others, play, and learn.
My personal search for online environments and communication continued until
September of 1995 when I first discovered a world like no other, one such Multi-User
Domain named Medievia. I had heard about MUDs one day in a computer lab a few
years before from a fellow student. He described it as a different version of Dungeon and
Dragons, all in text, on the computer. He also explained how he played until all hours of
the night with people from all over the world. Although I was intrigued by the idea of
being a part of a world such as this, I had studies and classes on my mind, and IRC kept
me busy enough. However, in 1995, after many of my friends had left IRC, I decided to
try out this MUD.
I had remembered what my friend at college had told me about MUDs so I was
cautious going in. Would I enjoy a role-playing game such as this? Would I have the
time to play? Would I be good at it? Would I get along with the people I met? I was
unsure about all of these questions, but in I went. However, I was pleasantly surprised.
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This game was not just a chat room like IRC, this was a place you moved around and did
things, this was a world online! I could travel to far-away lands, cast spells, kill
monsters, gain levels, rent a hotel room, buy equipment, communicate with individuals
around the globe, create friendships, and experience an adventure like never before! I
was instantly “hooked”. I quickly advanced in the game and found myself spending hour
upon hour in this magical world. Although the game itself was amazing and challenging,
it was the interaction with the other people who play the game and what I was learning
about and from them that kept me coming back day after day.
As I was exploring the magical world of Medievia, I was also gaining knowledge
of many things that I would not have learned or known had I not been a part of this online
community. In addition to learning many things about the game play, as the game is all
in text, I was also improving my typing, writing, and reading comprehension skills.
Although at that time I was not aware, I was also learning how to interact with people,
how other cultures and peoples regard things differently, and also how the world, in
general, works. But these questions continually surfaced in my consciousness, “What else
do environments like Medievia provide in the way of learning?” and “How do these
environments prepare their users for survival in the ‘real world?’”
As I continued my character and personal development within the realm of this
MUD, I developed a relationship with the person who created the world, Michael Krause.
We had met online and then in “real-life” not too long after. As I was getting to know
Michael, I continued to play Medievia and pursued my quest for the greatest achievement
in the game, the level of hero. Before I could finish this quest however, Michael was in
need of a person to revamp the web site for Medievia. Although I had never previously
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developed a web site, I became the official Webmaster for the game Medievia, and I was
promoted to a level 35 “goddess”. Knowing nothing about building web pages, yet being
encouraged by my online peers, I quickly bought books on HTML and taught myself the
basics. I re-designed the web site and created it all new, from the bottom up.
In addition to recreating and maintaining the web site and then becoming the
editor-in-chief of Medievia’s newspaper, “The Mudslinger”, I also started to help
administer the game. I helped newer players become acquainted with the game, helped
veteran players who were in trouble, and also aided in the disciplinary aspects of the
community. I absolutely loved these “jobs” and to me it was not work, it was a grand
hobby. I still tried to play in my spare time, but my passion turned towards the web
design and the administration of Medievia.
Although a large portion of my time was spent on IRC and Medievia, computers
and the Internet were always a hobby for me. The French language and the teaching of it
was my “real-life” passion. When I was a little girl I dreamed of being a teacher and
when I was introduced to the French language in eighth grade, I truly knew I wanted to
become an educator. Since being hired at Wissahickon High School in 1997 I have tried
in many different ways to bring together my love of computers and the Internet and my
passion for French and education. My students have completed Power Point projects;
created their own web sites; written and produced videos; participated in online bulletin
board forums; and used the Internet for research and vocabulary and grammar activities.
However, time and time again I am consistently reminded of my life as a goddess
on Medievia and how it compares to my professional life. As the majority of users of
MUDs are teenagers or college students, I began to realize that the two communities in
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which I work relate in many ways. When creating rules and discipline consequences for
my classroom I often think about how I would react to the same situation on the MUD.
When disciplining a player on the game I refer to what I learned and practice daily at
school about classroom management and behavior. When helping a new player learn the
“ropes” of Medievia I use teaching techniques and methods from the classroom. In
addition, I often ask Medievia players about projects I am assigning to my students or
their opinions about how things are done at my school in comparison with theirs. My
school and MUD communities are continually linked together, both on a professional and
personal level. I apply what I have learned from being a teacher to my life on Medievia
and I also apply what I have learned as an administrator of a MUD to my career as an
educator. I would not be who I am today, and I would not have acquired what I have
learned, without my involvement and administration of this game called Medievia.
The idea of examining MUDs for their educational prospects has not gone
unnoticed in the research community. Prior research about the learning implications of
specific educational MUDs and MOOs (Object-Oriented MUDs) has been conducted and
reported. Much of this research is specific to one MUD or a type of MUD created for the
research project. In addition to the creation of MUDs for use in educational settings,
much research has been done on the social and community aspects of MUDs and their
comparison to interactions in “real-life”. A full analysis of research completed in this
field can be viewed in the following chapter.
While the research discussed above provides many insights into using MUDs as a
medium through which learning can occur, this study seeks to discover more about the
learning that happens on MUDs developed as “games” and not directly developed as
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educational teaching and learning tools. The purpose of this study is not to create a MUD
and use it in an educational setting, nor is it to evaluate the effectiveness of using a MUD
in a specific curriculum, but it is to identify and analyze the learning that naturally occurs
on a MUD already populated, played, and administered by hundreds of people.
This study seeks to identify, gain information, and analyze what users of MultiUser Domains learn, intellectually, socially, and psychosocially, as they adventure
through these mystical lands and then become administrators, or “gods” of the game.
Together, with the aid of the gods and goddesses of the MUD known as Medievia, this
study finds the answers to several questions. Firstly, what are the characteristics of the
learning that take place on MUDs? What do the administrators of these virtual worlds
actually learn while playing and running the game? Additionally, what characteristics do
the administrators learn that cross over to “real-life”? How much of what they learn can
they use elsewhere? People take something away from almost every environment to
which they are exposed, why couldn’t they learn from a virtual one?
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

As I began my search for literature on the field of learning and MUDs (MultiUser Dimensions/Dungeons), I thought my search would be a difficult one. I believed
little-to-no research had been done on these environments and that if there were articles
written about them they would be less than scholarly. However, when I entered “MUDs
and Learning” into the various research databases, I soon discovered that my previous
assumptions about the amount and quality of the literature on MUDs was exactly the
opposite. The number of research, articles, theses, dissertations, and web sites devoted to
the idea of MUDs and learning is overwhelming.
As I dug deeper into the literature and narrowed down what I could use and what
would be relevant to my study on “MUDs and Learning” I soon realized that the
literature falls into distinct categories. The first category could be described as historical
literature. These articles focus on the history of MUDs, the development of the first
MUDs, how one joins a MUD environment, the people who establish and run the MUDs,
communication on MUDs, and so forth. Bartle (1990), Young (1994), and Rosenberg’s
(1992) papers all discuss the origins of games such as these and provide excellent
definitions of them. In addition to the history of MUDs, other literature pertaining to this
study provide an introduction about MUDs or a definition of MUDs. I believe that
researching and reading this type of literature is important to my study as I establish the
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background information and the definition of MUDs for those readers who may not be
familiar with them.
The second category of literature about MUDs and learning includes research and
articles written about MUDs or MOOs (Object-Oriented MUDs) that have been
developed with educational purposes in mind. Amy Bruckman, a field researcher at
Georgia-Tech at the time of this writing, has devoted her professional life to creating and
researching educational MUDs. Her doctoral dissertation through MIT was centered on a
MOO called MOOSE Crossing which she developed for elementary-age students (1997,
1998). In addition to her doctorate, she has written many other articles on the topic of
MOOSE Crossing and the educational importance of MUDs and virtual environments. In
addition to Bruckman, Looi (2000), Hudson (2000), Turbee (1997), Moshell (1996), and
Furst-Bow (1996) have contributed to the literature in the field of researching MUDs
implemented in an educational setting.
Because MUDs are online systems to which many individuals can connect at
once, much literature has also been written on the social and community aspects of these
environments. Parks and Roberts (1998) examine the relationships that form in MUDs
and how they compare to relationships in “real life”. Sempsey and Johnston (2000)
examine the social climate on MUDs as it pertains to expressiveness, innovation,
independence, self-discovery, group cohesion, leader support, task orientation, and leader
control. Reid (1994) conducted her Master’s research on the different cultures that form
in text-based environments such as MUDs. Bruckman (1997), in her doctoral
dissertation, states that MUDs are environments in which the community works together
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to construct meaning and to learn. The culture that has developed in MUDs differs from
the cultures known to many in “real life” and Rosenberg (1992) discusses those cultures.
Another category I found throughout the literature on MUDs and learning relates
to the idea of identity in MUDs. Bruckman (1996) believes that each individual has a
certain “niche” on the Internet and that not all online spaces are for everyone. Green
(1997) discusses the difference between the players of the games and the people that
develop and administer them. In addition, Sempsey & Johnston (2000) and Reid (1994)
investigate the social climate on MUDs as well as the identities that form within those
unique societies.
As my research pertains to the actual learning that takes place in the MUD
environments, I have found literature that addresses this aspect. Hudson (2000) discusses
the self-motivation that users of MUDs normally embody with specific focus on learning
another language. Lee (2000) has researched and reported that users of MUDs learn selfefficacy. Smith & Farrell (2001) look at “MUD Play” as a transformative learning
context in which adults learn socially. And as with the other aspects of her dissertation
and related literature, Bruckman (1994, 1998) found that MUDs are indeed environments
in which people, not just children, learn.
In addition to the articles and web sites I found on learning in MUD
environments, I have also acquired several works pertaining to my research topic. One is
titled Life on the Screen: Identity in the Age of the Internet by Sherry Turkle. Although
this dates back to 1995 I believe it contains interesting information about personal
identity on MUDs. From the summary on the jacket of the book:
Every day millions of people interact on the Internet. They navigate simulated
worlds, create virtual personalities, and forge online relationships that both
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challenge and enrich their sense of what’s “real”. In this ground-breaking study
of the psychology of online life, Sherry Turkle explores not only what the
computer does for us but what it does to us—from the way it changes children’s
ideas about what is alive to the way it provokes new ways of thinking about
politics, community, sexual identity, and our most basic concepts of self (Turkle
1995).
Virtual Culture: Identity & Communication in Cybersociety, edited by Steven G.
Jones, is another major work that explores identity on the Internet. Dated 1998, this book
contains various articles about how users see the parts of the Internet as communities.
From the jacket of the book, “The contributors of this book apply a range of theoretical
perspectives derived from communication studies, sociology and anthropology to
demonstrate the theoretical and practical possibilities for cybersociety as an identitystructured space.”
Another major work is titled Communities in Cyberspace, edited by Marc Smith
and Peter Kollock. Dated 1999, this work is newer than the other two and provides many
articles about online communities. One such article entitled "Hierarchy and PowerSocial Control in Cyberspace" by Elizabeth Reid is relevant to my study because it
relates to the administrators, or "gods" of MUDs, which is my direct population.
As my literature review developed and grew, I continued to find more and more
articles and papers that relate to my research question in a general way. However, much
of what I have found has been related to MUDs and MOOs that are developed for
educational purposes or for helping to teach a specific part of a curriculum or topic. As
my study seeks to find the characteristics of learning that happens on MUDs developed as
games, I had found very little literature relating directly to my problem at hand.
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As this directional problem had led me into a dead-end in my search for literature,
I continued to branch out into more widespread categories. In addition to the literature
directly related to learning on MUDs, I began searching for articles relating to learning
from video and computer games.
Kaptelinin and Cole (1997), used a collaborative learning environment organized
around computer-game playing and the “conceptual system of Activity Theory” to
explore “the nature of learning in the Zone of Proximal Development” (p. 9). They found
that “while people might enter collective activities for a number of personal reasons, such
activities often develop according to their own logic, so that learners have to coordinate
two different perspectives – the individual view and the collective view” (p. 9). They go
on to state that it is “in the process of such coordination that learners can acquire new
personal meanings, strategies, and skills” (p. 9).
In “Not Just Fun and Games: Internet Games as a Training Medium”, Kasvi
examines the use of online computer games in training. He defines and illustrates how
games have been used in education. He highlights the authors above, Kaptelinin and
Cole, as well as McGrenere (1996). McGrenere, in her literature review entitled,
“Design: Educational Electronic Multi-Player Games, A Literature Review”, addresses
the issues involved in the design of educational electronic multi-player games. She
examines literature that includes “human-computer interaction, electronic games,
educational electronic games, electronic multi-player games, educational non-electronic
multi-player games, educational software, and cooperative learning” (p. i). This
literature review conducted and written by McGrenere is a valuable reference for anyone
wishing to conduct research in the areas of games and learning.
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In addition to the sources above, research has also been done to identify the best
elements of computer and video games that lend themselves to learning and how these
elements affect the cognitive processes of the users. Amory, Naicker, Vincent, and
Adams (1999) researched and identified appropriate game types and elements for
learning. Using commercially available games, they studied a group of 20 students. The
students rated games elements such as logic, memory, visualization, and problem solving
as the most important game elements. The team concluded that “such elements are
integral to adventure games and are also required during the learning process” (p. 311).
Pillay, Brownlee, and Wilss (2000), studied a group of 21 students and concluded that
players practiced complex cognitive processes such as “interpreting explicit and implicit
information, inductive reasoning, metacognitive analysis, and problem solving” (p. 203).
In addition to the previous references, Ko (2002) conducted a study involving 87
children, ages seven to ten that explored ways to analyze growth in children’s cognitive
skills through playing computer games. The study found that “development, individual
differences, and learning were found in children’s inferential game play”. Ko also found
that there “were already different play patterns from the beginning of the games between
the good problem solvers and the random guessers” (p. 219).
Collecting and reviewing the literature on a qualitative research project is a
difficult and on-going challenge. Although I have gathered and read many articles and
works relating to my study, I am quite aware that I have in reality just touched the surface
of literature in the area of gaming and learning. When my search for literature began, I
was unaware of the great amount of research conducted and articles written on this topic.
In addition, although this study is complete, I am not yet overwhelmed with the task of
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researching relevant literature to my study. As of the writing of this chapter, I still
continue to dive head first into the search engines and lists of links in search of more upto-date and revealing research involving MUDs, MOOs, computers, gaming, and
learning.
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Chapter 3: Design of Study

The Study
What are the characteristics of the learning that takes place on MUDs? What do
the long-term users and administrators of these virtual worlds actually learn while there?
Additionally, how much of what these users learn crosses over to be used in “real-life”?
How much of what they learn influences their lives elsewhere? How has the environment
of a MUD, Medievia to be exact, changed the way they view and react to the world in
which they live?
As outlined above, this study was designed to find out what people learn from
being involved with a MUD game environment for an extended period of time and
eventually becoming an administrator of the game. I wished to identify, gather
information, and analyze what the administrators of Medievia have learned intellectually
and socially since they logged onto the game for the very first time. I also wished to find
out the skills that are acquired and improved upon in this type of environment. Together,
with a volunteer group of participants who are also administrators of the game Medievia,
this study sought to find the answers to the above questions.

The Environment
As stated above, Medievia is a game from the genre called MUDs. It is a game
that is set in a fantasy world, that of the land of Medievia. The game, as most MUDS, is
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all in text, with various ANSI graphics used as maps, room descriptions, menus, weather
patterns, trade routes, and more. The world consists of one large continent with a vast
ocean and several islands surrounding it. The continent, ocean, and islands are dense
with wilderness, beasts, magical beings, spells, and adventure.
Medievia is a world encompassing over 4 million rooms and is home to 570
different zones, or areas, in which to explore. At the time of this writing, it has had
20,446,942 connections since January 1, 1994 from all corners of the globe and the
average number of people online at one time is 631. Besides the “real” people logged in,
there are over 25,000 different beings wandering the land and over 76,000 objects to get
from them. In addition, there are 852 commands to use in adventuring.
On the more technical side, the world is created by 330,000 lines of code, written
in the programming language C++. The game server runs at 2.8 GHertz, has 2 gigs of
memory, and a RAID 5 drive system with five hard drives that have full tolerance and
speed. The web site and email lists are run on an additional server housed at the same
location. In addition to these machines, the world is created from the computers of every
administrator and player as they contribute to the expansion of this online world.

The Population
The population I used for my study of learning on MUDs was a group of the
administrators, or gods, of one such MUD called Medievia. From a base group of 110
gods, I obtained 19 volunteers who agreed to participate in my study.
Medievia’s gods are both male and female, are all at least 18 years old, and come
from all around the world. Most of them have been on the game for over two years and
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all have completed the full extent of the game by reaching the highest level of hero. A
player strives to attain 124 levels, 31 levels of each of 4 classes: Cleric, Mage, Warrior
and Thief. Of the 19 participants of my study I have a sampling of five levels of
administration, a representation of at least three countries, and overall, people who, I
believe, are genuinely interested in my study and its findings.
The people who have volunteered to devote their time and their lives to Medievia
are very attached to the game and to each other. Before applying to become an
administrator of Medievia, they all had spent approximately 1000-1400 hours of game
play attaining the highest level of the game, hero. To do so, they completed such tasks as
killing monsters and other players in the game for experience, gaining experience to gain
levels, gathering and keeping track of precious equipment and objects, bartering with
each other and auctioning, spending their hard earned gold to obtain better equipment,
practicing spells and skills to become more proficient in them, gathering magical eggs
from the Catacombs, trading goods to and from trading posts across the continent, joining
with other players to overcome and kill devastatingly powerful dragons, completing
quests, and all the while working cooperatively with other players to attain the
aforementioned goals.
In addition to many hours they may still play on their “mortal” characters, the
average Medievia administrator spends 20-40 hours or more each week completing their
assigned tasks and jobs. They work for Medievia as volunteers doing such tasks as
writing new areas, programming new features, proofreading and editing their peers’
writing, creating articles for the web page and in-game newspaper, creating and writing
autoquests (quests designed for the player to do on their own, driven by the
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programming) and regular quests (administrator-run games within the game that pit
players against each other in trials of strength, knowledge, and skill). In addition to the
tasks above, Medievia’s gods also spend time helping new players, disciplining problem
players, mentoring and coaching fellow administrators in their duties, spreading the word
about the game and recruiting new players, and managing day to day life in this
enchanting environment. Since most of the gods in this study have been a part of
Medievia for two or more years, my population can reflect on the learning that has taken
place within themselves and what they have gained from an environment such as this.
Medievia is a world truly run by its players and administrators.

The Gods
Medievia’s administrators (gods) are divided into different levels, with each level
depicting the level of “control” the administrator has in the game. The population of this
study is representative of five of the seven possible levels. The highest level is a level
148 god. The 148 gods are the primary game development managers. In total, there are
five of these gods and goddesses of Medievia. Two of them are in my population, and I
am also one of them. The next level represented in this study is level 142. The level 142
gods are managers of other gods and experts in their fields. Seven of my respondents are
level 142 managers. Level 140 gods are usually defined by vast experience and expertise
in their areas. Two of the level 140 gods have volunteered to participate in the study.
Three of the level 136 gods are in my population. Level 136 gods have contributed much
time and effort towards the improvement of the game, and have proven to be reliable
administrators. The last level represented in my study is that of 132, the level at which
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most gods, other than builders, begins. World Builders begin at level 128, the lowest of
the levels of administration. If, after they have succeeded in opening a completed zone
(area within the game) and they have the right attitude and skill to continue, they may be
promoted to a level 132 god. Depending on the job the administrator is hired to do, and
the control and commands they need to do the task, they may be hired as any level of
god, from 128-140. However, most gods are hired as builders or level 132 gods and
work their way up within the ranks to a higher administrative position, depending on their
level of commitment to the game.
The length and amount of time the members of my population have spent on
Medievia is astounding. In my initial survey I asked them how long they have been on
Medievia as a player and as a god. Three have been players for 3-4 years, seven of them
for 5-6 years, and six for more than six years. They have all been interacting with the
world of Medievia for at least three years. As gods, two of them have been
administrators for less than a year, four for 1-2 years, eight 2-3 years, three 3-4 years, and
two for more than six years. These individuals have been long-term players and users of
this environment, and therefore, are qualified to discuss their opinions of its effect on
their learning.

Their Jobs
The gods of Medievia are the individuals who run the game. They are the people
who contend with the everyday ins and outs, complaints and praise, successes and
failures, and anything else that may arise in the realm of the unknown. To keep this
living world alive, the gods must commit their time, effort, and brainpower to the
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continual travail that must occur to maintain the world of Medievia. The gods’ jobs are
diverse and multiple as are the variety of jobs the respondents of my survey perform on a
daily basis.
Before becoming gods of Medievia, in addition to putting in plenty of hours as
players, the individuals must complete an application and submit it to the head personnel
administrator. The applications vary depending on the job for which the person is
applying. There are different applications for builders, autoquest designers, new player
helpers, world room editors, new player recruiters, quest designers, world object mobile
managers, and programmers. Sample applications can be viewed in Appendix D- D1Builder’s Application, D2- New Player Helper Application, and D3- Quest Designer
Application.
Eleven of my respondents are what are called “Builders”. Builders are the people
who create the areas (zones) the players use, and literally create the building blocks of
Medievia. The builders plan the areas, write the room descriptions, create the objects and
monsters (MOBs) in the zone, decide the layout of the area, and basically design a whole
town, castle, graveyard, asylum, cave, beaver dam, or anything else that is created within
the builder’s imagination.
As putting together a well-designed and well-written zone is a hearty task, the
application for becoming a builder is more detailed and specific than the other god
applications. Because there are many skilled writers in the realm of Medievia, there are
very specific criteria for becoming a builder. The application process is very streamlined
and well-defined. The complete builder’s application can be seen in Appendix D1.
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In short, even before an application is considered, the person applying must have
already completed some writing. The application outlines that an applicant must
“Provide a 2+ paragraph story that gives a good idea of your zone’s theme and plot.” In
addition, each application must include at least five sample room descriptions, a list of
special procedures they would like a programmer to put into their area, the level of player
for which the area is intended, the estimated number of rooms of the zone, the amount of
time each week the applicant plans to spend working on the area, at least five sample
MOB (programmed creatures) and object names, and one to two paragraphs explaining
why the applicant wants to build for Medievia.
Once hired as a builder, the challenge begins. The godling is given a new name, a
new level 128 character, and is transferred into a room that encourages the designer to
take their time, have a blast, work when in the mood, think it out, add “UMPF” to the
room and ask for help if needed. Then, it’s up to the new builder to create this area in
which hopefully, months later, people will be exploring, fighting, trading, chatting, and
learning. But before this point, most builders have sketched out the whole idea of their
zone, not only in their heads, but also on paper. Many use graph paper to design the map
of their areas, others use spreadsheets to calculate statistics of objects and equipment, and
others write elaborate stories to go along with their new area in the world of Medievia.
In addition to builders, eleven of my respondents are “New Player Helpers”. New
Player Helpers (NPH) are gods who have been trained to assist new players, and are
considered to be excellent representatives of Medievia. On any given day, a NPH can
help a new player get started in the game, explain how to use spells and skills, aid a new
explorer in finding his/her way somewhere, help someone find an acceptable name,
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discuss different ways to communicate in the game, run a quest on the New Players Guild
clan channel, answer player “prayers” (players can use a text channel, called “pray”, to
ask for help), answer general questions, and field any other issues that come up with new
players. The NPHs are the ones who help the new players around, and keep them coming
back again and again. The application to become a NPH can be viewed in Appendix D2.
As Medievia has 110 individuals who have volunteered to help administer the
game, there is a need for managers to keep things going and to keep productivity flowing.
Ten of my respondents identified themselves as “Managers”. The managers are the gods
who manage other gods in their department. They make sure the gods “under” them are
doing the jobs they are supposed to be doing, in a timely fashion, and keeping tabs on
things in their department. While doing their jobs as managers, they are still also
contributing to the advancement of the game by writing zones, editing rooms, writing
articles for the web site, writing quests, and so forth.
Six people responded that they were involved with “Customer Service” in
Medievia. Customer service gods do much of what the NPHs do, but with all levels of
players. They may handle such issues as player disputes, foul language, bug abuse,
money issues, zone problems, and so forth. They answer “prayers” and “telepaths” from
players with problems and either content with the problems themselves or refer the
players to another administrator.
As builders design, create, and build their zones, the World Room Editors (WRE)
are proofreading, editing, and suggesting changes for what is being written. Five of the
gods in my study have identified themselves as WREs. “WREs (World Room Editors)
are gods whose main responsibilities are proofreading and editing rooms to ensure that
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they meet high standards for grammar, spelling, punctuation, and other writing rules, as
well as the building rules for zones” (from HELP WRE, a help file within the game- see
Appendix D5 for the complete help file).
As new administrators are hired, they must be trained in the ways of the world of
Medievia. They are taught how to act as a god, what special commands are now at his or
her disposal, what is considered inappropriate god behavior, where to go for help if it’s
needed, what are his or her specific jobs, and the procedures for doing all the above. It is
quite overwhelming when first hired, but there are administrators that are known as God
Trainers to help out. God Trainers do what their name suggests, they train gods. They are
first trained by our God Trainer Teachers to understand a specific aspect of the game, and
then are sent new recruits to hone their skills in their new position. These gods will have
the specialty of the job they train for next to their title. Five of my respondents are God
Trainers.
Medievia’s web site and in-game newspaper, “The Mudslinger”, have a staff of
reporters, writers, and editors that create articles and pages for the publications. Three of
the administrators of my study are such writers. In addition, three gods have identified
themselves as Clan/Real Estate gods. These gods manage all aspects of Clan creation
and removal as well as sales of player homes. Players who wish to create clans or buy
homes contact these individuals.
Other jobs identified by members of the population are programmer (1), quest
designer (1), holiday quest god (1), god assistant (1), client consultant (1), and president
(1). Quest designers write new quest scripts (games programmed within the game in
which players can compete) using ideas approved by their managers. They run quests
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they have written as well as other approved quests. Quest designers have excellent
scripting ability and a proven knowledge of the quest system. A complete description of
quests on Medievia is available in Appendix D6. Holiday quest gods create and manage
builders of the holiday quests, as well as award prizes for holiday quests. Holiday
activities are planned for almost all calendar and religious celebrations around the world.
Client consultants answer questions for players about mud clients, which are programs
used to access the game. (The above information was taken from HELP JOBS, part of
Medievia’s help system. See Appendix D4 for the complete help file.)

Data Collection Strategies
In determining the best way to collect data from my population for this study, I
considered many options. I could have observed administrators in action on the game
and created jottings from my observations. I could have conducted live interviews with
the respondents online. I could have also communicated with my respondents via the
telephone or email to gather data. In addition, I could have created a questionnaire, or
survey, for my respondents to take. Because my research problem states that I sought to
find out what the administrators believed they have learned, I realized the online
observations would not lead me to collecting the desired data. Although live interviews,
be them online, on the telephone, or through email would have provided sufficient data, I
wanted to be sure to ask the same questions of all respondents, and I didn’t want a
respondent’s responses to alter my line of questioning.
I finally decided on creating a questionnaire for my study because questionnaires
lend themselves to many different types of questioning and answering, in a compact,
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simple format. Anderson and Arsenault (1998) describe how questionnaires can aid in
research such as mine. “Well constructed questionnaires permit researchers to gather
reasonably valid quantitative and qualitative data in a simple, timely, and cost efficient
manner … Questionnaires lend themselves to logical and organized data entry and
analysis for both quantitative and qualitative findings” (p. 182). With a questionnaire, I
could create multiple choice questions to gather demographic information, create a Likert
scale to measure to what degree my population agrees or disagrees with certain
statements, compose ranking questions to narrow down what my respondents believe
they have learned, and also include open-ended and short-answer questions to which the
respondent could answer at any length they feel appropriate. From the data provided by
this questionnaire, I concluded that I could create jottings from the open-ended questions
from which codes and meaning would evolve in the nature of a qualitative study, I could
use the results of the Likert scale to create graphs to back up and defend, if possible, the
findings of the open-ended questions, I could use the demographic information to shape
and define my population, and I could easily keep track of each respondent individually
by each survey.
Using the conclusions above, I determined that my primary collection strategy
was to be a questionnaire. I designed and composed a survey on the Internet using the
online service Surveymonkey.com. Before completing and sending the final
questionnaire to the respondents, I created a shorter pilot survey. The pilot was tested on
six of the respondents in June of 2002, several months before the final survey was sent to
the complete population. With the feedback from the pilot group and members of my
graduate class, the survey questionnaire was revised and lengthened. Questions were
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reworded, new questions were added, spelling mistakes were corrected, and clarifications
were made to the original pilot survey so that I could gain the best data from my
population. The revised survey can be viewed online at
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=1762114332 or in Appendix A.
I believe an online questionnaire was appropriate for my study since all my
respondents are known to me through online relationships. I knew all the respondents in
my population were technologically proficient to access the survey, read it, and complete
it with minimal difficulty. In addition, because I chose to use an online survey, the
respondents could view it at any time, answer a few questions one day and complete it
the next, and go back to change an answer if they so chose.
To inform my population of the survey, I sent the initial questionnaire to my focus
group of respondents via a link in an email (See Appendix C for all email
correspondence). I checked the responses online through the services that
Surveymonkey.com provides. Each day or every other day after the initial email inviting
the respondents to complete the survey, I gathered the responses, read them, and started
to analyze them. I sent a follow-up email to my population to remind them to complete
the questionnaires within a week after I sent the initial email prompting them to start the
survey. In total, I gave the group three weeks to answer all the questions. A more
thorough explanation of the steps that led me through data collection is available in the
following chapter.
The other tool I used during my study was my research journal. The journal
consisted of my thoughts, questions, and opinions about how the study was going. I
continued to add and expand my journal as my study progressed. Although it was not
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used as a primary source of data, it was valuable to my study as I was able to go back and
rehash old questions and problems as well as quote directly from it in support of
statements made further along in the study.

Data Analysis Methodologies
As my study is one in which no experiment takes place, no comparisons are made,
very few numbers are involved, and one in which I have dug into my data through deep
analysis of what my participants thoughtfully say in their responses, I have used
Qualitative Analysis strategies.
Strauss and Corbin (1998) define qualitative research as “any type of research that
produces findings not arrived at by statistical procedures or other means of quantification.
It can refer to research about persons’ lives, lived experiences, behaviors, emotions, and
feelings as well as about organizational functioning, social movements, cultural
phenomena, and interactions between nations” (p. 11). They go on to discuss how the
data are analyzed as a “nonmathematical process of interpretation, carried out for the
purpose of discovering concepts and relationships in raw data and then organizing these
into a theoretical explanatory scheme” (p.11). These definitions fit right into the purpose
of my study. I was not trying to measure how much someone learns from Medievia, nor
was I seeking to create an experiment from which I would gather statistical data. I
developed and implemented this study to delve into the minds of Medievia’s
administrators and to have them reflect on what they have experienced in the game, and
how they have evaluated their experiences in relation to what aspects of the game have
led them to learn. I wanted my respondents to answer truthfully, and at length, on what
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characteristics of learning they believe they themselves, and others, have been exposed to
in a MUD like Medievia.
Grounded theory is defined by Strauss and Corbin as theory that is “derived from
the data, systematically gathered and analyzed through the research process” (p. 12). In
grounded theory, the researcher does not begin research with the results in mind; instead
the researcher seeks to examine an area of study and then “allows the theory to emerge
from the data” (p. 12). According to Strauss and Corbin, “grounded theories, because
they are drawn from the data, are likely to offer insight, enhance understanding, and
provide a meaningful guide to action” (p. 12). I feel that my research is indeed
considered grounded theory because of the nature of the environment, the population
involved, and the purpose this study may serve to researchers in the future. The specifics
of my data analysis can be read in a later chapter.

The Limitations of this Study
Although I believe this study to be viable and sound, there are several limitations
that must be identified. As I have been an active participant in the environment of MUDs
for over eight years, and Medievia itself for seven, I have a different viewpoint from a
researcher who has never been previously involved with a MUD. However, effort was
made to minimize subjectivity on my part by using a questionnaire as my primary data
collection strategy. The respondents never had to speak to me one-on-one, and my bias
and opinions have not interfered with the data collection.
Another limitation is the mere size of my population. I have surveyed and studied
only 19 out of 110 gods who currently devote their time to Medievia. The gods who
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volunteered for my study were not an equal representation of the god groups, as I would
have liked to have had a few more programmers or builders in my population group. In
addition, the characteristics of learning found in this study only reflect the opinions and
beliefs of the administrators of the game, not the players. Although every god has at one
time been a player, they cannot merely speak of their experience as a player. If I were to
conduct further research in this area, I would be sure to include a broader spectrum of
gods and players.
The gods who were selected for this study are individuals who volunteered to take
part in the research. Because only 19 gods volunteered to participate, the group was not
large enough to implement a random sample. Therefore, my population was not a fair
sample or random selection of the 110 gods that work for Medievia. In addition to the
statements above about the sample not being an equal representation of god groups, it is
also not a fair representation of who all the gods are. The people who devoted their time
to this study are the ones who were interested in the study, eager to help out, and had the
time and motivation to carry through with their participation. My population represents
only 17% of the administrators of Medievia, and therefore only 17% of their thoughts and
opinions about learning are examined in this study.
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Chapter 4: Narrative

In finding the answers to my questions about the learning that spontaneously
occurs on MUDs, I needed a population to sample. This population had to be
knowledgeable about the world of MUDs, Medievia to be specific, and it had to be a
group of people who have had long-term exposure to the environment. The obvious
group of people for my study was the administrators of the game. As explained above,
these individuals have spent many hours, days, months, and years of their lives in the
world of Medievia and have played the game to the fullest extent. Because of these
qualities, it is these individuals who could offer the best viewpoint as to the
characteristics of learning that take place in this online world.
After deciding my population was to be the administrators, I had to proceed in
further narrowing the pool of prospective participants. There are over 110 individuals
who help in the running of the game on a daily basis. From that 110, I was looking for 20
people who were willing to be involved in a study such as this. To solicit volunteers, I
sent out the following email to the medgod@medievia.com mailing list, which is
distributed to all the administrators of the game:
Hello all gods!
As some of you may or may not know, I am going to be doing my master's
thesis on learning on MUDs. My main research "question" is outlined below:
The purpose of this study is to identify, gain information, and analyze
what users of Multi-User Domains learn, both intellectually and socially,
as they adventure through these mystical lands. Together, with
participants of such domains, this study seeks to find the answers to the
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questions: What are the characteristics of the learning that takes place on
MUDs? and What does a user of a MUD learn that crosses over to use in
"real-life"?
I have narrowed my population down to gods, or administrators of Medievia. I
will be doing a qualitative study and to gather data I will need to
interview groups and individual people online as well as gather responses
through questionnaires.
Because Medgod goes out to about 110 people and my professor said that I
would be swamped with data if I used you ALL as my target population, I am
looking for about 20-30 core people to use for my study. I am strictly
asking for volunteers, but before you volunteer I do ask that you stick
with it throughout my study, which should be finished by the end of May
2003 (I hope!). I also ask that you are cooperative in the surveys and
interviews I may give and that you put thought into your answers. Validity
of responses of online interviews/surveys is one limitation of my study and
I have chosen to interview and questions the gods because I thought that
would make it more valid than just interviewing a group of mortals!
Ok, so that's the proposition. Please respond to me if you are interested
in volunteering for my research project. I will be forever grateful!
By the way, I would really appreciate it if some of the busier gods would please
do this because your opinion is very necessary! I know you are busy but
this really shouldn't take up too much of your time!
Thanks for your cooperation ahead of time!
Soleil
Dianne
From the initial email I immediately began receiving responses from people who were
interested in helping with my research. Within a few weeks, I received 20 responses
stating the respondent wanted to be involved in the study.
After finding the population for my study, I could then move forward in collecting
my data. As previously explained in the previous chapter, I had created and piloted an
online survey through Surveymonkey.com. After a few revisions, the survey was ready
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to be distributed. On September 20, 2002, I sent out an email to my 20 participants with
the subject line “It hath BEGUN!” And begin it did. The text of that email is below:
Hello all!
Firstly, let me thank you for agreeing to help me with my Master's studythe learning implication of MUDs. As you already know, I have chosen the
administrators, or gods, of Medievia as my research population, and you are
the 20 or so who have volunteered to help me out.
It is now time to begin! The first step, as I mentioned before, is the
online survey. Click this link to get there -->
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=1762114332
As the instructions state, the survey should take you at least 30 minutes
to complete but you shouldn't spend more than 3 hours on it :) Please put
some thought into your answers to the questions and tell the truth!
I would like all the surveys to be completed within a 2-week time period.
If you don't think you can get it finished within that timeframe, please
let me know ASAP. I need to have an accurate count of participants.
Thanks again for all your help ahead of time!
Get your thinking caps on....
Soleil
The surveys started coming in completed that same day. The way the survey was
designed was such that a respondent could begin the survey and go back and complete it
at another time. This initially caused some confusion as to when the respondent was
completely finished with his/her survey. As I intended to begin analyzing the surveys as
they were completed, I immediately sent an email out to all the participants telling them
to email me when they were completely finished with the survey (See Appendix C for all
email correspondence). This worked out well and by September 30th nine surveys were
completed, read, and in the beginning stages of analysis.
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After the first nine surveys, I sent two follow-up emails reminding the
respondents that I wanted the surveys to be completed by October 5th (Appendix C).
Two respondents could not complete the survey in time so I dropped them out of the
study. Another administrator who was online during the time heard about my study and
agreed to participate. Therefore, my final population was composed of 19 people.
The 19 individuals who volunteered to participate in this study are very different
in many respects, but also very alike. The initial survey, in addition to questions
pertaining to MUDs and learning, contained several questions to determine just who my
respondents are outside of the realm of Medievia. Ten of them are male, nine female.
Fourteen call America home, two live across the sea in Great Britain, and one is from
Canada, our neighbor up north. The other two respondents have experienced life in two
different cultures: one was born in Taiwan and now lives in Australia and the other was
born in Britain and lives in the United States. Five of the respondents are between the
ages of 18-22, ten of the respondents are between the ages of 23-30, and four are between
31-40. In addition, the majority of them are currently enrolled in or graduated from four
year universities. Three of them have completed post-graduate work. A short description
of each respondent including the above information can be found in Appendix E. Each
description includes: amount of time as a player, amount of time as an administrator, jobs
on Medievia, age, sex, nationality, and formal education level.
Once all the respondents completed the questionnaire, I could really begin to dig
into the analysis aspect of the study. As part of Surveymonkey.com’s services, I could
print out the results of each respondent’s survey. Once I knew they were complete, I
printed them out and numbered them, from 1 to 19. My first task was simply to read the
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surveys. My initial reaction to the responses was one of overwhelming excitement, relief,
and pride. The gods answered the questions truthfully, with true insight, and at length! I
was impressed with the amount of time and care they put into their answers.
Upon my first reading of these surveys, I immediately began to see similarities in
answers and patterns of responses. In my personal journal on September 22nd, after
reading only the first four surveys, I wrote, “It’s starting to show, overwhelmingly, that a
lot of my administrators think they are learning in the areas of writing, communication,
dealing with others, helping, and they are motivated to do so!” There were clear themes
of writing skills improving in the areas of grammar, spelling, typing, editing, and so
forth. Communication was being made through the “dealing with” and interaction with
others. The responses all mentioned helping and being helped by others in this world of
Medievia, strong motivation to be a part of it, and to help it become bigger and better.
On September 30th, after reading and coding the first nine surveys, I remarked,
“What interests me is that many of my respondents use the term ‘dealing with others’,
over and over again. It is a consistent idea.” Again I noticed that the interaction piece of
being a part of a world like Medievia is important to my respondents. But, not only
interaction in terms of chatting, interacting in playing the game, and fulfilling game
requirements, but also interaction such as mentoring, teaching, coaching, managing, and
leading. Interaction may be the key to environments like MUDs, but my respondents
realize that it is occurring on many different levels.
Another general theme throughout the survey responses was an inherent
motivation to help in furthering this world of which they are a part. A large number of
respondents wrote about how they wanted to help improve the game, give back to the
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game, leave their mark, and be a part of what goes on behind the scenes. There is also a
sense of a certain pride in giving something back to the game they so much enjoy. These
individuals who have given their time and energy are so captivated by the environment
that they want to help it to continue and thrive.
Another area of learning surfaced during my initial reading of the surveys, that of
skills. Recurrent throughout the responses was the learning of typing skills. Most, if not
all, respondents stated they have improved their typing since they have become a part of
Medievia. In addition to typing, many gods wrote that they learned and/or improved their
grammar, creative writing, editing and proofreading skills, as well as improved their
reading comprehension, programming, and script-writing skills.
Medievia is a virtual world that can be accessed from anywhere in the real world.
Because of it’s simple one-server design, someone from the United States can be
interacting and questing with someone from Malaysia, Australia, Canada, France, or
anywhere in-between. Anywhere there is Internet access, there are probably MUD
players. My population took note of this fact and referred to it consistently throughout
their surveys. They mentioned that they have gained knowledge of different cultures,
new languages, and the diversity of the human world because of the doors that Medievia
opens for them to the different communities of the world.
When people interact, communicate, work together to fulfill goals, and spend a lot
of time together, relationships are bound to form. Playing MUDs, especially playing and
administering one like Medievia, takes hours and hours of time. The people with whom
you interact during those hours can become your friends, your romantic interests, your
clan brothers and sisters, or your enemies. My respondents discussed the relationships
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they have formed and many references were made to strong friendship and family ties. In
addition, several respondents mentioned the differences of making friendships online
versus how they are made in “real life”. The ways people are judged are totally different
and therefore the ways relationships are formed are different. My respondents stated they
learned how to be social, diplomatic, and outgoing. They also believed that they could
form real-life relationships with people about whom they cared a great deal because of
their relationships developed online.
Every day human beings have to solve problems and make decisions about how to
proceed next in this ever-changing world. The same is true for the inhabitants of
Medievia. Problem solving, decision making, evaluating situations, and the like, formed
other recurrent themes throughout the surveys. Many administrators are managers and
must delegate workload and personnel, create new positions, and make decisions about
their departments for the betterment of the game. In addition, most gods were Clan
Leaders at some point in their playing career. As Clan Leaders, they would have made
decisions about the 50 or so people who look up to them as their leader.
As I was finishing reading the surveys, I began to notice that the responses were
all from the viewpoint of a god, an administrator, a teacher, a manager, a mentor, and so
forth. The respondents did not mention much of what they learned as a player of the
game, but wrote at length about what being a god in Medievia has taught them. The
initial plan for my research was to find the characteristics of learning that occurs in the
playing of MUDs designed as games. I did not think at that point that the characteristics
of learning might be different for the gods and the players.

After reading the responses

of the surveys, I began to realize the data I collected showed the study was taking a
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different direction. The pattern of responses from an administrator’s viewpoint led me to
see the focus of this study as not “what are the characteristics of learning that occur from
playing a MUD?”, but “what are the characteristics of learning that occur from playing
and administering a MUD?” Since my respondents have been both players and
administrators, I realized the study should reflect the true nature of the population.
From my initial and continued analysis of the survey responses, further and more
specific questions were beginning to surface. As I was reading and analyzing the
narratives, new and broader thoughts entered into the study. I jotted ideas and questions
in my journal as I continued my analysis. “Where are these data taking me? What ideas
are coming out of my data? What concepts and ideas are emerging that I can ‘hold onto’
for furthering my analysis?” These questions plagued my mind until I was finished
reading and coding all of the surveys.
Finishing up with the surveys, I immediately started my data analysis. The
following chapter details how I went about breaking down the surveys into specific data
and what conclusions I have made about the data. Read on to discover just what my
respondents have actually learned from their involvement in the MUD called Medievia!
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Chapter 5: Data Analysis and Discussion

In analyzing the responses to my primary data source, the questionnaires, I took
them as they came in, read them, and analyzed them one at a time. The services provided
by Surveymonkey.com allowed me to view my results a number of ways: through an
Excel spreadsheet, HTML, or through plain text. After printing out each respondent’s
survey responses and reading each one, I downloaded the results into an Excel
spreadsheet and began my analysis.
After I read the responses to the surveys, I knew the next logical step would be to
select passages from the survey questions to provide a context within which I could set
up jottings as material for codes and further analysis. In choosing the items from my
questionnaire to include in my data analysis, I had to determine which questions would
have the greatest impact on my study and provide the richest data for analysis. I went
back over the surveys and determined that I would consider each response to the openended questions as material for the jottings. I chose the open ended questions for the
bulk of my data analysis because they provided the accurate feelings and beliefs of my
population, in the respondents’ own words. Strauss and Corbin, in describing qualitative
research, state “qualitative methods can be used to obtain the intricate details about
phenomena such as feelings, thought processes, and emotions...” (p. 11). As my study is
qualitative in nature, I wanted to get to the heart of what my respondents felt about their
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learning on Medievia. Therefore, the open-ended questions were the best resource to
gather these data.
A sampling of the questions can be read below in Figure 5.1. All nine questions
can be viewed in Appendix F1.

Figure 5.1: Open-ended survey questions

Question #6:

What do you believe you have learned during your time on Medievia?
You may include items from the above questions, but please also include
other answers if they apply.

Question #8:

What types of skills do you believe you have learned on Medievia that
have crossed over to help you in “real-life”?

Question #9:

What types of things have you learned during your time on Medievia
that you believe you would not have learned if you weren’t a part of the
Medievia community?

Question #11: Has being a part of Medievia prepared you or enhanced your learning in
any areas of your “real life” schooling? If so, what subjects or areas?
In what ways does Medievia affect those areas?

When constructing my questionnaire, I wanted to be sure to include questions that
would provide answers to my research questions, but also questions that would lead my
respondents to do some thinking and reflection upon the subject of their learning on and
from Medievia. Question #6 above was the second question in the survey after the Likert
Scale (described below). Question #5 was, “List the three most important skills you have
acquired during your time on Medievia”. Although #5 and #6 are very similar, #6 gave
the respondents an opportunity to expand on their answers to the Likert Scale and to #5
and to provide further characteristics of learning. Question #8 above asked my
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respondents to reflect on how their interaction with the environment of Medievia has
affected their real lives, and what, if anything, they have taken from the game to their real
lives. In addition, question #9 directed my respondents to ponder what their life would
be like without Medievia, and possibly how Medievia has made their life better. In
answering question #11, the respondents had to think about how being a part of the
Medievia environment has helped them in their formal education in school. Because I
wanted the respondents to reflect thoughtfully on their learning and on Medievia as a
learning environment, many of the questions were very similar, with just slight
differences. Several of the respondents noticed my strategy and one stated, “Hmmm this
is beginning to remind me of one of those questionnaires where it asks the same thing in
varied ways to make sure you are being honest” (Respondent #11 Ikuska).
Other items from the questionnaire were disregarded during data analysis
because they provided demographical information such as name, age, where they live,
jobs on Medievia, and how long they have been involved in Medievia. The answers to
these questions provided data about the description of my population. The other item on
my survey not included in data analysis was the Likert Scale, based on the statements in
Figure 5.2.
The Likert scale, although it contained valuable information, did not report on the
personal feelings of my respondents in their own words. When developing my
questionnaire, I was hesitant to include the Likert scale, but decided to include it because
it might give the respondents some idea of the types of learning I was looking for in the
open-ended questions that followed. I will tie in the results of the Likert scale when I
discuss my findings further along in this chapter.
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Figure 5.2: Likert scale statements in survey

The respondents checked off the category that best relates to the statements below based on
the scale: strongly agree, agree, not sure, disagree, strongly disagree, N/A
•

My typing skills have improved

•

My written communication skills have improved

•

My "listening" communication skills have improved

•

My interpersonal skills have improved

•

My reading comprehension has improved

•

My creative writing skills have improved

•

My grammar/spelling skills have improved

•

My leadership skills have improved

•

My responsibility towards my needs and myself has improved

•

My responsibility towards others and their needs has improved

When setting out to analyze the open-ended responses of the surveys, I realized I
had several things to do before I could begin coding. Firstly, I created a table for the
jottings from the open-ended questions, in column by respondent, in rows by question
number. For example, all data from respondent #1 – Kostia, would be placed in a column
called “Kostia”, and the rows underneath would hold responses to the individual
questions and their answers; all data from respondent #2- Nykaul, would be placed in
another column with her answers to the survey questions, and so forth. Because “it is
through careful scrutiny of data, line by line, that researchers are able to uncover new
concepts and novel relationships and to systematically develop categories in terms of
their properties and dimensions” (Strauss and Corbin, p. 71), I carefully read through
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each set of jottings looking for concepts. I analyzed each jotting line by line using open
coding techniques and assigned codes to each jotting.
For example, question #3, “What motivated you to apply to become a god of
Medievia?” elicited the following jottings and codes from my respondents
Figure 5.3: Jottings and codes from question #3

Respondent
#1: Kostia

Jotting

Codes

I wanted to be a proofreader, to use skills I had but

desire

which (due to my lack of formal education in the

motivation

field) I can't seem to get paid for as a "real" job. I saw

proofreader

typos and errors everywhere, and I wanted to fix them.

use skills
lack of education
fix errors
improve

#2: Nykaul

Having achieved the 124 levels of a normal player,

achievement

plus the fact I enjoyed writing and wanted to create

enjoy

my own zone. The thought of having other players

writing

running my zone was to me a way to immortalize

desire

myself, and it was that rather than the fact I would be

create

a God that motivated me the most.

“my own zone”
pride
fame
“others know me”

#3: Miatrylle

I've wanted to be a builder on med for nearly as long

desire

as I've been playing, but I only turned 18 a year ago,

motivation

so when I did, I immediately sent in an application to

hope

Ikuska. After nearly 8 months went by without hearing excited
anything from her, I had given up hope, but just at that

English language

time, the news regarding WRE positions was posted. I

accepted
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read it and was incredibly excited, since I'm now an

applied

English major. I applied within an hour of the post

amused

going up, and received the application test that night.

grateful

After a week of nerve-wracking waiting, Kostia told

determination

me I'd been accepted and I was ecstatic! When the
zone building contest was announced, I applied for a
zone and was accepted... only to find out that Ikuska
had tried to accept me as a builder months before, but
I had never received the email! Needless to say I was
amused and grateful for the chance. :)
#14:

I always liked helping new players and wanted to be

help

Syltheana

able to welcome them to the game, help them with

desire

their first days, and keep them playing. Eventually, I

keep game going

got top honors with leading clan 50.

pride
assist

#16: Vryce

This question does not apply to me as I started

desire

Medievia. What motivated me to do so was the simple

improve game

fact that the online games at the time were poorly

improve gaming

designed and managed. I wished to have a stable game

world

run by gods that have the player’s fun as the main

players run game

mission statement. I wanted to have a game where

fun

players truly do have a say and a game run almost

enjoyment

entirely by the players. Soon after I started Medievia I

success

realized how much fun it is to run the thing and how

motivation

successful it could be. It can be a lot of fun to be a god

fame

in Medievia but the main motivation for me to
continue Medievia is the satisfaction of building
something that may last forever and may never stop
growing and refining itself
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A complete set of the responses and their corresponding codes can be viewed in
Appendix F1.
The next step in my analysis was the combination of codes to make my data more
manageable. I combined the codes of all the respondents and sorted them alphabetically
to find the codes that were the same. Afterwards, I counted the number of occurrences
for each code, eliminated the duplicates, and tabled the results. There were overall 390
individual codes with 953 occurrences. The codes from the original jottings, sorted
alphabetically, combined, with number of occurrences for each code can be viewed in
Appendix F2. Below, in Figure 5.4, is an example of the table, listing all the “E” codes.
Figure 5.4: Codes from original jottings, letter “E”
Code
editing

# of
occurrences
6

educational system lack

1

elite players socialize less

1

encourage

2

encouraged to learn

1

English language

7

enjoy

3

entertainment

2

escape from reality

2

evaluate situations

2

excited

3

expand game

1

expanded thinking

1

experience

1

experiment

1

exposure to skills

1

exposure to other views/people

1
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Once I had the previous table organized, I continued to combine similar codes.
This time, I identified and counted the codes with the same name, and assigned a total to
the number of codes with that name. I also started combining codes with similar
meanings and names. For example, “broaden horizons”, “broaden mindsets”, and
“broaden view” all became “broaden horizons”; “diverse”, “diversity”, and “diverse
population” became “diverse”; and “share”, “share expertise”, “share knowledge”, and
“share skills” all became “share knowledge”. Then, I sorted the codes with the larger
number of occurrences at the top, in descending order. Finally, I assigned numbers to
each code for easier reference. This process reduced the number of codes to 271 with
953 occurrences. The codes with 14 or more occurrences are listed below in Figure 5.5
.
Figure 5.5: Codes with 14 or more occurrences after combining

Code #

Code

# of
occurrences
34

1

problem solving

2

typing

30

3

med help RL

23

4

leadership

22

5

social skills

19

6

grammar

18

7

patience

18

8

diplomacy

17

9

reading

16

10

interacting w/others

16

11

teamwork

15

12

broaden horizons

15

13

give back to game

15

14

diff types of people

14
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Appendix F3 contains the tables of all the codes after combining like codes, sorting the
codes with the largest number of occurrences at the top, and numbering the codes.
Because the number of codes was still rather large, I knew that further analysis
needed to be done to make sense of my data. In open coding, “data are broken down into
discrete parts, closely examined, and compared for similarities and differences” (Strauss
& Corbin, 1998, p. 102). Therefore, I knew that I had to examine my data for further
similarities than just the code names. From the data in the table mentioned above, I
created small cards for each code to help visualize the different concepts and groupings
that were occurring. I laid all the cards out on a table and began to work them into
“pools” with similar meanings. I came up with 16 distinct “pools”. My initial pools and
their codes can be viewed in Appendix F4.
Even though I was getting closer to understanding my data, before I could
continue with my analysis I realized that I needed a better understanding of the exact
meaning of my codes. Therefore, I began defining each code by going back through the
jottings and determining exactly what was meant by each respondent when I assigned
that code to the jotting. Meanings were derived from the context of the statement of the
respondent and then defined from my perspective as the researcher. As I began defining
the codes, I immediately began to see that I could now combine more codes together with
similar meaning. For example, codes #6 “grammar”, #89 “spelling”, #94 “improve
writing”, #130 “mechanics”, #218 “needed writing skills”, and #270 “writing ability”
were moved and combined with code #94 “writing improved” because they all pertain to
improvement in writing skills. Also, codes #66 “med help real life with social skills”,
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#86 “people skills”, and #116 “getting along with people” were all combined and
included with code #5 “social skills” because they all relate to how one acts with other
people in a social context. Other such combinations were made with the codes as I
defined and further clarified them. Strauss and Corbin describe this type of combination.
As we continue with our data analysis, if we come across another object,
event, act, or happening that we identify through comparative analysis as
sharing some common characteristics with an object or a happening, then
we give it the same name, that is, place it into the same code (p. 105).
I also decided to eliminate several codes altogether that were insignificant to my
study. Codes such as “applied”, “college”, “document”, “little improvement in average
player”, “missed opportunities”, “open”, “problem players”, “prejudice”, “worth it”, and
several others with only one occurrence were removed during this stage of analysis.
With approximately six to eight hours of work behind me, I succeeded in providing
definitions for each individual code, combining and broadening code meanings, and
narrowing down my total number of codes and occurrences from 271 codes with 953
occurrences to 182 codes with 936 occurrences. Appendix F5 contains the table of codes
and their definitions.
After defining my codes and reducing the total amount by such a large margin, I
realized that my original pools of categories would no longer be sufficient for my
analysis. Although I do not regret combining the undefined codes into the pools, I now
realize that it may have been too soon to try and categorize the codes. At this point, I had
a much better idea of what my codes meant and where my analysis was heading. As my
codes were significantly fewer and different from those originally assigned, I renumbered
all the codes and re-sorted them by number of occurrences. The newly numbered codes
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are tabled in Appendix F6. Below in Figure 5.6 are the codes and definitions for the top
ten codes.
Figure 5.6: Top ten codes and definitions

Code
#

Code

# of
occurrences

Definition of Code

1

problem
solving

35

Players analyze situations and make decisions about the situation

2

typing

30

Players have developed and improved their typing skills

3

writing
improved

30

Players' writing skills, including grammar, mechanics, and
spelling, have developed and improved

4

social skills

28

Players have developed their socials skills and how to interact with
people

5

leadership

26

Players have learned, developed, and practiced leadership skills,
which include leading, decision making, and managing

6

interacting
w/others

24

Players are interacting with other people, of all ages and creeds,
from all over the world

7

diff types of
people

24

There are many different types of people and cultures on Medievia

8

med help RL

23

Medievia has helped the player in Real Life

9

diplomacy

19

Players have learned and developed diplomacy, including public
relations, by interacting with many different types of people

10

broaden
horizons

19

Players, by interacting with many different types of people, learn
about other cultures and ways of life

Once I had a better grasp of my data and what my codes were telling me, I felt
more comfortable trying to combine once again my codes with similar meanings into
pools, or categories. It was still necessary to determine categories because this “enables
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the analyst to reduce the number of units with which he or she is working. In addition,
categories have analytic power because they have the potential to explain and predict”
(Strauss and Corbin, p. 113). Therefore, I printed out new cards with the new code
numbers and definitions on them and once again set out to move things around and work
the codes into categories.
In forming the categories I took one slip of paper with the code and definition at a
time and set them out upon my table, grouping them according to the definitions assigned
to each code. When I came upon a code that had a similar type of meaning and in my
mind could “go” with another code, I set it in the same grouping. As I was comparing the
individual codes and the concepts they represented, I had to compare each code in a
category to the others in the same category, following the methodology set forth by
Strauss and Corbin. “When we compare incident to incident, we always compare
according to the properties and dimensions inherent within the incident or event,
grouping the like with the like” (Strauss and Corbin, p. 118). In some cases, there were
individual codes themselves that were so strong that that code’s name became the name
of the category. Strauss and Corbin describe this type of codes as an “in vivo” code (p.
116).
At this point I was much more aware of the categories that were forming and
because I now had the definition of each code on small slips of paper, I was more
confident in my choices for categories and which codes would go into each category.
The result of this visual and manual process was 17 distinct categories. For example, the
category with the most number of occurrences which I named Interaction, included 14
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different codes with 134 occurrences of those codes. The codes that were included in
Interaction are listed below in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: The category Interaction and its related codes
Interaction
Code #

Code

# of Occurrences

4

social skills

28

6

interacting with others

24

9

diplomacy

19

14

teamwork

17

21

communication

12

22

friendship

12

39

relationships

6

49

family

5

66

chat

3

93

community

2

113

social

2

119

meet people in RL

2

136

competition

1

171

personal life

1
Total

134

In determining this category, I had to examine the dimensions and properties of each of
the codes it contains to make sure they truly belonged to that category. All codes listed
above under Interaction contain similar properties, but along different dimensions.
Strauss and Corbin state, “patterns are formed when groups of properties align
themselves along various dimensions” (p. 117). Although “social skills”, “interacting
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with others”, “diplomacy”, “teamwork”, “communication”, and the others, are not
exactly the same, they are all concepts which illustrate interaction of some kind.
In contrast to Interaction, another category Skills included the codes “typing”,
“reading”, “programming”, “editing”, “proofreader”, “math”, and the other codes,
although quite different concepts, all represent different types of skills. I had originally
thought to keep the skills separate because of the high number of occurrences for
“typing” especially, but after some further thought, I determined that all the concepts in
this category relate to each other and do not “fit” into any of the other categories. Below
are the codes and number of occurrences of each code for this category.

Figure 5.8: The category Skills and its related codes
Skills
Code #

Code

# of Occurrences

2

typing

30

15

reading

16

17

improve skills

16

26

programming

11

38

editing

8

58

use skills

4

125

skills lacking

2

97

develop skills

2

111

proofreader

2

134

client skills

1

147

forget how in RL

1

162

math

1
Total

94
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Strauss and Corbin point out that, “when an analyst groups data into patterns
according to certain defined characteristics, it should be understood that not every object,
event, happening, or person fits a pattern completely” (p. 118). Because of this, I ended
up with a category of five codes that did not fit into any other category I had defined. I
was not, however, comfortable with eliminating these codes from the study at this point
in the analysis, so I kept the category in my data with the name “Don’t fit anywhere
else!”
All of the categories can be seen below in Figure 5.9, in descending order, the
category with the most number of occurrences at the top. See Appendix F7 for the
complete tables of categories and the codes assigned to each one.
Because I made a large leap from 271 codes to 17 categories, I felt I needed to go
back and create smaller sub-categories so that I would not lose any information or the
distinct flavor of my individual codes. “Subcategories specify a category further by
denoting information such as when, where, why, and how a phenomenon is likely to
occur” (Strauss and Corbin p.119). Using the tables in Appendix F7, I worked at
breaking down each category and grouping similar codes into sub-categories for each
category. For example, the category “Diversity of People and Cultures” was broken
down into three subcategories, “Different People”, “Learning About the World”, and
“Understanding of Others”, and is illustrated below in Figure 5.10.
Breaking the categories down into subcategories led me to a more detailed and
thorough examination of my data and the recurrent themes that were emerging. As shown
by the category above, not only have I determined that my population has learned about
the diversity of people and cultures of the world, but to be more specific, my respondents
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have learned about different peoples, the world, and have learned how to be
understanding of others. The complete breakdown of the categories into subcategories
can be viewed in Appendix F8.
Figure 5.9: Categories, number of codes and occurrences

# of codes in
category

# of occurrences
in category

Interaction

14

134

Motivation

27

129

Skills

12

94

Positive Personal Characteristics

21

83

Diversity of Peoples and Cultures

14

82

Critical Thinking

15

72

Writing

5

66

Helping Each Other

12

56

Leadership

6

56

Medievia Has Positive Effect on
Real Life

13

47

Identity

6

20

Success

5

16

Negative Learning

10

15

Negative Player Aspects

7

15

Medievia as Experiment for Real
Life

4

14

Formal Education

4

13

Don’t Fit

5

7

Category Name
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Figure 5.10 : “Diversity of People and Cultures” category broken down into subcategories

Category

Subcategories
Different People

Diversity of People and Cultures
code
# of
code
#
occur.
different types of
24
7
people
10

broaden horizons

19

36

variety

8

45

diverse

5

53

choices

5

63

different ages

72

code
#
7

different types of people

# of
occur.
24

36

variety

8

45

diverse

5

63

different ages

4

72

meet new people

3

code

Total:
44
Learning About the World
code

# of
occur.

4

code
#
10

broaden horizons

19

meet new people

3

53

choices

5

84

understanding

3

108

languages

2

117

issues of young people

2

106

international

2

108

languages

2

158

knowledge & facts

106

international

2

1
Total :
29

91

changed view

2

94

comprehension

2

158

knowledge & facts

1
Total:
82

Understanding of Others
code
#
84

understanding

3

117

issues of young ppl

2

91

changed view

2

94

comprehension

2

code

# of
occur.

Total:
9
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By breaking down each of the categories into subcategories, not only did I clarify
the data to myself, but I also subconsciously directed myself to an easier way to define
each of the categories. Based on the subcategories and codes within each of the
categories I wrote the following definitions for each category:
Figure 5.11 : Definitions of Categories, listed in order by number of code occurrences

Category Name

Definition

Interaction

In their everyday involvement in the environment of Medievia, the
administrators interact with other administrators and players, develop
social skills, learn how to work together to attain certain goals, and
develop different types of relationships.

Motivation

Although highly intrinsically motivated to be a part of the
environment of Medievia for long periods of time, the administrators
are also motivated by the game itself, and want to contribute to the
continuation of the development of the game.

Skills

Through identifying skills in which they were lacking, the
administrators have had the opportunity to hone skills they already
possess such as programming, math, and editing; improve skills such
as typing and reading; and develop and practice new skills never
before learned.

Positive

Through everyday involvement in the environment of Medievia, the

Personal

administrators have learned and developed behavioral characteristics

Characteristics

(ex: patience, self-awareness, discipline, self-control, organization,
responsibility), emotional characteristics (ex: respect, self-confidence,
intuitiveness, honesty, trust), and cognitive characteristics (ex:
determination, insight, common sense, memory).
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Diversity of

Through interaction with different people from around the globe, the

Peoples and

administrators of Medievia have learned the differences among

Cultures

people from different cultures, facts and information about the world,
and have developed an understanding of others and different cultures.

Critical

Through interacting with other players and administrators, the

Thinking

administrators have developed skills in problem solving, conflict
resolution, evaluation of situations as well as developed personal
learning skills such as how to learn, how to prioritize, how to learn
from mistakes, and knowing when to quit.

Writing

Through everyday use of the environment and by doing their specific
“jobs”, the administrators have improved their writing, increased their
vocabulary, and learned how to use the English language better.

Helping Each

In their jobs as administrators, the respondents have learned how to

Other

help out, encourage, and accept each other and other players of the
game as well as learned how to teach, coach, and share their
knowledge in a more thorough and complete way.

Leadership

Through various roles in the environment of Medievia such as
managers of other administrators or “Clan Leaders” within the game,
the respondents have learned how to lead, manage, delegate, mediate,
and act as a leader.

Medievia has a

By being involved with an environment such as Medievia, the

Positive Effect

administrators’ lives have changed for the better. Medievia has

on Real Life

served as a form of entertainment, helped the respondents in their
“real life” professions, and also helped them in their formal
education.

Identity

Through the interaction with many different types of people, the
administrators have developed a sense of identity.
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Success

Through the opportunities offered to them and the achievement they
have reached, the administrators feel they have learned how to be
successful.

Negative

Several respondents believe that Medievia may be harmful to “real

Learning

life” and that little or no learning may occur in an environment such
as Medievia.

Negative

Through selfishness and bad motivation, the respondents believe that

Player Aspects

negative behavior by other players can negatively affect the learning
that occurs in the environment.

Medievia as

As an environment such as Medievia is a “virtual world” in which

Experiment

many “real life” aspects and interactions occur, the administrators

for Real Life

believe that Medievia can serve as a place in which they can practice
before they are involved in a similar situation in “real life”.

Formal

The respondents compare how their formal education compares to

Education

what they learn on Medievia.

Don’t Fit

This category contains the codes “med different than RL”,

Anywhere Else

“creativity”, “different people learn diff. things”, “unique”, and “elite
players socialize less” that do not fit into any of the other categories.

With my categories now intact and defined, I began to see several recurrent
themes throughout the data. I determined I could combine like categories and thus
constructed distinct variables. “An analyst reduces data from many cases into concepts
and sets of relational statements that can be used to explain, in a general sense, what is
going on” (Strauss and Corbin, p. 145). Therefore, I examined the different categories
and by analyzing the depth and definition of each category, I constructed the following
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variables: Personal Growth, Interaction with Different Peoples and Cultures From All
Over the World, Motivation to Help and Continue, Skills Improvement, Negative Aspects,
and Things that Don’t Fit. The figure below, Figure 5.12, illustrates the categories and
number of code occurrences included in each variable.
As can be determined from the figure below, my respondents, through interacting
with people from all over the world and the environment of Medievia itself, have gained
substantial personal growth. They are motivated to continue their involvement in the
environment and are also very willing to help it continue to develop and thrive. As they
are involved with the daily tasks of being a part of an environment such as this, they are
also improving their skills in the areas of writing, typing, reading, and even editing.
Although there are several negative aspects and codes that didn’t seem to fit
anywhere else, they are a small percentage of the overall codes. The first four variables
represent 876 code occurrences while the last two represent only 50 occurrences. The pie
chart below (Figure 5.13) illustrates the minimal nature of the negative aspects and the
codes that don’t fit anywhere else.
Strauss and Corbin have identified and explained this exact phenomenon.
“Sometimes, the problem is not insufficient data but rather an excess of data; that is,
some ideas do not seem to fit the theory. These are usually extraneous concepts, that is,
nice ideas but ones that never were developed, probably because they did not appear
much in data or seemed to trail off into nowhere. Our advice is to drop them” (p.159).
Therefore, in determining the small percentages of the negative aspect codes and other
codes that “don’t fit”, I decided they were not relevant to the study and should be
dropped out.
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Figure 5.12 : Variables with categories and number of code occurrences

Personal Growth
Positive personal characteristics

93

Critical thinking skills

66

Leadership

62

Medievia has positive effect on real life

47

Identity

20
Total: 288

Interaction with Different Peoples and Cultures from all over the World
Interaction

136

Diversity of peoples and cultures

82

Medievia as “experiment” for real life

14
Total: 232

Motivation to Help and Continue
Motivation

129

Helping each other

51

Success

16
Total: 196

Skills Improvement
Skills

94

Writing

66
Total: 160

Negative Aspects
Negative Learning Aspects

15

Negative Player Aspects

15
Total: 30

Things that don’t fit…
Formal Education

13

Codes that don’t fit

7
Total: 20
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Figure 5.13 : Percentages of code occurrences for each variable

3% 2%

17%

32%
personal grow th
interaction
motivation
skills
negative
don't fit

21%

25%

With the categories Negative Aspects and Things that Don’t Fit eliminated from
the study, I now had four remaining variables, as shown in Figure 5.14 below.
After constructing and examining these variables, I knew that I was very close to
coming to a central, or core, category. According to Strauss and Corbin, the central
category “consists of all the products of analysis condensed into a few words that seem to
explain what ‘this research is all about’” (p.146). I have therefore come to the conclusion
that Personal Growth is what my study is “all about”.
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Figure 5.14 : Final four variables with number of code occurrences

Variable

# of code occurrences

Personal Growth

288

Interaction with Different Peoples and Cultures
from All Over the World

232

Motivation to Help and Continue

196

Skills Improvement

160

After determining this central category, I referred to Strauss’s list of criteria for
choosing a central category, of which a few criteria are defined below in Figure 5.15. To
justify my choice of “Personal Growth” as the core concept, I will illustrate the criteria
below and discuss how each one relates to my study.

Figure 5.15 : Strauss’s criteria for choosing a central, or “core” category
1. It must be central; that is, all other major categories can be related to it.
2. It must appear frequently in the data. This means that within all or almost all cases,
there are indicators pointing to that concept.
3. The explanation that evolves by relating the categories is logical and consistent. There
is no forcing of data. (p.147)
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“It must be central; that is, all other major categories can be related to it”.
I will use the four variables to discuss this criterion. Firstly, the variable with the
most number of code occurrences is Personal Growth itself. Because I have selected this
variable to be the overall core concept, little explanation is needed. The categories that
fit into this variable are “Positive Personal Characteristics”, “Critical Thinking Skills”,
“Leadership”, “Medievia has Positive Effect on Real Life”, and “Identity”. These
concepts have all led my respondents to Personal Growth.
The second variable is Interaction with Different Peoples and Cultures from All
Over the World. Through interacting with different people from different cultures all
over the globe, working together with these people, developing relationships, and using
Medievia as an environment in which one can practice “real life” interactions, the
members of my population have learned multiple things. They have learned social skills,
how to relate to different types of people, how to communicate with people whose native
language is not English, how to mediate different situations, how to work together to
attain goals, and how to develop rich and rewarding relationships in an online
environment, without outside influences such as appearance and popularity. Because of
these concepts, the interactions in which the administrators of Medievia have been
involved and the people with whom the interactions take place have led them to
becoming better-rounded, knowledgeable human beings, aka. Personal Growth.
The third variable, Motivation to Help and Continue, relates to the core category
of Personal Growth in many ways. Although many of the respondents are intrinsically
motivated, the environment of the game itself has motivated them to want to continue
logging in and volunteering their time, day after day. Not only is the game motivating,
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but the successes that the administrators have felt have also kept them coming back for
more. They enjoy helping each other and other players and they truly want to be a part of
this world. Therefore, my population has realized that they have not only learned that
they are motivated individuals, but they have also learned that they want to continue the
jobs they are doing, want to contribute to an environment in which they have a
considerable investment, and want to further the development of the environment and
game. They have grown into responsible and motivated human beings.
The final variable, Skills Improvement, is as obvious as the first in comparing it to
the core category of Personal Growth. Through hours, days, months, and years of
logging into Medievia, the members of my population have improved already known
skills such as typing, math, and reading comprehension. They have also developed new
skills such as programming, proofreading, editing, and creative writing. The skills are
developed and learned by everyday use of the environment as well as the learning and
completion of the administrators’ “jobs” in the game. The development and
improvement of the above mentioned skills are undeniable factors contributing to
Personal Growth.
“It must appear frequently in the data. This means that within all or almost all
cases, there are indicators pointing to that concept.”
The core category of Personal Growth is illustrated by each of the respondents in
their questionnaire responses. The respondents answered truthfully and reflectively and
each individual stated that Medievia led to self-improvement in specific ways. Below are
quotes from the original questionnaires that illustrate the four different sub-variables
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identified above. A complete list of quotes that illustrate Personal Growth can be viewed
in Appendix F10.
Variable: Personal Growth
Respondent Quote
Kostia

“I’ve learned to speak/write in a more professional way and to
control my temper.”

Nykaul

“Other things such as patience and ability to listen and evaluate
different situations have come from both experience and maturity.”

Miatrylle

“As I’m working towards teaching credentials, the patience I’ve
acquired from being a clan leader, an avatar, and a goddess will go
far to help me in that chosen profession.”

Kithario

“Patience, respect and tactfulness are three powerful traits that I
learned through Medievia, and will be thankful for, from now until
the day I die.”
“To see how I used to act before Medievia, and now look at myself,
and how I matured over the years, how my outlook has changed, and
my perception on matters has changed, I am grateful for my time
spent on Medievia. If it weren’t for my time here, I don’t know
where I would be, or more importantly, who I would be.”

Ravenna

“You learn self-control and develop patience.”
“Develop leadership skills, things like mediation, delegation, and
organization.”

Excrucior

“How to learn.”

Azariah

“I’m much more thick-skinned now than I used to be, and don’t take
things as personal that are said when someone is angry or upset.”

Solarina

“I have in my opinion become more patient with people since
working with new players on Medievia.”

Ikuska

“I learned to make faster decisions and to avoid allowing people to
manipulate me.”
“Leadership skills, intuitiveness and perception, quick thinking, and
a stronger character to stand up for myself when necessary.”
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Casse

“I have gone from needing approval from my superiors to being
more self-sufficient.”
“I really have become less naïve and needing to be liked.”

Syltheana

“I have learned to be patient, hear all the facts, investigate, and then
make a decision.”
“I have learned how to control my temper.”

Vryce

“Lessons like not to lie, to have honor, to think team first, to make
good friends and pick them wisely, to be patient, to control anger
and frustration, to lose gracefully and to win well.”
“The programming, business, management, and leadership skills I
have learned in Medievia have all helped me further my career at
other companies.”
“I have personally learned how to adjust my behavior more quickly
and accurately and how to learn from others quickly and accurately.”
“I do not think I could have become the man I am now without the
Medievia community teaching me this stuff.”

Columnus

“The biggest thing I learned from Medievia is probably knowing
what is and what’s not important.”
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Variable: Interaction with Different Peoples and Cultures from All Over the World
Respondent Quote
Miatrylle

“I think that playing Medievia exposes one to a very diverse group
of people and friends, which can only serve to broaden mindsets.”

Kithario

“When you interact with literally thousands of different people in an
online situation, you can’t judge a book by its cover.”

Chojey

“Aspects of different cultures and races around the world.”

Excrucior

“Dealing with people.”

Enignon

“My understanding and insights into human psychology and
behavior have benefited the most as a result of watching people
interact.”

Ikuska

“Socially people learn about human nature.”
“I’d say the most valuable is worldliness. I have met so many
people from different countries and cultures since I began playing
Medievia.”

Melisandi

“I have strengthened my people skills, talking, and communication.”
“Different cultural styles from people all over the world, languages,
and ideas.”

Syltheana

“I have learned how to deal with people on a one-to-one basis.”
“In Medievia, you can take the spotlight without anyone judging you
on your laugh, your looks, your personality, and stand out in a crowd
and be successful.”

Daranix

“I believe my role as clan leader has allowed me to improve my
interaction with people from a wide variety of economic, age, and
social backgrounds.”

Columnus

“None of the normal ‘first impression’ rules of appearance apply
here. It’s all about who people are, or how they portray themselves.
It sharpened my judgment of character, as well as my approaches in
dealing with diverse populations.”

Jaolen

“I’ve really learned how to judge people online, which to trust and
which are usually lying through their teeth.”
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Variable: Motivation to Help and Continue
Respondent Quote
Nykaul

“The thought of having other players running my zone was to me a
way to immortalize myself, and it was that rather than the fact I
would be a God that motivated me the most.”

Kithario

“After a few short months, my actions were rewarded with a builder
god, then as I moved up in the ranks, it became a way for me to
‘give’ to others, what previous gods had done for me.”

Ravenna

“One of the reasons I chose editing is so that I could have a hand in
the development process, actually working on creating new zones.
It was like being able to leave my mark on the game.”

Enignon

“The desire to help and make Medievia a better place, along with the
chance to get to know more people.”

Solarina

“I have always enjoyed working with people and helping new
players as an Avatar (mortal characters that help new players), and
thought that it would be wonderful to continue that as a God as
well.”

Ikuska

“I really wanted to create a zone and see people playing in
something I made.”

Melisandi

“As a player, I saw people who truly didn’t understand the aspects of
the MUD. The commands and the shortcuts that can sometimes be
used in playing. I wanted to share what I had learned with others.”

Syltheana

“I always liked helping new players and wanted to be able to
welcome them to the game, help them with their first days, and keep
them playing. Eventually, I got top honors with leading clan 50 (the
new players’ clan).”

Vryce

“It can be a lot of fun to be a god in Medievia but the main
motivation for me to continue Medievia is the satisfaction of
building something that may last forever and may never stop
growing and refining itself.”

Jaolen

“I liked the idea of being able to analyze and make decisions about
equipment, MOBs, MOB difficulty, the relationship between the
tow, the effect on player vs. player.. the list goes on! It’s just
something I enjoy doing and it was nice to put my input into the
game.
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Variable: Skills Improvement
Respondent Quote
Kostia

“I know my writing skills have improved; writing rooms, especially,
gives me an outlook on things I see every day that make it possible
for me to describe just about anything, no matter how mundane, and
make it worth reading or hearing. I’m proud of that.”

Nykaul

“Medievia has not so much taught me new skills or abilities, but
instead given me the opportunity to develop them. I may not take
recognizable skills from playing into the real world, but what I have
learnt has forever changed the way I view and think of the world.”

Kithario

“Some may laugh at the notion that playing an online fantasy game
can help tone your skills and abilities to lead, but to them I simply
say ‘You’re wrong’.”

Ravenna

“My knowledge of grammar has increased. An improvement of my
editing skills has resulted in an improvement of my writing skills as
well.”

Excrucior

“The ability to write narrative.”

Enignon

“Improved typing skills”

Azariah

“I’m a much better writer now that I used to be- both creatively and
mechanically.”

Solarina

“I have improved a lot on my typing and reading, and also in
working my memory to keep track of the many zones and skills on
the game.”

Melisandi

“I have increased my typing skills, improved context and grammar.”

Casse

“I have learned to type, have started tapping into my more creative
side, and my management skills, I believe, have improved.”

Syltheana

“I have improved my reading comprehension and problem solving
skills.”

Daranix

“Grammar has improved due to my job as a World Room Editor.”

Vryce

“I have developed from someone with no coding skills to someone
who has mastered coding at all levels.”
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“The explanation that evolves by relating the categories is logical and consistent.
There is no forcing of data.”
Because I was so detailed in my formation of categories from the codes, and the
variables from the categories, as outlined above, I feel there was no forcing of data.
Several codes that did not fit the study were eliminated early on in the analysis. Any
codes that were left over after constructing the categories were put into the “Codes that
Don’t Fit Anywhere Else” category and were eventually eliminated as explained above.

By examining the careful analysis of my data and the supporting quotes from my
respondents, it is undeniable that the administrators of Medievia have gained in the area
of Personal Growth from their time spent in this specific MUD environment. However, I
did choose to include a Likert Scale in my original questionnaire, and although I did not
include the results in my analysis above, the implications of what was represented are
important enough to include in this study. In analyzing the Likert scale statements
outlined in Figure 5.2, I combined “strongly agree” with “agree” and “strongly disagree”
with “disagree”. The results can be viewed below, in Figure 5.16.
As illustrated in the graph, the results of the Likert Scale are consistent with my
analysis of the jottings taken from the open-ended survey questions. The respondents all
believed that their writing, listening, interpersonal skills, and leadership skills have
improved, as well as their typing, reading comprehension, and grammar and spelling
skills. Overwhelmingly, the respondents agreed with the statements presented to them in
the areas of Personal Growth and Skills Improvement.
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Figure 5.16 : Likert Scale results

In completing the analysis needed for the fulfillment of this study of learning on
MUDs, Medievia in particular, I have also gone through my own personal growth. This
study, being my first experience with thorough qualitative analysis, has opened my eyes
to the world of research and the power that I hold in my hands as a researcher. Although
at times difficult, time-consuming, and mind-altering, the processes through which I put
myself and my data have led me to become a more knowledgeable person, not only in the
subject of this study, but also as a metacognitive thinker.
In the next section of my study, I will describe my conclusions as they relate to
learning, theories previously developed on learning, and the impact of my study on
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learning environments. I will also discuss the implications of my study for further
research and where the world of research can proceed using my study as a starting point.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations

The above analysis clearly demonstrates that the selected administrators of the
MUD named Medievia have gained in the areas of personal growth, motivation, and
skills development through interacting with the environment and the diverse population
inhabiting the virtual fantasy world. However, several questions need to be addressed
pertaining to this study’s implications on learning. How can an environment created as a
game be described as a learning environment? What can be taken from this study to
illustrate the fact that non-conventional learning environments such as MUDs can be as
viable as formal classroom learning settings? How can the use of MUDs be implemented
in and out of the school setting as educational learning environments?
This section of the study focuses on the conclusions of my analysis as they relate
to the population studied, that of administrators of the MUD called Medievia. Although
focused on a specific population of adults that have already developed certain levels of
maturity and responsibility, I will discuss how the findings of my analysis might also
relate to younger children in a K-12 environment. In addition, it will be shown that
MUDs, as games, are viable constructivist learning environments in which anyone, not
only the adults of this study, may be able to learn. In conclusion, I will discuss the
possibilities of implementing a MUD in a school environment and what further research
could be conducted in the area of MUDs and learning.
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As found in the analysis above, my respondents have demonstrated significant
personal growth through their interaction with the environment of Medievia. They have
grown not only in several areas of skill development, but also in areas of maturity and
motivation. They have, through interaction with many different types of people and
cultures, learned about the world and how different people have varying view points, and
that it is important that such viewpoints are understood and respected. In addition, they
have realized their contribution to the game of Medievia has been significant and their
effort and input have led them to personal and professional success.
Even though most of the individuals in this study are adults who have completed
their schooling, much of the growth that has been exhibited by them might also be
cultivated within a formal educational setting. If introduced to school-aged children, an
environment such as Medievia could foster the same types of learning as found in this
study and possibly lead to more significant growth and learning not identified by the
specific population of Medievia’s administrators. MUDs such as Medievia are
stimulating and motivating places to interact with others. They are constructivist
environments in which social learning and interaction with others must take place for ingame goals to be met and growth to occur in these areas. They are also environments in
which individuals have the opportunity to meet and discuss issues with people from
different cultures from all over the world.
If exposed to a MUD environment for an extended period of time like the
participants of this study, children could also gain in similar areas of personal growth.
By playing the game and also helping to administer it, they could develop skills in math,
typing, reading, and writing, learn organization and problem solving, and learn how to
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work well with others of any race and creed. The environment of the MUD would free
children to explore, take risks, question, and most importantly, take the skills they learn
and attitudes they develop from the game environment and apply them to their real lives.
As this study has found, involvement in a game such as Medievia leads to significant
personal growth. Why couldn’t a similar, age-appropriate environment be introduced to
younger children in a more formal educational setting?

Games as learning environments
Medievia, like many MUD environments, is a game. Games, although fun and
entertaining, are sometimes not seen as ideal environments for learning to occur. Critics
of MUDs and other similar role-playing adventure games believe games of this nature are
too time-consuming and could easily become a grave waste of time for the user.
However, in examining the learning of children, play and games are at the core of their
activity. Nicolopoulou and Cole (1993) discuss play:
Play is not necessarily frivolous. On the contrary, if properly
understood, it can serve precisely as a prototype of an activity
constituted by shared and voluntarily accepted rules, within which
people can be motivated to strive for excellences and for mastery of the
possibilities inherent in that practice (p. 292).
According to Vygotsky’s theory of the importance of play, any game is a situation where
learning can occur. MUDs are similar to other games as they have a set of rules, both
dictated by the administrators and mediated by the players. Vygotsky believes that
“every imaginary situation contains rules in a concealed form” and that “every game with
rules contains an imaginary situation in a concealed form” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 26).
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Therefore, it is possible to conclude that although MUDs are games constructed in
imaginary environments, playing and interacting within them can lead to learning.
One of the final variables of the analysis above demonstrates that motivation was
the key to learning and gaining personal growth. The administrators in my study are
motivated to be a part of Medievia and are also motivated to help in the development and
success of the game. Malone (1981) also values the importance of motivation in
learning. He states, “If students are intrinsically motivated to learn something, they may
spend more time and effort learning, feel better about what they learn, and use it more in
the future” (p. 335).

Although the users of MUDs do not immediately realize they are

involved in learning, the fact is that MUDs are motivating the users to stay, play more,
and spend more time in the environment, thus learning. In the case of my administrators,
many of them thoughtfully reflected on their learning, therefore realizing that learning
does occur in the environment of Medievia. As illustrated by the results and quotes in the
analysis above, they do indeed feel better about what they’ve learned and they also
believe that they will use more of what they learned in the future. I hypothesize that if
school-aged children were exposed to MUDs, they would also be motivated by the
enjoyable game atmosphere to keep logging in and playing.
Malone, in developing his “Theory of Intrinsically Motivating Instruction” for the
design of educationally-sound games for children, identified three elements of a
successful learning environment: challenge, fantasy, and curiosity. His research
demonstrated that a game containing a strong combination of those three elements will
lead to the greatest amount of learning. In describing challenge, he holds that the goals of
the game are very important. He states, “a good goal is personally meaningful” (p. 356).
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The goals of the game of Medievia are many, as are the goals of the “game” of being a
god. Although the goals of being a god are not inherently clear or defined, the goals of
the gods’ tasks are. Several goals of the gods can be defined as creating and developing a
new area of the world, writing a new quest, disciplining problem players, programming
and implementing new concepts, and managing fellow administrators. However, the
goals of being a god are personally meaningful in that they have led the administrators to
personal growth, knowledge of other cultures, and development and improvement of
skills.
Another aspect of Malone’s element of challenge is described through difficulty
level. He believes that a game with an uncertain outcome is needed for challenge to
occur. “An environment is not challenging if the person is either certain to reach the goal
or certain not to reach the goal” (p. 368). If the goal is certain, the game looses its
intrigue, therefore lessening the amount of learning that could occur. To achieve an
uncertain outcome, it is necessary to create an environment in which the difficulty level is
variable, either player defined or automatically defined by the programming of the game
(Malone, p. 358). In MUD environments such as Medievia, the difficulty level is both
chosen by the player and also dictated by the programming. In relation to this study, the
difficulty level is wherever the administrators feel most comfortable, therefore it is
player-chosen. The gods take on responsibilities in which they feel they can be the most
successful. They apply and volunteer for tasks they can do, and then slowly, after proven
successful in their previous projects, take on more challenging and difficult jobs.
The final aspect of Malone’s element of challenge relates to self-esteem. He
states, “Challenge is captivating because it engages a person’s self-esteem. Success in an
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instructional environment, like success in any challenging activity, can make people feel
better about themselves” (p. 360). As illustrated in the analysis above, the participants in
this study have gained in many areas of self-esteem. They have stated they feel
successful in their jobs on Medievia and in “real life”. In addition, they believe that
Medievia has helped them learn how to be more self-confident, better leaders, how to
interact with different types of people, and how to act correctly in social and professional
situations.
In examining the importance of Malone’s motivational element of challenge in
educational environments and comparing it to Medievia, it can be concluded that
Medievia is indeed a challenging place. The administrators have goals to accomplish,
although not always clearly defined and static. They have the ability to work and play at
different difficulty levels, and they also have the opportunity to succeed and improve
their self-esteem through their achievements and the realization of their goals.
Malone’s second element of an educationally-sound learning environment is
fantasy. He states, “Fantasies can make instructional environments more interesting and
more educational” (p. 360). The whole environment in which Medievia is set is a fantasy
environment. Casting spells, killing ogres, riding on dragons, trading in covered wagons,
collecting dragon crystals, and the like are all characteristics of Medievia that make it a
fantasy world. Malone even identifies a game like Medievia in his definition of an
intrinsic fantasy environment:
The Adventure game in which a vast underground cavern system is
explored in response to the players’ commands can be considered an
intrinsic fantasy for the skills of reading (the cave descriptions) and
writing (the commands) (p. 361).
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Although Malone only mentions two types of learning that can occur by interacting with
an environment such as a MUD, reading and writing, this study outlines further learning
experiences taking place in a fantasy world. By logging in and using the environment for
extended periods of time, the participants of this study have not only used reading and
writing, but have developed and improved upon various types of skills, such as typing,
editing, proofreading, programming, technology use, and so forth. In addition, in
interacting with others in the fantasy environment, my respondents have learned about
different types of people and cultures, and how they view the world in which we live.
Because of the realm of fantasy that Medievia provides to its users, it can be concluded
that MUDs such as Medievia are environments in which learning occurs.
The last element of Malone’s theory relating to intrinsically motivating
instruction relates to curiosity. “An optimally complex environment will be one where
the learner knows enough to have expectations about what will happen, but where these
expectations are sometimes unmet” (Malone, p. 362). This statement relates closely to
the above discussion of challenge and Malone recognizes the similarities, “challenge
could be explained as curiosity about one’s own ability, or curiosity could be explained
as a challenge to one’s understanding” (p. 363). The participants of this study are most
definitely curious about the environment of Medievia. Many of them stated that their
motivation to become a god was to find out what was going on “behind the scenes” and
what life was like as a god. They are also curious about their own personal abilities as
they pertain to their jobs in the game. They believe they could accomplish the tasks of
the job for which they applied, but they are curious as to how well they could achieve
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their goals, and are also interested in what other tasks and goals would be available to
them after their initial jobs were finished.
This phenomenon is described by Malone as cognitive curiosity. “According to
this theory, the way to engage learners’ curiosity is to present just enough information to
make their existing knowledge seem incomplete, inconsistent, or unparsimonious. The
learners are then motivated to learn more, in order to make their cognitive structures
better-formed” (p. 363). Medievia’s administrators are successful in what they do, but
they exhibit curiosity to want and do more. They are motivated to seek out further tasks,
frequently more difficult than those initially defined, to challenge and expand their
knowledge.
Although Medievia is a game and was never designed as an educationally-sound
learning environment, the analysis of this study shows that the administrators of this
MUD are learning. Malone’s “Theory of Intrinsically Motivating Instruction” and the
elements of challenge, fantasy, and curiosity, support my conclusion that the environment
of a MUD such as Medievia is an intrinsically motivating learning environment.
To broaden this study to the realm of K-12 education and school-aged children,
much of Malone’s motivational theories as described above would also apply. As the
administrators of this study were motivated by the game and its components of challenge,
fantasy, and curiosity, children would react similarly in being exposed to a MUD.
Children would respond positively to the challenge presented to them in the game and
would be motivated to realize the goals of the game-play as well as the successful
development of the environment. Depending on age and educational level, the children
could set their own difficulty level in some of the same ways that the gods of Medievia
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have done. School-aged children would enjoy the fantasy aspect of the world of MUDs
and would learn within them. In addition, children, always curious, would strive to know
more about the environment in which they are interacting as well as learn more about
how the environment works and continues to operate. They would yearn to contribute to
the world and “leave their mark”, as many of the participants of this study have done.

Interaction
Medievia is an environment in which interaction must occur for success to be
achieved, both in the play and administration of the game. Interaction and learning from
and about others are other key variables to personal growth identified through the
analysis above. Interaction and teamwork are important in attaining goals and success as
a Medievia administrator. The gods must work together to create a larger, more complex
environment and a grander game for its players. Because of the varying levels of
expertise of the gods, there is much guidance and teaching involved with being an
administrator. There is a complete training program, created and guided by other gods
that the newly hired administrators must undergo before they are able to begin their tasks.
This peer teaching and learning situation relates directly to Vygotsky’s theory of
the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). Vygotsky defines the ZPD:
It is the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by
independent problem solving and the level of potential development as
determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in
collaboration with more capable peers (p. 86).
Because MUDs have a social atmosphere filled with dynamic personalities, each
individual’s ZPD can differ. Fellow administrators can assess one’s ZPD and provide
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the accurate scaffolding and prompting that the younger, more inexperienced gods can
learn from the “experts”. Once a skill or task is learned, the individual then becomes the
expert and can then move onto greater tasks.
In addition, when creating new areas or trying to compose programming to
implement a new feature into the game, the administrators may be exploring an area that
is completely new to them. In these cases, they have to work together with the
knowledge they communally have to solve the problem. Wells comments on this type of
activity:
In tackling a difficult task as a group, although no member has expertise
beyond his peers, the group as a whole, by working through the problem
together, is able to construct a solution that none could have achieved
alone (1999).
Teamwork is essential in the administration and continuation of a MUD environment
such as Medievia. Without more knowledgeable gods available to guide and assist the
newer gods, many mistakes would be made, and it would be difficult for new ideas to be
implemented.
Many of the individuals who took part in this study identified interaction with
others as one of the key factors of their learning. They have learned to become better
learners and teachers, not only in the tasks to which they are assigned in the game, but
also in the differences and similarities of human characteristics around the world. From
interaction with each other, and others who play the game, they have learned the
importance of helping and learning from others.
School-aged children might also benefit from an interactive environment in many
similar ways if exposed to a MUD game. Older children could scaffold and provide
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guidance to the younger, more inexperienced children. Teams of younger children could
work together to accomplish tasks that might be too difficult for them to achieve alone,
giving them the power to explore the environment on their own without guidance. In
addition, the children, once comfortable with a task or part of the MUD, could then
become the “experts” in those areas and become the teachers and provide guidance.
Accomplishments such as these could develop within the children feelings of
empowerment and success, and in turn, personal growth.

MUDs as learning environments
As previously stated, much research and study has been done on MUDs as
learning environments, but the focus has been on the environments designed for learning
purposes. However, as this study has demonstrated for the involved population, MUDs
designed as games also have value in the world of educationally stimulating
environments. Jonassen, Peck, and Wilson (1999) outline the learning processes that can
occur on MUDs designed as games:
Ironically, the low-tech nature of MUDs has become a learning asset.
MUDs’ text-only interface means that children must use words to
communicate. Motivation is maintained by the game-like atmosphere.
The practice and reinforcement of literacy skills can yield educational
benefits for children participating in MUD environments. Another
interesting aspect of MUDs is the ownership that students can assert over
their virtual worlds. MUDs are not like game CDs; they can be codesigned and co-constructed by the users themselves, depending entirely
on the users’ investment in the program. The sense that worlds depend
on our own construction is an important lesson for children (p. 140).
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All of the elements described above have been outlined in this study. Communication
and interaction, motivation, and the practice and reinforcement of skills have all been
identified above as main variables in my analysis of the questionnaires. In addition, the
“ownership” described by Jonassen et al. relates directly to my population. The
administrators of Medievia do claim ownership of the game, and of their work. They
have invested many hours of work and play in the MUD, and feel they now have a
significant impact on the future of the game. The participants of this study have also
shared their personal experiences and have stated they have grown as human beings as a
result of being part of this fantasy world. Because they are so involved with the MUD
and its development, they “own” it, and are proud of their contributions to it.

Implications and recommendations for education
Today MUD environments such as Medievia, designed as games, are not
commonly used in formal education. Jonassen et al. state:
Right now MUDs have very little presence in K-12 schools. It is easy,
though, to imagine a future in which MUDs evolve to become a low-end
version of ‘virtual reality’ with significant educational potential. …
MUDs could be a great incentive for research, collaboration, problemsolving, and other high-level activities (p. 141).
Although bringing MUDs into a classroom environment may stimulate certain students
to learn, the use of a MUD is usually a very individual practice. In addition, MUDs tend
to be environments that do not lend themselves to whole-class participation. Individual
learning styles and how children learn would have to be researched and studied to
examine the true effects of the implementation of MUDs in formal education. However,
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the use of MUDs as educational environments does not have to be limited to a classroom
setting.
The analysis of the data pertaining to this study has demonstrated that the
individuals who have been involved with the administration and construction of the
environment of Medievia have learned and grown in various areas. The participants of
this study did not use Medievia in school, but what if they had? Could they not have
achieved the same goals? Could they not have developed the same skills, motivation,
personal growth, and knowledge of the world? Might the use of MUDs in schools lead
to more important discoveries as to what can be learned from environments such as
these?
The use of games like Medievia in a school setting would have to be anything but
conventional. In the strict structure of today’s classrooms, the use of MUDs would be
highly limited. Current curriculum, learning activities, and standardized tests dictate that
certain “points” need to be “covered” each year, leaving little room for the
implementation of a project that would expose children to a MUD-type game. A teacher
could not simply assign her students to log into the game every day for 45 minutes and
expect learning to occur. Nor could a teacher expect her students to enjoy the experience
just by being logged in. For MUDs to be true learning environments, as outlined by this
study, the users must be motivated to be there, and also be willing to stay, interact with
others, and contribute to the betterment of the environment and themselves.
Although individual teachers could not implement a meaningful “assignment”
involving a MUD in the present structure of schools, whole schools or learning
communities might work together to create an environment that could bring together the
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learning aspects outlined in this study. For example, a school district, county, state, or
world-wide project could be designed for the students to create their own MUD game. It
would have to begin simple, but as the students aged and became the “experts” in
particular areas, the virtual world could expand to encompass any interest or discipline
area. As the students entered the school system in kindergarten, they would be
introduced to the environment and taught how to navigate within it by older children.
This would be similar to the stages in which a level 1-10 “newbie” player interacts with
Medievia. More experienced players help out the new player, and such would be the
case in the school-MUD community. The younger students would explore the MUD
world, interact with others from all age groups, and begin to learn what the environment
and game sets out to teach them.
As the students grow, and graduate to higher grades in school and “levels” within
the MUD, they could begin to explore the areas in which they would like to initially
contribute to the environment. Whether they would like to start out with object creation,
room writing, area design, or programming, they would choose the area in which they
have the most interest. The participants of this study did the same when they applied to
become a god. First, they had to choose the area of administration in which they would
like to specialize, and apply for that position directly.
As the children become involved in their first area of development, they would be
taught the procedures needed to accomplish the task, again by the older and more
experienced children. Teamwork and community learning would be a vital factor in the
creation and furthering of the environment, and these aspects would be learned by the
younger students as their goals are achieved.
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Once their initial tasks were completed, their success and achievement
recognized, the students could then choose a larger task to undertake, and continue in this
vein throughout their school career. As they “graduate” to bigger and better positions
within the school-MUD community, they would also be instructing the younger
individuals, and newer players in the use and creation of the environment.
To make the school-MUD an even more fruitful learning environment, and to
differentiate between the different types of learning and learners, different areas of the
MUD could reflect individual tastes and interests. For example, parts of the virtual
world could be written in French, Spanish, German, or another language to aid in the
learning of languages. Areas could be designed to simulate and re-live the Civil War, to
teach art history through a tour of a virtual art museum, or the parts of the circulatory
system using areas that lead the users through the heart, lungs and the like. With the
unlimited imagination of students, the possibilities for the different areas and projects of
a MUD environment such as this are endless.
Although bringing a MUD such as the one described above into a school
environment would be a curious challenge, it is also valuable to view MUDs as
educational environments used outside of the school setting. Why keep something such
as a MUD boxed into the four walls of a classroom and a school? MUDs could be used
as supplemental education and/or a viable hobby for students who are interested. Many
students like to read, play video games, watch television, play sports, and play with
friends in their leisure time. Why couldn’t playing a MUD and being part of a learning
environment such as Medievia be an alternative to the activities already enjoyed by
children? As demonstrated by this study, not only would the children be developing and
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practicing skills in reading, writing, and typing, but they would also be learning about the
people with whom they are interacting and the cultures in which they live. They would
be learning about themselves and the importance of motivation and teamwork. They
would learn that helping others and furthering an environment or game they love is
challenging and rewarding. With that said, it is amazing more MUDs aren’t being
developed for school-aged children!

Recommendations for further study
Although this study thoroughly surveyed and identified the aspects in which the
administrators of the MUD Medievia learn, there are many aspects of the MUD world
that lend themselves to further study. In particular, I recommend that further research be
conducted in several areas. Firstly, and most importantly, an obvious follow-up study to
this one would be to find out what the actual players, not the administrators, of MUDs
learn. How would the learning of mere “mortal” players differ from the personal growth
of the “gods” outlined in this study?
Further study examining the types of learning that occurs on MUDs and MOOs
developed as social and educational environments in comparison with MUDs designed
as games would also prove beneficial in demonstrating the importance of these online
environments. How does learning differ from games such as Medievia to the MUD and
MOO environments designed for social interaction? What are the characteristics of
learning that occur in those types of environments? How does the learning from a game
MUD compare to the learning from a social MOO or MUD?
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In contemplating the use of game MUDs in a formal educational environment
such as a classroom, it would be necessary to study how a MUD could best be
implemented. How would a MUD be implemented so that the maximum learning could
occur? What types of MUDs would lend themselves to more valuable learning
experiences in school? In addition, further research conducted in this area could study
the impact of using MUDs for all types of learners. How would children with different
learning styles be affected by exposure to a MUD? What relationships could be formed
between child learning types and MUDs designed as games? What types of games
would be most beneficial to different children, and how would one determine which type
would suit which child?
As mentioned above in my example of a hypothetical school-MUD, interactive
environments such as these could be tailored to specific content areas. Future study of
MUD environments could implement content-specific MUDs or areas within a MUD to
examine the effect they would have on learning a particular part of the curriculum.
Would students learn concepts more thoroughly if exposed to and involved in a gamelike interactive environment?
The questions above are only a few of the further research questions that could be
explored on the subject of MUDs and learning. This study adequately demonstrates that
personal growth, in both personality and skills, through interacting and working with
others from around the world, can occur on a MUD such as Medievia. However, there
are many areas of the impact of MUDs on learning that could be explored.
The Internet, still in its infancy, holds much potential to what can be
accomplished online. It is so vast that it is virtually impossible to know all that can be
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obtained from it. MUDs and games like Medievia are only one avenue in which users
can learn from the Internet. What the future of the Internet holds is yet to be known, but
it is my hope that it will continue to provide games such as MUDs on which users can
play, interact socially, learn about different cultures, heighten their reading, writing and
typing skills, and learn leadership and responsibility. Schools and other formal
educational settings could benefit from the use of environments such as Medievia in
providing their students with alternative avenues to learn the characteristics of personal
growth found in this study. MUDs provide a vast realm of other possibilities for their
users besides those mentioned here and it is my hope to see them implemented and
researched in more dynamic ways in the future.
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Appendix A: Questionnaire
This questionnaire can be viewed online at:
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=1762114332
Below is the survey in its entirety:
Page 1: Learning on Medievia
As part of data collection for my research of Learning on MUDs, I will need to question the
various administrators of Medievia and possibly other online games.
Please help me by completing this questionnaire. Be open and honest - I want to hear what you
think, not what you think I want to hear.
The results of this questionnaire will be grouped and analyzed and individual questionnaires will
be kept confidential.
Page 2: Involvement in Medievia
These questions will give me some background information on you and your involvement in
Medievia. Please answer as truthfully as possible.
1. How long have you been on Medievia?
less than a year
1-2 years
2-3 years
3-4 years
4-5 years
5-6 years
more than 6 years

(the actual survey has boxes where the respondents
can check off their responses)

2. What are your jobs on Medievia? (check all that apply)
Builder
Programmer
New Player Helper
Manager
World Room Editor
Mudslinger/Web Page Writer
Customer Service
Autoquest Writer
Trainer
Quest God
Clan/Real Estate
Other _________________________________
3. What motivated you to apply to become a god on Medievia? (open answer)
Page 3: Learning on Medievia
The following questions will be based on what you believe you have learned during your time on
Medievia. Please answer truthfully and succinctly.
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4. Please rate each of the following statements about the skills you have acquired and/or
improved since you began playing Medievia.
(This question is a Likert Scale and the respondents would check off the category that best
relates to the statements below based on the scale: strongly agree, agree, not sure, disagree,
strongly disagree, N/A)
My typing skills have improved
My written communication skills have improved
My "listening" communication skills have improved
My interpersonal skills have improved
My reading comprehension has improved
My creative writing skills have improved
My grammar/spelling skills have improved
My leadership skills have improved
My responsibility towards my needs and myself has improved
My responsibility towards others and their needs has improved
5. List the three most important skills you have acquired during your time on Medievia.
1.
2.
3.
6. What do you believe you have learned during your time on Medievia?
You may include items from the above questions, but please also include other answers if
they apply.
(open answer)
7. As an administrator of Medievia, you see many other players interact with each other on
a daily basis. What do you believe that other people are learning on Medievia? This may be
in addition to or different from what you answered above.
(open answer)
Page 4: Medievia to "Real Life"
This section encompasses questions that pertain to what you have taken from Medievia to Real
Life. Again, please answer truthfully!
8. What types of skills do you believe you have learned on Medievia that have crossed over
to help you in "real-life"?
(open answer)
9. What types of things have you learned during your time on Medievia that you believe
you would not have learned if you weren't a part of the Medievia community? (open
answer)
Page 5: Personal Information
These questions provide demographic background information for my study. Please answer
truthfully.
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10. What is your sex?
Male
(respondents would choose one)
Female
11. What is your age?
Under 18
18-22
(respondents would choose one)
23-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
Over 70
12. What country are you from? _______________________________
13. What is your god/goddess name on Medievia? __________________
Page 6: Thank You
Thank you for taking the time to complete my questionnaire on Learning on Medievia. Please
send me an email with any comments and/or suggestions about creating a better questionnaire.
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Appendix B: Questionnaire Results
Below is a chart created by the services at Surveymonkey.com. The narrative responses
do not appear on this chart, but the rest of the survey results are below. To see the responses to
the open-ended questions, see Appendix B.2.

1. How long have you been on Medievia?
As a player

As a god

Response
Total

less than a year

0% (0)

100% (2)

2

1-2 years

0% (0)

100% (4)

4

2-3 years

20% (2)

80% (8)

10

3-4 years

60% (3)

60% (3)

5

4-5 years

0% (0)

0% (0)

0

5-6 years

100% (7)

0% (0)

7

more than 6 years

86% (6)

29% (2)

7

Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

2. What are your jobs on Medievia? (check all that apply)
Response Response
Percent
Total
Builder

57.9%

11

Programmer

5.3%

1

New Player Helper

57.9%

11

Manager

52.6%

10

World Room Editor

26.3%

5

Mudslinger/Web Page
Writer

15.8%

3

Customer Service

31.6%

6
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Autoquest Writer

0%

0

Trainer

26.3%

5

Quest god

5.3%

1

Clan/real estate

15.8%

3

Other

26.3%

5

Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

3. What motivated you to apply to become a god on Medievia?
Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

4. Rate each of the following statements about the skills you have acquired and/or
improved since you began playing Medievia.

strongly agree not disagree strongly N/A Response
agree
sure
disagree
Average
5% (1)

0% (0)

0%
(0)

1.58

My written communication
skills have improved

37% (7) 42% 11% 11% (2)
(8) (2)

0% (0)

0%
(0)

1.95

My "listening"
communication skills have
improved

16% (3) 58% 5% 16% (3)
(11) (1)

0% (0)

5%
(1)

2.22

My interpersonal skills have
improved

16% (3) 63% 11% 11% (2)
(12) (2)

0% (0)

0%
(0)

2.16

My reading comprehension
has improved

11% (2) 63% 5% 16% (3)
(12) (1)

5% (1)

0%
(0)

2.42

My typing skills have
improved

58%
(11)

32%
(6)

5%
(1)
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My responsibility towards
myself and my needs has
improved

16% (3)

32% 21%
26% (5)
(6) (4)

5% (1)

0%
(0)

2.74

My responsibility towards
others and their needs has
improved

16% (3)

58% 21%
5% (1)
(11) (4)

0% (0)

0%
(0)

2.16

Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

5. List the three most important skills you have acquired during your time on Medievia.
Response Response
Percent
Total
1.

100%

19

2.

100%

19

3.

100%

19

Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

6. What do you believe you have learned during your time on Medievia? You may
include items from the above questions, but please also include other answers if they
apply.
Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

7. As an administrator of Medievia, you see many other players interact with each
other on a daily basis. What do you believe that other people are learning on Medievia?
This may be in addition to or different from what you answered above.
Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

8. What types of skills do you believe you have learned on Medievia that have crossed
over to help you in "real-life"?
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Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

9. What types of things have you learned during your time on Medievia that you
believe you would not have learned if you weren't a part of the Medievia community?
Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

10. What do you believe you have learned from being a part of Medievia that your
"real life" schooling did not teach you?
Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

11. Has being a part of Medievia prepared you or enhanced your learning in any areas
of your "real life" schooling? If so, what subjects or areas? In what ways does
Medievia affect those areas?
Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

12. Are there any other comments or insights you would like to share regarding your
learning experience on Medievia?
Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

13. What is your sex?
Response Response
Male

52.6%

10

Female

47.4%

9

Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0
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(skipped this question)

0

14. What is your age?
Response Response
Percent
Total
Under 18

0%

0

18-22

26.3%

5

23-30

52.6%

10

31-40

21.1%

4

41-50

0%

0

51-60

0%

0

61-70

0%

0

over 70

0%

0

Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

15. Which choice below describes your formal education:
Response Response
High school graduate

26.3%

5

Some college (didn't finish)

36.8%

7

2 year college graduate

15.8%

3

4 year college graduate

26.3%

5

Working on Master's degree

5.3%

1

Master's Degree

10.5%

2

Working on Doctorate

0%

0

Doctorate

0%

0

26.3%

5

Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

Other (please specify)
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(skipped this question)

0

16. What country are you from?
Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

Total Respondents

19

(skipped this question)

0

17. What is your god/goddess name on Medievia?
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Appendix B2: Open-ended Question Results
The table below contains the narrative-response questions from the survey above.
Narrative Questions
3. What motivated you to apply to become a god on Medievia?
5. List the three most important skills you have acquired during your time on Medievia.
6. What do you believe you have learned during your time on Medievia? You may include
items form the above questions, but please also include other answers if they apply.
7. As an administrator of Medievia, you see many other players interact with each other on a
daily basis. What do you believe that other people are learning on Medievia? This may be in
addition to or different from what you answered above.
8. What types of skills do you believe you have learned on Medievia that have crossed over to
help you in "real-life"?
9. What types of things have you learned during your time on Medievia that you believe you
would not have learned if you weren't a part of the Medievia community?
10. What do you believe you have learned from being a part of Medievia that your "real life"
schooling did not teach you?
11. Has being a part of Medievia prepared you or enhanced your learning in any areas of your
"real life" schooling? If so, what subjects or areas? In what ways does Medievia affect those
areas?
12. Are there any other comments or insights you would like to share regarding your learning
experience on Medievia?
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Below is a table that I created using the online result services at Surveymonkey.com with the
responses to the above questions
1-Kostia
I wanted to be a proofreader, to use skills I had but which (due to my lack of formal
education in the field) I can't seem to get paid for as a "real" job. I saw typos and errors
everywhere, and I wanted to fix them.
creative, descriptive writing (rooms/zones), documentation writing (help files, grammar
files), slight vocabulary increase
I've learned how to describe things in a multitude of ways, to make words paint a picture
when no pictures are possible, and to use metaphors in a visual way. I've formalized some of
my grammar knowledge and acquired the skills to document it clearly and teach it to others.
As a manager and from a "customer service" standpoint, I've learned to speak/write in a more
professional way and to control my temper (most of the time).
Some of them (a small majority) are learning the things I did, about improving their writing
and reading skills. Others' skills are actually suffering as they learn countless abbreviations
and slang, and as those words and phrases ("r" for "are," "u" for "you," "brb," "ftap," "nm,"
"nods") find their way more and more into their communication, either replacing common
words with lazy abbreviations or replacing complex thoughts, opinions and reactions with
just a few letters. When you can just say "nods," you don't HAVE to explain why you agree,
and over time you're bound to forget how.
My typing speed has improved, though I typed pretty damn fast before. Having Medievia on
my resume--especially as a manager/trainer of proofreaders and creator of grammar/usage
documentation--has helped to establish a professional background in proofreading and
editing that has more sway than I thought it would. The head copyeditor at my new job
expressed a great deal of interest in my work on Medievia, and I was glad I had it on my
resume.
The aforementioned abbreviations and slang, though I find them bothersome and annoying
when used as a replacement for the right words, can be a timesaver in other areas. On the one
hand, I'm thankful that my friends understand me when I say "nods" or "nm" in an instant
message or email, but on the other hand, I'm disgusted with myself when I catch myself
actually SAYING or THINKING the word "nods" or the word "rofl" instead of clearly
expressing what I feel or what I want to say. I know my descriptive writing skills have
improved; writing rooms, especially, gives me an outlook on things I see every day that make
it possible for me to describe just about anything, no matter how mundane, and make it worth
reading or hearing. I'm proud of that.
The relatively little research and formal reading I've done in order to document grammar
rules for the game are still more than I ever did in school. Beyond about the seventh grade,
when I learned to diagram sentences, my English education focused on becoming well-read,
not on grammar (a focus that I still think is misguided, since I really loved diagramming
sentences and I really hate Dickens), and what I knew when I got to college was mostly
common sense. Working as a copy editor for my college newspaper gave me all the editing
training I ever had until I started working on Medievia.
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I haven't been back to school since I started working on Medievia, but I came close to doing
it this fall. I was researching schools in preparation for quitting my job and going back fulltime on my parents' dime, but I changed my mind. I was going to be a journalism major and
eventually try to work as an editor. That's been the plan since I was 18 anyway, but my
experience on Medievia has definitely made me more sure about it. I remember thinking that
it also probably helped that I have more contact with college students than most people my
age, and I might know a little bit more about what to expect if I did go back. I still plan to.
I haven't been back to school since I started working on Medievia, but I came close to doing
it this fall. I was researching schools in preparation for quitting my job and going back fulltime on my parents' dime, but I changed my mind. I was going to be a journalism major and
eventually try to work as an editor. That's been the plan since I was 18 anyway, but my
experience on Medievia has definitely made me more sure about it. I remember thinking that
it also probably helped that I have more contact with college students than most people my
age, and I might know a little bit more about what to expect if I did go back. I still plan to.
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2- Nykaul
Having achieved the 124 levels of a normal player, plus the fact I enjoyed writing and wanted to
create my own zone. The thought of having other players running my zone was to me a way to
immortalize myself, and it was that rather than the fact I would be a God that motivated me the
most.
Grammar, Patience, Unix Commands
Not sure I have acquired new skills but rather honed some old ones. My grammar and writing
skills have greatly improved and continue to improve. Other things such as patience and ability
to listen and evaluate different situations have come from both experience and maturity.
I believe other people are learning a variety of things. English, typing, customs, ability to make
and retain friendships, following rules, math, comprehension, the ability to judge people by what
they say and do rather than outward appearance, and hopefully respect. Unfortunately I believe
they are also learning bad habits, insults, and a detachment from real people and situations.
The UNIX commands I have had to learn to access the Medievia machine would certainly help
me in 'real-life'. The grammar and writing have helped me and would certainly help me more if I
ever write that novel I keep promising to write.
I believe I would have learnt the majority of things I have without Medievia, but being a part of
the Medievia community has helped me hone them and use them more than I otherwise would. I
would not have had the opportunity to evaluate and deal with discipline issues had I not been in
Medievia, but believe I already possessed the necessary skills needed to do task.
The differences between American and British spelling.
I had already finished 'real life' schooling before being a part of Medievia. I have taken an
interest in out-of-school courses because of Medievia such as coding and English.
Medievia has not so much taught me new skills or abilities, but instead given me the opportunity
to develop them. I may not take recognizable skills from playing into the real world, but what I
have learnt has forever changed the way I view and think of the world.
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3- Miatrylle
I've wanted to be a builder on med for nearly as long as I've been playing, but I only turned 18 a
year ago, so when I did, I immediately sent in an application to Ikuska. After nearly 8 months
went by without hearing anything from her, I had given up hope, but just at that time, the news
regarding WRE positions was posted. I read it and was incredibly excited, since I'm now an
English major. I applied within an hour of the post going up, and received the application test that
night. After a week of nerve-wracking waiting, Kostia told me I'd been accepted and I was
ecstatic! When the zone building contest was announced, I applied for a zone and was accepted...
only to find out that Ikuska had tried to accept me as a builder months before, but I had never
received the email! Needless to say I was amused and grateful for the chance. :)

Grammar- Thanks to Elaine!, Diplomacy (being a clan leader), Patience
I've learned a lot about getting along with people I can't stand! Laugh, but then, I think most of us
do... I've learned a lot about grammar, punctuation, and spelling from Elaine. I still have a lot to
learn though, and I'm looking forward to it! I've learned a lot about diplomacy, you could say,
from being a clan leader for nearly 3 years now. My writing skills have improved quite a bit since
starting to build on Med, and I think it's fair to say that I'm fairly decent now.
I think the most important things that people on Medievia are learning are tolerance, respect, and
of course, reading skills. Also, I think that playing Medievia exposes one to a very diverse group
of people and friends, which can only serve to broaden mindsets. All in all, I think that most
people who are regular players gain quite a bit from the game.
I'll just list a few skills that I can think of that have helped me quite a bit in every day living...
typing skills, grammar skills, patience, and speed reading skills.
I don't think that I'd have learned as much as I have about grammar, since the subject is sadly
neglected in the California public school system. It was only during my seventh and eighth grade
years at a private school that I learned a lot about grammar. After that, it was ignored in favor of
reading literature and learning to make speeches. Becoming a WRE under someone as
grammatically omnipotent as Elaine is has truly helped me out, and I like to think that I'm helping
pass on what I've learned to other Medievia players
Oops! See above!
The fact that my writing has improved quite a bit after playing and building on Medievia is
definitely a great enhancement. Also, as I'm working towards teaching credentials, the patience
I've acquired from being a clan leader, an avatar, and a goddess will go far to help me in that
chosen profession
I'd just like to thank you, and the rest of the staff, for the opportunities I've been given to help
improve Medievia as well as just to learn from everyone else. Thank you and Vryce for running
such a wonderful game, your work is greatly appreciated. :)
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4- Kithario
When I first started playing Medievia, I tended to have what was called a "potty mouth". I
was always being frozen for swearing. Then one day when I was getting ready to go back to
college after a 3 year hiatus, I found out I needed to take a creative writing course. After the
course started, I found a true love for visualizing and creating stories. At that point I thought
hrm, perhaps I could build a zone..I bet that would be fun! Well, my history proved to be a
sore point for me in accomplishing this. So then I became determined to become a god on
Medievia. Just because I was told I couldn’t have it. Knowing full well that I would have to
completely change the 'character' that I played on Medievia, to more how I am in real life which is more shy, quiet and subtle(at least I think so). After a few short months, my actions
were rewarded with a builder god, then as I moved up in the ranks, it became a way for me to
'give' to others, what previous gods have done for me. As much as Medievia is run by the
players, the gods and goddesses behind the scenes have an awesome job keeping it all
together. Seeing that, is what kept me in it so long.

Leadership capabilities/Patience, Learning not to judge a book by its cover, Becoming tactful
but direct
I have learned many things during my time on Medievia. When I first started playing, I was a
young kid who, in some ways was very selfish, and very short tempered. I used to judge
things/people by a first glance, not getting to know them. Not letting them open up to me, so
I could see the real them. When you interact with literally thousands of different people in an
online situation, you cant judge a book by its cover. Its impossible to know if what you see is
what they are. I know this personally. The way I played my character through the first few
years, I was really hated on Medievia. I would steal from other players, kill them repeatedly
and do what I felt like doing to them, just because I had the ability to do so. God forbid if
someone hurt one of my clannies or friends, I would do whatever I could do to make them
pay. Whether it was banking(stealing) their runs, killing(CPK) them and looting their
equipment from them - I did it - just so they knew I was upset. But this character I played, is
not how I am in real life. And nobody knew that, but those who knew me in real life. That is
when it hit me hard, that I cant be so judgmental with people,
regardless if its online or in real life. I am also proud of myself for learning the skills of
patience, respect and tact/understanding. In real life and Medievia, I prefer to be a Chief, and
not an Indian so to speak. I enjoy the role of being a leader. But to become a successful
leader, you need patience, respect and the ability to be tactful.
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There come times when you need to get something done, regardless of the situation around
you. Before Medievia, I can honestly say that my leadership skills were lacking. I never had
the confidence to be able to lead any specific person, let alone fifty. Some may laugh at the
notion that playing an online fantasy game can help tone your skills and abilities to lead, but
to them I simply say "Your wrong". When I was still relatively knew to the realm of
Medievia, I was given the chance to lead one of the most feared, respected and popular clans
in Medievia. The Fate(3) clan. I was thrown into the leader spot due to the absence of our
leader. My clannies decided without my knowledge, that they wanted me to lead them. At
first I was very apprehensive about it, but I thought if they believed in me, I could at least
give it
a shot. I ended up leading Fate for two years, and then created another clan of my
own(Underlords of the East(64)), with the help of my clannies from Fate. During these years
of leadership roles, I didn’t feel like I was the head of a clan. I felt like I was the father of a
large family. I not only knew my clannies as friends, I was rewarded with the chance to know
them as family. They would talk to me about personal things, advice, ideas, even to just
ramble to someone. But I enjoyed that role. It was just like a huge family. I grew up with
them. When one of our real life family members died, we sat and talked, we listened as one
does with real family. Our clannies gave birth to real life children, I even teased a close
friend of mine that his daughter was to be named Ontiana, because my name was Ontarious.
And until this very day, which soon will be her fourth birthday, he will still logon and give
me updates on 'lil Ontiana'. Countless hours were spent on the phone, talking to my family.
We enjoyed friendship online, as well as offline. I don’t know of many other clans that are
this fortunate. If anyone bothered one of our brothers and sisters, we defended them. Even if
it meant laying down our own lives. Patience, Respect and Tactfulness are three powerful
traits that I learned through Medievia, and will be thankful for, from now until the day that I
die.
I believe others are learning some of what I previously stated. At least I hope they are if they
don’t have those traits already. There is one general skill I wish everyone would learn
though. The ability to realize that friendship doesn’t come or go by the color of your skin, the
religion you practice, or the background of your ethnicity. I could tell you I was a 5'9'' blonde
with blue eyes that worked as a swimsuit model, but in reality you are friends with a 6'7''
man with brown hair/eyes who is a fulltime student and manager of two businesses.
Friendship and respect come from within.
My leadership skills definitely have helped with my two jobs. Patience has also proven to be
an enormous help with tutoring college students in a various group of subjects, including
helping students in the ESL program, which stands for English as a Second Language.

Leadership. I think that if it weren’t for me being thrown into the leadership role by my peers
in Medievia, that I wouldn't have found the confidence that enables me to do it in "real life".
Leadership and Confidence. Schools don’t teach you how to be a leader. They teach you how
to go by the book and 'blend in'. Most teachers don’t encourage students to standing up for
what they believe in, or taking an active role in their communities or lives. They don’t give
the students that little bit of encouragement it takes for them to climb over those mountains
of hardship and conquer them. I think that’s sad, and one of the biggest problems in the
school system today. PS - I certainly don’t mean all teachers, because there are those special
few who do actually care about their students, and not their paychecks.
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Medievia has helped me keep an eye on my grammar and language skills. I tend to become
laxed in my ways at times, especially if I am away from work or school. However, now I
have been able to work my grammar and language skills into my lifestyle, and keep myself in
check. I also enjoy the ability to logon into my clan, and ask my clannies for some help when
I am stuck with homework for college. Such is the case last year when I was studying for my
Macroeconomics Final, and one of my clannies graduated college with a Minor in
Economics!
When I first started playing Medievia, I thought of it as just a game. "Oh yeah, Med, its a
bunch of ppl I will never meet, never hang out with, never like in real life, and care less what
happens to them." Well, to date I have met over a hundred players, and easily made hundreds
of friends and contacts throughout the world. I have gone to visit friends in Canada because
of Medievia, and have met my girlfriend through Medievia. I have seen friends of mine start
dating, and eventually attended their wedding, because of Medievia. Another set of friends of
mine, who met on Medievia, are engaged, and have asked me to fly out to England this
winter to visit them. To see how I used to act before Medievia, and now look at myself, and
how I matured over the years, how my outlook has changed, and my perception on matters
has changed, I am grateful for my time spent on Medievia. If it weren't for my time here, I
don’t know here I would be, or more importantly, who I would be.
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5- Chojey
My initial reason for wanting to become a god is to contribute to the game mainly by
assisting players (mainly new players). In addition, I often see that during peak playing hours
in Australia there's often no (or only a few) gods online to assist players, so I thought I could
be of use to the players that tend to log on during that time. The world builder task was taken
up mainly to pass some spare time I have whenever things are somewhat quiet or inactive.
Touch typing, Learning to deal with different people online, Improvement of my grasp of the
English language
The most obvious ones to me were the 3 skills listed in question 5. In addition, other things
I've learnt include: - Some basic scripting for MUD client software such as Mudmaster Minor improvement of my vocabulary of technical Internet terminologies - General tidbits of
knowledge and facts, from the occasional trivia quests - Aspects of different cultures and
races around the world
I can't really think of any other skills players/admin might pick up - though programmers for
the game may gain more experience when they do the work. Also, although I don't think I've
experienced it (because lvl 33 doesn't really do anything too important), but I've heard of
players using social manipulation skills - over time, they observe the habits of the
gods/goddesses and say things they want to hear to get certain things done or swing
situations in their favour (by no fault of the god/goddess - I think you would agree when I
say that the logging system is far short of being perfect and many situations still rely on the
words and history of players). I am uncertain if this skill is picked up whilst playing the game
or is "natural" to the player in question. Also, I believe not all players learn from playing
Medievia. Some take it strictly as entertainment only (though a higher portion of these people
would probably still pick up the occasional tidbits of general knowledge as I mentioned in
question 6).
keyboarding skills (makes typing up of assignments much faster) - English improvements
have made my essay structures and grammatical structures more untreatable and efficient
I don't really believe there's any skill that might fall into this category. Medievia is unique in
its game play features, but in terms of any social or technical skills one might pick up, I
believe either of these can be learnt through other MUDs or online communities
The prejudice and the possible racism of people from different parts of the world or different
ethnical groups. Basically any social aspects learnt from Medievia are lacking in
conventional schooling (at least in Australia). Interacting with people on the Internet is, after
all, quite different from interacting with people face-to-face.
On several occasions, I have tried to utilize Medievia as a possible tool or source of
assistance for my university related work. Unfortunately, my various attempts have failed. So
for me I don't believe it enhanced my real life education. That said, I'd also like to mention
that in the past, I have assisted a couple of other players with their school work by answering
a couple of questions and queries about their homework (one with math and another with
science)...
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Personally, I don't believe Medievia (or any other MUD) would be an ideal tool to be used
for enhancing one's learning, especially in areas related to technical skills or conventional
education - there's simply far too many distractions. However, insights into "Internet culture"
can be learnt significantly quickly though, given the diversity and the nature of games. I
expect that if there was a definitive set of skills that one could learn simply by "playing"
Medievia, then it is likely that I (and possibly many other players) may spend even more time
than usual. Finally, this is my opinion, but I believe the majority of players probably would
gain very little additional English skills from the game (if any). Most of the players I am
aware of play with brief turned on most of the time. Zones are only solved by a few
dedicated people who take the time to read the descriptions. Most people just use
walkthroughs that are widely available and simply memorize off by heart the exact sequence
of commands to type.
Also, the more "elite" players tend to socialize even less in the game, which possibly lead to
less exposure to other cultures and social learning’s. Most people also type with bad English
and over time (from my observation) improve very little - i.e. still make the same
grammar/spelling errors.
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6- Ravenna
My main motivation was that I thought it would be interesting. I wanted to see what went on
behind the scenes, things I would never know as a mortal. One of the reasons I chose editing
is so that I could have a hand in the development process, actually working on creating new
zones. It was like being able to leave my mark on the game. Of course, a full set of donation
equipment was also very tempting, but to be honest, even without that I would have been
interested in becoming a god.
editing/grammar, leadership/teamwork, public relations
Specially through my role as a WRE, my knowledge of grammar has increased. An
improvement of my editing skills has resulted in an improvement of my writing skills as
well. However, the most important thing I have learned is how to deal with people. There are
occasions where I am expected to lead, and other times follow. Sometimes I feel I have to
speak up when things are unfair, and other times mediate between others' arguments. Being
part of a close clan/town, I have put the good of the whole ahead of my own personal gains.
There are some people who have become my very good friends, and others who are
extremely difficult to get along with. Occasionally I have had to deal with difficult people
being in the same clan/town, and learn to somehow get along with them. This is a skill which
is required of everyone at some point in their lives. You learn self-control and develop
patience.
I am sure many players would say that they haven't learned anything of importance from
playing Medievia, but I doubt this is true. First and foremost, they are developing their social
skills. Just by interacting with others, you are developing communication skills. Other things
depend on what the players choose to do while they are playing. Those in clans will learn
teamwork and sacrifice. Clan leaders, of course develop leadership skills, things like
mediation, delegation, and organization. Many will learn about responsibility, through
anything from managing their finances to sticking to promises made.
Leadership is the only skill which I believe has crossed-over to affect me in real life. I have
always been a somewhat reserved person, more or a follower than a leader most of the time.
While I am not a clan leader, I do still lead. Something as seemingly silly as leading a trade
run requires a great deal of leadership skills. Organization is needed to get the run going, you
need to tell people where to go, what to do. It also requires great confidence. Nobody will
believe you are a good leader if you don't believe it yourself. And of course, if something
goes wrong, you will need to take responsibility for it, and quick-thinking will be required to
correct the situation.
Quick-thinking. It is something you can only develop from certain situations, but when you
are attempting to player kill someone, or bank a zone, you need to be ready for anything.
When things do not go as they should, it is often necessary to make immediate adjustments in
order to succeed
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7- Excrucior
I was asked :) I can do the job and I do do it. Why I continue? I like it.
Communication and teaching, Writing ability, Work Ethic
Probably the most important thing is that I have learned to teach to an extent. Mostly by trial
and error, but I've picked up a few things. Prioritizing what someone needs to know as a
basic and what is advanced and should be taught later is very important there. Apart from
that, the ability to write narrative. I'm not keen on the building style of writing which is
demanded in the game but the story format is a good way of expressing oneself.
For the most part, how to work around problems and screw the system. If we, as gods, put up
a puzzle or major objective, then it will be defeated. If there are new aspects added then they
will immediately look for ways to gain advantage or inconvenience others with it. Some have
improved their writing ability, but generally those who submit to me are just wanting
donation equipment and not interested in writing because they want to write. They do learn
teamwork but only use it when they have to. I'm not convinced that some of them learn any
sort of social interaction, but generally this is from a very small minority of players.
Writing. Dealing with people.
That a significant number of people are more than happy to screw each other over and they
should be stopped when you get the chance. I've taken the opportunity to do that with my
customers where appropriate
How to learn. I didn't take as much as I should in when I was at school - I'd do a lot better
these days.
Just the practice on writing part, really. I'm well beyond school days :P
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8- Enignon
The desire to help and make Medievia a better place, along with the chance to get to know
more people.
Patience, Improved typing skills, stress management
I've learnt that on the whole, people are far less well behaved than I previously thought. This
has been proven to me by the amazing number of complaints players make.

I would say that interpersonal skills are what people learn the most after typing and
communication gains, sadly though, the skills they seem to learn are more suited to lawyers
and con artists. Learning how to scam someone or bend the rules is not a good thing to learn.
Patience, increased typing and comprehension on the whole along with generic
communication skills

The skills I have picked up with the zMud client and the elements of room/zone design
would never have come into being without Medievia or some other MU*.

My understanding and insights into human psychology and behaviour have benefited the
most as a result of watching people interact.
Apart from confirming my belief that there is are an amazing number of "difficult" people
out there, I have nothing further to add
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9- Azariah
I had played the game off and on for quite a few years when I applied, and I thought it would
be a good way for me to give something back to the game.
I'm a much better writer now than I used to be. Both creatively and mechanically., Working
together toward a common goal with people that I don't like and don't really care to be with, I
can type like a madman now!
As a builder, I've learned a lot about writing and grammar. I went to a technical school for
college, so I didn't get much of that during my coursework there. Probably the biggest thing
as a player is having to work together with people that you don't necessarily get along with.
When you're in a clan with 50 other players, there are always a few people that are
aggravating or annoying, but since you're in the same clan you have to work together with
them. It's good practice for the "real world" since you are thrust into situations like that all
the time at work and in other aspects of life.
Unfortunately, I don't think people are learning as much as they could. Granted it's a game
and I think a lot of the player base is young, but I don't believe they get as much out of it as
they could. Like I said in the above question, I've learned a lot about working with others, but
I don't see other players working with that as much as they could.
As a staff member, it is sometimes necessary to discipline people for breaking the rules.
Occasionally the player doesn't handle it very well and can become abusive verbally. I'm
much more thick-skinned now than I used to be, and don't take things as personal that are
said when someone is angry or upset.
I knew that people could be juvenile and petty, but I never really knew how much until after
dealing with a lot of the "problem players" we occasionally get. It is eye-opening and
disturbing. On the other hand, I have also met quite a few generous and truly nice people on
the game.
I went to college at a small technical school that put all its emphasis on the math and science
and very little on grammar and English. Since becoming a builder, my writing skills have
improved drastically
It's amazing how quickly you can develop a personal relationship with someone you've never
met just by spending time with them on the game. I consider a lot of people on the game
friends just as I do people in "real life
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10- Solarina
I received an e-mail from Ikuska offering me a position as a new player helper. I have always
enjoyed working with people and helping new players as an AVATAR, and thought that it
would be wonderful to continue that as a GOD as well. I accepted the position from there.
working with people, improved typing skills, improved reading skills
I have learned to work with and around many people. I have improved a lot on my typing and
reading, and also in working my memory to keep track of the many zones and skills on the
game. Also I have formed friendships with many people I would never have met without
med.
I believe they learn to interact with one another, and work together to advance in the game.
They must also learn to follow the rules set down by the Gods and to respect their fellow
players.
I believe I have improved my typing and reading skills, as well as some communication
skills. I have in my opinion become more patient with people since working with new
players on Medievia.
As a clan leader I have learned to take care of others in a way I could not do in real life. I
have no children in real life but bloodlines give me a sense of having a family and having to
provide for the children. I don't think I could have learned any of that in real life without my
experiences on the game
definitely the typing and amounts of reading. Being on the game makes you willingly read
and type for hours which is not something I would have done much of with my skills learned
in school
Aside from typing and reading skills not really. I majored in psychology which I could say
being a NPH, clan leader and AVATAR does help some, as I am trying to help people on the
game as well as in irl. I do believe that I have a far way to go as far as understanding people on med I try but it is hard to tell weather someone is roll playing or being themselves.
I think it was a good experience for me and I will continue to be a member of Medievia for
as long as I am able. I think it is good for anyone to experience the game, as long as they do
not lose track of their irl world in the process. I think it is a very big help in improving typing
and reading skills.
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11- Ikuska
I really wanted to create a zone and see people playing in something I made, which is the
second most common reason builders ask to be hired. The first is similar, they "want to give
something back to the game" that they enjoy playing so much
heightened intuitiveness, better verbal communication , leadership skills
Between the managing position I hold and my time as a clan leader on Medievia, I learned
people and leadership skills that my reclusive nature probably would not have allowed me to
experience otherwise. I learned to make faster decisions and to avoid allowing people to
manipulate me. I would say I have become a stronger person in that I am unlikely to
inconvenience myself beyond what is reasonable in accommodating other people's demands,
whereas I was a bit of a pushover before. I have however, retained my ability to be
compassionate and generous.
Different people learn varied things from the same stimuli, but I'd say generally the players
on Medievia all claim better typing and reading skills, as well as more social activity. The
players who take on responsibilities such as leading a clan, or even a formation such as a
dragon lair, learn how to organize people and manage them in order to gain a result. Socially
people learn about human nature, perhaps in a more accelerated and concentrated
environment than in their home social circles. People tend to be more honest to their natural
tendencies with a computer screen in between them and the world, so it is often easier to
judge a person's true personality and intentions. The high volume of people and the
requirement of talking to communicate (you cannot sit quietly in the corner on a game where
typing is the means of existence) exposes people to a large variety of personalities and
behaviors
I believe all of the skills I just covered are also my greatest assets in "real life" but to recap
these are leadership skills, intuitiveness and perception, quick thinking, and a stronger
character to stand up for myself when necessary. The more functional skills such as typing
and speed reading have been a boon as well. The greatest benefit has been that I am much
less nervous socially now that I understand different types of people and know how to react
to them. I am also very comfortable with myself now, and less concerned with how others
judge me
Hmm this is beginning to remind me of one of those questionnaires where it asks the same
thing in varied ways to make sure you are being honest... hehe. Either that or I'm being too
thorough in my other answers. Again, I don't believe I would have learned the social skills I
now have as I am normally reclusive and shy in "real life" and don't put myself in the paths
of other people often. Now that I have had a chance to learn these skills in the Medievia
environment they have transferred over to "real life" as well as can be expected from an
introverted person. Many people do not realize I am introverted now because I have learned
to project myself as an extrovert when I want to.
Typing is the most obvious answer, followed by speed reading. However, I'd say the most
valuable is worldliness... I have met so many people from different countries and cultures
since I began playing Medievia. It is fascinating to learn about the world through their eyes,
everything from food to politics is a different perspective. It also has made me want to make
more effort to learn more languages, as that was not something my school put much
emphasis on. Oh, this would have fit better in the previous question about what other players
learn from Medievia, but all of my foreign friends say that Medievia has really helped them
perfect their English since it gives them an environment to use it in among people who really
speak it.
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Well, I haven't been in school much since I started playing Medievia, but I would say it was
more detrimental when I was in college than helpful (it does suck away time if you are
irresponsible about it, and the first couple years I played I was not as disciplined as I am
now). However, in my case it did not harm my education very much. Later when I went back
to school to pick up some more classes, it was a help in that I had met a close friend who was
excellent at math. As I was not, he became my tutor online through Medievia. I doubt I
would have met many mathematicians that I had much in common with without the
assistance of Medievia, as I mostly hang out with artists in "real life".
I would like to comment on the many positions on Medievia's staff, and the training we
provide for them. I believe many people who come to work for us as volunteers quickly learn
skills they may never have been exposed to, as we provide great training that is very
thorough and insightful for everything from helping other people to creative writing. Because
Medievia is a "fun" environment and they do not feel forced into learning, they seem to
excitedly pick up these techniques by their own volition. It's really nice to see people learn to
enjoy learning.
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12- Melisandi
As a player, I saw people who truly didn’t understand the aspects of the mud. The commands
and the shortcuts that can sometimes be used in playing. I wanted to share what I had learned
with others and I applied. Then I was invited and got my chance to help out
Typing, Spelling, Communication/interpretation
I have increased my typing skills, Improved context and grammar. And strengthened my
People skills, talking and communication
People learn in different ways. Some do things from memory, others need assistance going
through things and many hints. A lot of people are from different countries and use the mud
to strengthen their English
Typing and communication
Different cultural styles from people all over the world, Languages and Ideas
Reading and communication
Yes. Communication. In my work, I talk to many people and I have to be clear and precise in
my directions. Reading and talking/typing to players on Medievia strengthens this skill
because I MUST make them understand how to play and be successful in their endeavors
One thing that is a constant is Patience. Learning how a person learns best and then
supporting them in the direction that helps them succeed
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13- Casse
I was asked to get Wizards Grove out by Soulevar and to work with Dworkin on this project.
Long before that, I had approached Vryce about becoming a helper god but at that time, there
wasn't a vacancy. I had a need to help give back some of the pleasure that I received from
Medievia.
I learned to type from med went from hunt and peck to about 60 words a minute, Looking at
Wizards Grove, it is obvious that my writing skill has approved over the time that I have
worked on the zone , Though I’m not sure this is what you were looking for, I learned how
to pleasantly tell obnoxious ppl, No, and not offend them (well, too often)
a) From my time as a Crown Princess, I learned how to motivate large quantities of ppl.
Though I will be the first to admit that Kingdoms were hard for the ppl trying to run them. I
learned how to turn out a large number of ppl for kingdom battles. How to keep them
motivated even when the odds were against them. I found it extremely interesting to see how
each of the kings/queens handled getting their clannies and ppl in kingdoms out for the
battles. The pk clans would hold major blame sessions, while I tried to keep it light. b) As a
Clan/real-estate god, I have been learning how to tell people No, and make them understand
it isn't cause they are in this or that clan, but cause what they want is not acceptable to the
mud as a whole. At one time, I was walked over more, and now, it really doesn't bother me. I
don't have to be liked to do my job.
I have seen some people who need to the best at something so they have achievement on
med. They produce the most eggs, the highest trading numbers. Med allows competition
among ppl in a way that is more controlled and I feel more healthy. Things happen on med
much more quickly real life, and you can make mistakes on med and SEE what actually will
happen to prevent ppl from making the same mistakes in rl. For example, the concept of
Honor is a big deal on med, when someone loses their honor, they see quickly why it is
important, this keeps them from making the same mistakes rl. Relationships on med, are fast,
you learn more quickly how to react and protect yourself from pain that would be inflicted rl.
I had a clannie that wanted to be a builder, he was afraid to apply. I told him, that in real life
you have to take chances, and what was the worse that would happen to him, you get told no.
Not taking the chance, that was a bigger mistake. He applied and now is a quest god. Med is
like a controlled lab, where you can try your wings out. If everything falls apart, you can just
disappear or move on to another name.
I have learned to type, have started tapping into my more creative side. My management
skills, I believe, have improved.
I learned to be more creative in my writing, I was an accountant and, to be honest, never
really got the idea of essay questions. I would write what needed to be said and when I was
finished with the facts, I was done. Working on Grove has allowed me to think past 3
sentences. My vocabulary has grown, though my spelling is still pretty poor.
More interpersonal skills, though having grown up in a very political family, it probably isn't
as pronounced as others.
Mainly my writing skills have improved drastically. My ability to write longer, more
involved sentences. My grammar and spelling don't always show this, but I do try to be more
flexible
I have gone from needing approval from my superiors for whatever is my job. To being more
self-sufficient. I really have become less naive and needing to be liked. This lesson was not
one that I got as a player, but as a God
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14- Syltheana
I always liked helping new players and wanted to be able to welcome them to the game, help
them with their first days, and keep them playing. Eventually, I got top honors with leading
clan 50.
problem solving, typing, patience
I have learned how to type very well, so well that people anywhere near me go crazy. I have
learned how to deal with people on a one-to-one basis. There are always 3 sides to every
story - yours, mine and the truth - and then there's code log! I have learned to be patient, hear
all the facts, investigate, then make a decision. I have learned to control my temper. I used to
get upset easily at things on the game, and now I take a step back, so to speak, think things
out and then go with it. Being a God, you can't lose your cool even when you're in your
"free" time - just as in real life. You have to assess each situation and take a crack at it and
not just make a blanket decision. I have improved my reading comprehension and problem
solving skills. To learn a zone on the game, you have to be patient, read the zone, think of all
the ways to accomplish it and keep trying. A lot can be said for that in real life too. I have
also learned when enough is enough. It took awhile, because I was really hooked on the
game, but if I have something to do irl, I do that first now. It takes awhile to see that when
you get a new hobby like Med, other things can suffer, but once you realize that, you feel
really stupid in the end and don't let history repeat itself
I believe for a lot of people, who maybe don't have a lot of in real life friends or interaction,
they learn to deal with people, meet them and talk to them. They build confidence in a way
they may not be able to otherwise, because they can complete a zone, or be the only player to
do this or that and get recognized. I imagine in real life, some people may not get the
attention they need, and they go to the game to friend friends, chat, entertainment, etc.
Medievia is like an interactive book. You choose your ending at times. A lot of times in
school, everything is so structured with a yes or no way about it, or it's either black or white
and on Medievia, you can choose what page to turn and how to end your "book". In school,
you get put into groups and you get to learn with each other, but no one is really made a
leader of sorts. In Medievia, you can take the spotlight without anyone judging you on your
laugh, your looks, your personality, and stand out in the crowd and be successful. In school,
sometimes if you don't have the right look or talk, you get picked last -or you're an outcast.
Here, it's like turning out the light and sound and playing with friends. No one will judge you
at first just based on looks or physical things
believe Medievia, like any hobby, can find someone wrapped up in another word, not
wanting to face reality. I don't think it's Medievia per say because anything can do that (any
game, or hobby you obsess about). I have learned when enough is enough
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15- Daranix
I was asked by another God to come work for them due to my work as a player. It was a
compliment and a way to give something back to the game and continue to help improve it.
Grammar has improved due to my job as a WRE, Typing has improved somewhat , Dealing
with different types of people socially has improved
I believe my role as clan leader has allowed me to improve my interaction with people from a
wide variety of economic, age, and social backgrounds. The ability to deal with the wide
variety of people on Med is even more difficult in some circumstances than a management
job in real life where people have some common frames of reference
I believe many people are just learning how to properly act with a wider group of people than
the circle of friends they currently have. I believe it is a shock to many that swearing is not a
natural part of everyone's every sentence and that not everyone is out to kill everyone else.
I've seen some dramatic transformations once people realize that they might need to modify
how they interact with people based on what they know about them
In most ways I don't believe Med has crossed over to real life. If I had to identify one area I
would say it would be in trying to control people less and just set guidelines for them to
follow. My management style has loosened up a bit and I tend to be more tolerant for those
who need to get to the same spot in different ways.
I don't think I would have stayed connected with the issues that face people ages 18-25 as
close as I have. I'm 33 and in a senior management role, and although I deal with my own
kids, outside of Med I would never normally interact with that age group
I don't think that Medievia has taught me a lot outside of 'real life' schooling, it has just
allowed me to be aware of more types of social interactions. Again I'll stress the diversity of
Med players
I think learning on Med to a large extent depends on the type of player. I know players who
don't want to be in a clan or interact with others very much (why they are playing a multiplayer game I don't know), to those that would rather sit in link and chat over playing the
game (why they don't join a chat room I don't know). At the end the commonality is that both
must enjoy some sort of gaming experience while interacting socially in their own way. I
think Med tends to bring social interaction together and forces certain types of controlled
social situations
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16- Vryce
This question does not apply to me as I started Medievia. What motivated me to do so was
the simple fact that the online games at the time were poorly designed and managed. I wished
to have a stable game run by gods that have the players fun as the main mission statement. I
wanted to have a game where players truly do have a say and a game run almost entirely by
the players. Soon after I started Medievia I realized how much fun it is to run the thing and
how successful it could be. It can be a lot of fun to be a god in Medievia but the main
motivation for me to continue Medievia is the satisfaction of building something that may
last forever and may never stop growing and refining itself
Management, Programming, Business
I have learned so much during the past decade plus that I hardly know where to begin. I have
developed from someone with no coding skills to someone who has mastered coding at all
levels. My management skills were next to nothing when I started Medievia but quickly grew
and blossomed as I dealt with such a large crew and such a vast variety of problems and
management issues. I have learned how to run a company, including how to incorporate it,
run the companies books, marketing, sales, taxes, legal issues, and everything else a small to
mid-size business must handle
They are quickly learning typing skills and reading comprehension. After they play the game
for a few weeks however they also start learning some social skills and possibly more
importantly, social lessons. Lessons learned while playing a game are just as important as
lessons learned during ones real life. Lessons like not to lie, to have honor, to think team
first, to make good friends and pick them wisely, to be patient, to control anger and
frustration, to lose gracefully and to win well. The lessons one can learn on a social world
like Medievia are the same lessons one can learn in real life but they are more harmless on
the game and happen more often that in real life. Basically I feel that players can play a game
like Medievia and learn whatever lessons they most likely need badly. A player that has
problems obeying laws will quickly learn a lesson in Medievia. A player that has a shy
personality with people will quickly learn lessons. A player that has a habit of losing friends
because of lying will lose 20 real quick on a game like Medievia and quickly learn a lesson.
A player that feels they may have some leadership skills can quickly learn many lessons
while running a clan and truly adapt and grow those leadership skills.
The programming, business, management, and leadership skills I have learned in Medievia
have all helped me further my career at other companies. The social skills have helped me
overcome my shyness. It seems to me that any and all skills learned on Medievia will cross
over to real-life as they surely have done so for me.
The community allows you to learn the types of things that are social in nature. I have
personally learned how to adjust my behavior more quickly and accurately and how to learn
from others quickly and accurately. In Medievia many things happen during any one day.
Many of these social issues teach me things. After a while I have learned to learn better, so to
speak. I do not think I could have become the man I am now without the Medievia
community teaching me this stuff.
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The amount of people I have met in the game and have gotten to know could have never
been accomplished in my real life. I have met people from all around the world, of all sexes,
races, and religions. Everything I have learned from these people is due to Medievia. It is not
only the getting to know these people but its the fact that these people act like themselves.
They are basically stripped of all nationality, race, and religion, and so they act more like
they see the ideal self. The openness and willingness to partake in things online allows you to
learn much more from people in the game and also allows you to try things out in the game
before taking it to the real world.
I have learned all of my programming skills through books and other self teach methods.
Medievia has enhanced this learning to the 10 degree because of the close contact I have day
and night with other coding experts around the globe. Medievia gives me a vast knowledge
base that I can tap at anytime quickly and easily. I doubt there is a coding issue that someone
on Medievia would not be able to help me with
The fact that the game has a lot of learning about learning and a lot of positive reinforcement
to learn. From a new level one player to a god and from the first day you enter Medievia to
the last day, the game will challenge you to learn something new and it makes sure you have
fun along the way
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17- Columnus
To try to contribute to a game I enjoyed
Typing skills, management, delegation
I have learned several things. Medievia is interesting because you are dealing strictly with
personalities. None of the normal "first impression" rules of appearance apply here. Its all
about who people are, or how they portray themselves. It sharpened my judgment of
character, as well as my approaches in dealing with diverse personalities
I think people are learning about people with out basing opinions or first impressions on
looks, race/ethnicity, hair style or clothing. Its about PEOPLE, and I think some learn right
away, and others take time to adjust to that
As trivial as it sounds, my typing skills have dramatically increased due to Med. Also, in my
imm position, I had to learn to delegate. I have always had micromanagement tendencies,
and learning to trust others to do work is an important step in being an effective leader, I feel
Med was able to help me in this way.
Again, typing and reading as much as I have, I think it has helped me in those areas where I
don't know of any other activity I would have done as much typing and reading
Medievia is a very diverse place, people from all kinds of cultures, nations, and religious
backgrounds play there, a much more diverse situation then growing up in the lily-white
suburbs!
Of course, the typing helped me in several areas, from computer science, to my journalism
classes, which were often conducted with a computer in front of me. Also, during my college
years, Medievia was a source of relaxation, it was an escape from reality to use a cliché,
which would help me unwind during stressful times.
The biggest thing I learned from Medievia is probably knowing what is and what's not
important. There was once a time I played the game as much as I good... but later I learned I
enjoyed it much more when I played it when I felt like it. A very subtle difference, but one
that makes playing much more enjoyable. Move that out into the rest of your life, and you
realize that all fun or all work isn't always the best thing. Doing things in moderation makes
you a much more well-rounded and happier individual.
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18- Prae

I enjoyed playing for many years and wished to give back to Medievia and make a
positive contribution to the game. I understand that Medievia is reliant on volunteers
to run the game, and I felt an obligation to contribute to the ongoing success of
Medievia, as I have enjoyed the fruits of other peoples labour for so many years.
Moreover, the work involved was challenging and provided an opportunity for
creativity while at the same time being fun and exciting. As a builder, the opportunity
to create something was very rewarding, and the satisfaction was multiplied when
able to witness other players enjoying my creation as well. As a New Player Helper, I
found it exciting to interact with other characters from all over the world, and I relish
the opportunity to meet new people, and share the positive experiences I have had
with Medievia in the hopes that they too will enjoy it as much as I have.
Increased computer literacy and technical knowledge, Improvement in grammar, Improved
skills in conflict resolution
Medievia has definitely helped to improve on my knowledge of computers and technology. I
believe Medievia has a high population of computer professionals and students studying to
enter the technology field. The Medievia environment both in terms of game play and
interacting in a social environment with technically knowledgeable people has helped
improve my computer skills and encouraged me to learn more independently. Since starting
Medievia, I have learned to write some basic scripts, become familiar with some computer
coding and my general computer literacy skills have increased as well. Writing a zone and
working with talented editors, has helped to improve my creative writing skills and built on
my knowledge of grammar. Medievia has a policy of encouraging builders to read a book of
grammar, has refreshed my knowledge and improved upon what I had already considered
strong skills. As a university educated, intelligent, and highly literate person, I was surprised
by how many mistakes I had made in my writing, and was glad to polish and improve on my
skills. As a Medievia Staff, we are often called upon to enforce rules and resolve conflicts or
disputes. Although I have been previously trained in conflict resolution, having the
opportunity to practice the training and try different approaches has taught me a great deal
about effective ways to resolve conflicts and find acceptable solutions to various disputes.
Medievia is populated by a diverse group of people, comprised of different age groups, levels
of education, professions, countries and backgrounds, each of which factors would effect
what they learn. The opportunity is certainly available to improve on skills such as; problem
solving, typing, reading, leadership, and creative writing. I think a lot of what a player learns
is dependant on their current skill-set, abilities and interests. They will learn different things
depending on the activities they do. There are lots of opportunities to build on skills for
people of every level.
Medievia exposed me to a community of technically sophisticated people. This encouraged
and helped me to become more computer literate, and I have since learned to write scripts, do
some basic coding and increased my general knowledge of computers and technology. I do
not believe I would have gained these skills had I not been a part of Medievia.
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As I stated previously, Medievia exposed me to a world of technology that I would not have
otherwise had an interest in or an opportunity to learn. In most cases I found that I did not
learn "new" things, but rather Medievia provided an opportunity to practice, expand and
build upon what I learned. I have always had good creative writing skills, but Medievia
provided an outlet to use and build on them. If the opportunity were not there, I most likely
would not have had a consistent outlet to work on my creative writing, nor would I have had
access to the expert editing and feedback I receive on Medievia. These tools are invaluable in
helping to learn and improve. The same is true for my skills in resolving conflicts. Medievia
provided an opportunity to practice my conflict resolution skills by resolving the disputes of
various disgruntled players. As a manager and clan leader, I was able to work on my
leadership skills and try different techniques. As a learning environment, Medievia is
effective because it provides a safe place to fail. The feeling that Medievia is "only a game",
removes the risk in trying new techniques or experimenting with different skill sets or
abilities. Failure is a part of any game, and although we play to win, most people understand
that we learn from our failures and use that knowledge to succeed in the future. Failure is a
big part of Medievia, and there is not a single player who has not "died", been "pk'ed" or had
some other form of failure or set-back at some point in the game. Medievia makes failure
safe and in doing so, allows for opportunities to learn. Conversely, it is also very easy to
succeed in Medievia, and it is usually only a matter of persistence. Easily accessibly goals,
encourage people to continue playing and provide positive reinforcement to the player and is
a key factor to how and why people learn on Medievia.
I do a great deal of conflict resolution in my job, which has helped me perform it effectively
in Medievia and conversely Medievia has allowed me to experiment and try different things
that I can use in my job. The same is true for various leadership skills I use daily in my real
life and in Medievia. The professional environment the Medievia Staff works in, is good
preparation for those new to the work force and teaches people how to working with other
colleagues, set goals, and meet deadlines
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19-Jaolen
I liked the idea of being able to analyze and make decisions about equipment, and mobs, mob
difficulty, the relationship between the two, the effect on pvp...the list goes on! It's just
something I enjoy doing and it was nice to put my input into the game.
Managing Personnel
Judgment
Teamwork
I've really learned how to judge people online, which to trust and which are usually lying
through their teeth. Granted, there are some exceptions, but knowing who to trust, and then
knowing you can rely on them goes a long way in a world where anyone could lie and say
they aren't who they are. Working with the people I trust helps learn to be both a team player,
and a leader, as well as to compromise and debate (which is mostly what I do with Mircean,
compromise and debate, and we enjoy it!)
From my viewpoint, people seem to learn how to act. While for the most part people don't
role-play on med, there are plenty of people who act like they aren't who they are. On the
other hand, people learn trust as well, as you really don't have much of a choice but to trust
people to play a game that involves more than one player on a team.
Mainly teamwork, and judgment skills. I normally sit back and be a follower if needed, even
if I know something is going to go wrong. Sometimes if things DO go wrong I'll try to help
the person in charge, but normally I let the leader(s) lead. Kostia has "helped" me with my
grammar a lot as well.
There's lots of stuff I've learned from people like Ozy, Zenzer, Malaki and the like about
coding that are really nice tricks that help me out when writing programs.
Again, the programming tricks mainly. Other than that, I think it merely imitates other social
things people do (such as Boy Scouts, etc.) to teach leadership and following and the like to
people.
Again, the people from Medievia have helped me tons with programming (and math for that
matter). Already being better than all of my class at those subjects, it didn't show much there,
but I was actually learning in those subjects.
I really don't think Medievia itself, through its features and zones teach much more than
teamwork and create bonds between people. However, those people you form bonds with
will help and teach you!
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Appendix C: Correspondence with Population
Email sent to all gods on July 8, 2002
Hello all gods!
As some of you may or may not know, I am going to be doing my master's
thesis on learning on MUDs. My main research "question" is outlined below:
The purpose of this study is to identify, gain information, and analyze
what users of Multi-User Domains learn, both intellectually and socially,
as they adventure through these mystical lands. Together, with
participants of such domains, this study seeks to find the answers to the
questions: What are the characteristics of the learning that takes place on
MUDs? and What does a user of a MUD learn that crosses over to use in
"real-life"?
I have narrowed my population down to gods, or administrators of Medievia. I
will be doing a qualitative study and to gather data I will need to
interview groups and individual people online as well as gather responses
through questionnaires.
Because Medgod goes out to about 110 people and my professor said that I
would be swamped with data if I used you ALL as my target population, I am
looking for about 20-30 core people to use for my study. I am strictly
asking for volunteers, but before you volunteer I do ask that you stick
with it throughout my study, which should be finished by the end of May
2003 (I hope!). I also ask that you are cooperative in the surveys and
interviews I may give and that you put thought into your answers. Validity
of responses of online interviews/surveys is one limitation of my study and
I have chosen to interview and questions the gods because I thought that
would make it more valid than just interviewing a group of mortals!
Ok, so that's the proposition. Please respond to me if you are interested
in volunteering for my research project. I will be forever grateful!
btw, I would really appreciate it if some of the busier gods would please
do this because your opinion is very necessary! I know you are busy but
this really shouldn't take up too much of your time!
Thanks for your cooperation ahead of time!
Soleil
Dianne
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Email sent to participants on September 20, 2002
Hello all!
Firstly, let me thank you for agreeing to help me with my Master's studythe learning implication of MUDs. As you already know, I have chosen the
administrators, or gods, of Medievia as my research population, and you are
the 20 or so who have volunteered to help me out.
It is now time to begin! The first step, as I mentioned before, is the
online survey.
Click this link to get there -->
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=1762114332
As the instructions state, the survey should take you at least 30 minutes
to complete but you shouldn't spend more than 3 hours on it :) Please put
some thought into your answers to the questions and tell the truth!
I would like all the surveys to be completed within a 2-week time period.
If you don't think you can get it finished within that timeframe, please
let me know ASAP. I need to have an accurate count of participants.
Thanks again for all your help ahead of time!
Get your thinking caps on....
Soleil
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Email sent to participants on September 28, 2002
Hello again!
Ok, to this point, I have printed out 10 completed surveys. If you have
already completed the survey totally and have gone back to change a few
things or add things, please let me know as I've already started to analyze
some of them. My prof. said to analyze them as they come in so I can see
how the study is shaping up. Well, this may not have been a good idea as
I'm, not really sure when you are actually DONE.
So, I guess the best thing to do would be to email me when you are totally
DONE with the survey. That way, I know that you are finished and can print
and analyze your survey.
If you have already completed the survey and have changed it since the day
you finished it, please let me know. Also, even if you haven’t made
changes, please email me to let me know if you are totally done or not.
Sorry for the confusion, this was an unforeseen bump on my part.
Also- this email serves as a reminder to those who haven't yet started your
survey. Please get to it ASAP as I would like them all to be finished by
next weekend!
Thanks again for your help.
Soleil
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Email sent to participants on October 4, 2002
Hello again!
Just reminding everyone that I wanted the surveys completed by TOMORROW,
Saturday October 5th. Please please please try and get me your survey by
Monday at the latest. If you cannot complete the survey by then, please
let me know. Also- please email me that you have completed the survey when
you are done. So far only 5 of you have emailed me saying you were done,
so please let me know!
Thanks again
Soleil
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Email sent to participants on November 17, 2002
Hello again all!
I just wanted to touch base with all of you so you know where I am with my study.
I have been reading and analyzing the questionnaires you filled out for me using
surveymonkey.com. Thank you all so much for all the thought and insight you put into your
answers. It is much appreciated! You have given me much to think about and wrack my brain
on for hours and hours...
I also need to decide on how I'm going to refer to all of you in my thesis. I was just going to
refer to you by your character name, but before doing so, I want to make sure it is ok with all of
you. If not, I can always just call you respondent #1, #2, etc. But, I thought it would make for
much more interesting reading if I used your mud names. SO, if you have any major objections
to me using your names, please let me know.
Also- I will still be needing some of you for a follow-up data collection. I will most likely be
doing short (20-30 mins) online focus groups, where we would meet in a room on med at some
decided time and day and I would ask you questions and you would all talk about it. I'm
thinking about 5-6 of you for this, but I'll let you know a little bit more about that as I get to it.
Ok, that's it.. please get back to me if you are offended by me using your med name, and/or if
you have any suggestions, questions or comments!
Thanks
Dianne
Soleil
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Email sent to participants on December 15, 2002
Hello again all!
I just wanted to touch base with all of you so you know where I am with my
study.
I am officially in-between semesters so I have been taking a small break
from data analysis and so-forth. But, before the last class of the
semester I put together a web site for the study that I used as a
presentation devise. It is still in an outline form, but you can view what
I've done so far at http://www.medievia.com/study . Enignon found a few
errors that I have yet to correct, but if you see anything out of the
ordinary, let me know!
Also- I will still be needing some of you for a follow-up data collection.
I will be doing short (20-30 mins) online focus groups, where we would meet
in a room on med at some decided time and day and I would ask you questions
and you would all talk about it, bounce ideas off of each other, and have a
group convo. I'm thinking about 5-6 of you for this, but it all depends on
availability and times we can meet online.
I would like to do these focus groups during the week that I'm off school
for winter break. The dates are Monday Dec 23rd- Thursday, December 2nd,
that I am off. I know for a fact that I won't be available on the 25th :)
Other than that, maybe we can arrange some times. Please let me know the
best available times for you and I will try and get something arranged.
Thanks
Dianne
Soleil
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Appendix D1: Builder’s Application
Below is the Medievia help file called BUILD_APP that outlines the application procedure for
anyone wishing to build areas for Medievia.
Read the following before filling out the below application:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You must be 18 years of age or older (see help BUILDER_FAQ)
You must have at least one mortal character at or above level 25
You must plan to apply on your own, we don't hire partnership builders
Use your best grammar and spelling for your entire application
Read help BUILDING_TIPS before you apply
Read help BUILDER_FAQ before you apply
Do not send attached files with your application
Do not plan for your zone to be located on an island or have a trading post.
Do not use Vryce or any other god as a key character in your zone story.
Do not write about the creation of Medievia or its characters unless it fits with the current
story of Medievia (located on the website).
Using Medievia features such as the oceans, the continent, elementals, mob factions, clan
castles, and clan towns are also discouraged as first time zone proposals.

Please send zone applications to ikuska@medievia.com. Do not send attached files, make sure
your application is included in the email body. You will receive a simple form letter as a receipt
to let you know your application was received and that it will be reviewed with the next batch of
applicants. Once it has been reviewed you will receive a letter letting you know whether or not it
was accepted.
Application (please include all components):
1) Are you at least 18 years of age or older?
2) List your mortal name and levels achieved in Medievia. If you have more than one
include them all.
3) How long have you played Medievia?
4) What is your native language and what country do you currently reside in? What other
languages can you speak? Note that having English as a second language in no way
counts against you on the application.
5) Provide a 2+ paragraph story that gives a good idea of your zone's theme and plot. It is
ideal for this to resemble an ANNOUNCEMENT zone story (type
ANNOUNCEMENTINDEX and read back issues of zone openings for ideas). Please do
not write a story that Vryce or any other god is a key figure in. Please do not write about
other worlds, galaxies, aliens, or anything else that does not fit in with the current theme
of Medievia.
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6) Create 5 sample room descriptions. These do not need to include exits, just the
description. See the guidelines below for room descriptions. Anyone not following these
guidelines will have their writing disqualified.
7) A list of proc ideas (special procedures) if you have any. This is optional, and you are
welcome to provide only one or two as a sample of your ideas.
8) Level range (what level of player your zone is for). You can check past zone opening
ANNOUNCEMENTs from the ANNOUNCEMENTINDEX for examples (the level is
usually listed at the bottom of the zone announcement).
9) Estimated number of rooms. We rarely allow zones above 300 rooms.
10) Amount of time you plan to spend on your zone per week.
11) List 5 or so (each) sample mob and object names. You don't have to write an entire mob
or object's stats, just give examples of what they will be called.
12) Any past experience in building. (Most builders are hired with no previous experience, so
don't feel under qualified if you have none).
13) 1-2 paragraphs explaining why you wish to build a zone for Medievia.
Room description guidelines:
Each of the 5 room descriptions should be a minimum of 3 lines and/or 3 sentences. Descriptions
should all be different, and contain details of the surroundings in that room. We strongly
recommend that you omit the use of the words "you" and "your" for the sample descriptions.
However, if you wish to try using them, the criteria is as follows:
Do not tell people how they think, how they feel (emotionally), how they act, or what they say.
This means you can say "The hot air from the lava-drenched chasm stings your eyes."-but you
cannot say "The bubbling lava pits fill your heart with fear."-The reason for this is that the player
may not be scared. Try to show people what something is like rather than tell them. Provide
details about the room to get the reaction from a player that you want. A room description that
says "You stand here wondering why these walls were built."-may be entirely untrue. The player
could be sitting in the room, not standing, and they may not be thinking about the walls at all.
Describing the area or landscape is usually a much better approach than trying to narrate a
player's adventures for them. Let the player come to their own conclusions.
**After 30 days of being an active builder you are entitled to a full set of donation equipment on
one of your mortal characters.
For every completed and opened zone (it must pass our quality standards) you may distribute
$100 of donation equipment items to 3 mortal characters. This may go to your own characters or
to those of
a friend.
***Donation EQ Policy implemented August 26, 2000***
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Again, send applications to Ikuska at ikuska@medievia.com. You will receive a note letting you
know your application has been received and stored, and will be notified if a position opens for
you. Thanks for your interest in contributing to Medievia!
We reserve the right to deny applications for any reason.
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Appendix D2: New Player Helper’s Application
Below is the Medievia help file called NPH_APP that outlines the application procedure for
anyone wishing to become a New Player Helper for Medievia.
This application is for the New Player Helper (NPH) position. This job involves intensively
assisting new players as they begin their experience of Medievia. This is not an "easy" job as
many people mistakenly think, and it requires great activity levels, knowledge of the game,
excellent attitude, a professional manner, and a sincere eagerness to help new
players.
Please read the following before applying for a god:
*You must be 18 years old or older.
*Use your best grammar and spelling for the entire application.
*Read "help GOD_FAQ" before applying.
*Do not include attached files in your application.
Applications should be sent to ikuska@medievia.com. Please put "Application for NPH,
<Playername>" in the subject of your email. <Playername> should be substituted with your main
mortal character to help us find your application easier later. Do not include attachments with
your application; write everything in a text email. You will get a form letter stating that we have
received your application and that it will be processed with the next batch of applicants. After it
has been reviewed you will receive another note letting you know the status of your application
(approved, denied, archived). Try to answer questions in a way that will tell us something about
yourself, and why you are the person for the job.
1) Are you at least 18 years old or older?
2) What is/are your character(s)' name(s) on Medievia, and what level(s) are they?
3) Why do you want to be a New Player Helper?
4) Describe your experiences as a newbie on Medievia, and what might have made things
easier for you.
5) What makes you feel that you have extensive knowledge of the game? How many
newbie zones do you know well enough to know most of the mob and eq names? Please
list these zones.
6) Describe your opinions of Lumond's Haven and Refuge of the Forgotten. If you have not
visited these zones, you should do so extensively before applying for this position.
7) Do you currently help newbies with your mortal? Describe 3 ways that you have helped
new players.
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8) Are you an Avatar? If so, how long have you been an Avatar and describe your favorite
aspects of this position?
9) Do you feel when helping players you can conduct yourself in a professional manner and
ignore any personal grudges or biases you may have? Why?
10) What languages do you know fluently, and which one is your native language (the one
you speak and understand the best)? Note that having English as a second language in no
way disqualifies you from being hired. What country do you live in?
11) How many hours a week do you have available to work on your god should you be hired?
12) Are you a clan leader? This may or may not affect your ability to become a god,
depending on the time required of the job you apply for and the judgment of those hiring
you.
13) What other information can you tell us about yourself that you feel qualifies you for a
god position?
14) Describe your education to us. This may be high school, college, or your own personal
studies. What subjects interest you the most?
15) Write a brief (1-2 paragraph) letter explaining why you wish to become a god on
Medievia.
*Active and productive gods of 90 days may choose one of their mortal characters to receive
a full set of donation equipment.
Send all applications to ikuska@medievia.com. Do not include attached files. Applications
should be in text in the email body and the subject should say "Application for NPH from
<Playername>. Use your main mortal character's name in place of <Playername>.
We reserve the right to deny applications for any reason.
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Appendix D3: Quest Designer’s Application
Below is the Medievia help file called QUEST_APP that outlines the application procedure for
anyone wishing to design and build quests for Medievia.
This is the application to become a quest god. If you wish to apply, please read over all the
information provided before filling out the questions below.
The current duties of a Quest Designer are as follows:
•
•

Write new quest scripts using ideas approved by the Quest Object Manager and Quest
System Manager.
Run both personally created and MQA approved quest scripts.

To be considered for the position, you must meet the following requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate ability to develop creative, innovative, and feasible quest ideas. Since
coders are very busy, the majority of new quests will rely solely on MudMaster scripts.
Originality and storyline play a large part in the development of new quest ideas.
Demonstrate willingness to be active and to also handle non-quest related matters, such
as helping new players and dealing with general player issues and discipline issues as
they arise.
Demonstrate the ability to script to a high standard.
Show willingness to follow all quest system policies and instructions from quest
managers.
You must have a multi-class character on Medievia.
Your character must have good standing on Medievia.
You must be able to design/develop/write and implement new quests.
You must know how to script using the MudMaster console client.
You should be able to spend at least 10 hours each week on your god and remain active.

If you meet the listed requirements and are interested in becoming a Quest Designer, then email
an application to selthios@medievia.com and CC it to ikuska@medievia.com. Use "Quest
Application for <Playername>" as the subject, and replace <Playername> with your character's
name.
** You must also read HELP GOD_FAQ. **
1) Are you at least 18 years of age or older?
2) List your mortal name and levels achieved in Medievia. If you have more than one
include them all.
3) How long have you played Medievia?
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4) What is your native language and what country do you currently reside in? What other
languages can you speak fluently? Note that having English as a second language in no
way counts against you on the application.
5) For what reasons do you want to be a Quest Designer?
6) What experience you have with scripting using the MudMaster console?
7) Do you think there are any problems with the current quest system and if so, what are
they? What do you like about the current system?
8) What makes you more qualified to be a quest god than other applicants?
9) Provide at least two quest ideas that show creativity, depth and understanding of basic
quest design aspects.
10) How many hours a week do you have available to work on your god should you be
hired?
11) What other information can you tell us about yourself that you feel qualifies you for a
god position?
12) Are you able to conduct yourself in an unbiased manner when dealing with players?
13) Describe your education to us. This may be high school, college, or your own personal
studies. What subjects interest you the most?
14) Write a brief (1-2 paragraph) letter explaining why you wish to become a god on
Medievia.
You will be notified that your application was received, and if your application is accepted, you
will be contacted for more information.
We reserve the right to deny applications for any reason.
Again, send applications to selthios@medievia.com and ikuska@medievia.com. Use "Quest
Application for <Playername>" as the subject, and replace <Playername> with your character's
name.
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Appendix D4: Medievia’s Jobs
The help file below, titled HELP JOBS, lists all the current jobs Medievia’s administrators may
hold.
This help file ranks and defines Medievia job titles. Level 148 and 144 gods are listed
individually and are the highest ranking positions. Other job titles are listed as general below. If
you would like to see a list of all gods and their titles, type WIZLIST
Vryce: Owner, CEO, Head Programmer, Father of Medievia
In essence, Medievia is Vryce. He oversees all work that is done here and has final say on all
issues relating to the game. His titles reflect that he is in charge of the game and all his
employees. Medievia is his creation and he concocted many of the innovative ideas the staff
implements here.
Ozymandias: Senior Management, Director of Programming, General Taskmaker
Ozymandias' main task is overseeing all aspects of coding on Medievia. He is in charge of all the
programmers and all that gets coded. His Senior Management title reflects that Vryce trusts him
to run the game as he sees fit. He also performs smaller positions which are listed under "wizlist
Ozymandias".
Ikuska: Senior Management, Director of Human Resources, Director of World Development
(DWD), General Taskmaker
Ikuska's main task is the management of the Medievia staff which involves overseeing existing
employees and taking care of god additions or removals. This job is encompassed in part by the
DWD position which involves making executive decisions about the Medievia world and its
elements, as well as ensuring new features are added as often as possible. The Senior
Management title reflects that Vryce trusts her to run the game as she sees fit. She also performs
smaller positions which are listed in "wizlist Ikuska".
Soleil: Director of Media and Marketing, Web Site Manager, Head Mudslinger Editor
Soleil is the webmistress for www.medievia.com and also the main editor for the Medievia
Mudslinger newspaper which can be purchased from scribes in major cities. She also handles
real life aspects of the game such as donation item purchases, advertising, and media coverage.
Masou: Director of Holosection and Zone Programming, Programmer, General Taskmaker
Masou's main job is overseeing Holosection zones, and managing the addition of special
procedure code for zones. His work with Holosections requires finding builders and
implementing concepts for new HS zones. He also performs smaller jobs listed under "wizlist
Masou".
Elorei: Director of Autoquest Programming, Programmer, Master World Builder, General
Taskmaker
Elorei's main job is implementing code for Autoquests, and overseeing the staff that creates
Autoquests. He designs new features for AQ as well as improves old ones. He also performs
smaller jobs listed under "wizlist Elorei".
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General Medievia Job Title Definitions and Abbreviations:
Titles are grouped with like jobs. The highest ranking position listed at the top and the remaining
ranks in descending order. Groups are listed randomly and do not affect rank. In the case of
groups that have a highest ranking position held by a 148 or 144 level god, the position is listed
simply with the god's name next to it. To apply for any position you need to follow the directions
in help APPLICATION
*Head Programmer (Vryce)
*Director of Programming (Ozymandias)
*Programmer (also called a coder)
- Coders can have a variety of job specialties, but all of them involve
code that improves Medievia. Most programmers do miscellaneous fixes or
additions, and a few specialize in areas such as special procedures for
zones. Coders are hired by the Senior Management, and must be approved
by Ozymandias. Most coders start in other positions in order to become
well-known to the staff due to the high securities of this job.
*Director of Database Development
- Designs and implements processes to load data from the Medievia system.
Is responsible for maintaining and updating the Medievia database model
as new features are added. Runs ad-hoc queries as needed for various
Medievia managers.
*Owner/CEO (Vryce)
*Director of Human Resources (Ikuska)
*Manager of God Information
- Keeps track of the information for all gods and avatars in the game.
Updates the main wizlist and the personal wizlist for gods. Updates god
tracking information. Alerts the necessary managers of new and promoted
gods for training purposes, web page updates and email updates.
*God Trainer Manager
- Oversees all forms of god training and follows the progress of gods
in the training program. Updates training procedures when needed.
*God Trainer Teacher
- God Trainer Teachers are responsible for training the gods who train
other gods, as well as making sure that new gods are being trained
properly. They have a specialty that they train in which will be listed
by their title.
*God Trainer
- God Trainers do what their name suggests, they train gods. They are
first trained by Ikuska to understand a specific aspect of the game,
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and then are sent new recruits in order to hone their skills in their
new position. These gods will have the specialty of the job they
train for next to their title.
*Building Mentor
- Building mentors have completed at least 1 zone and assist other
builders with building related questions. They are especially
responsible for guiding new builders.
*Mailing List Administrator
- Creates and updates mailing lists including lists used for gods,
medsuggest and mednews.
*Director of World Development (DWD) - Ikuska
- In charge of the Medievia world and the objects and mobs in it. Makes
final decisions on new and existing features and game balance. Reviews
and approves all new zone proposals. Designates quality standards as
well as world, object, and mobile guidelines. Hires and manages the WOM
and building staff. Directs revamp work and opens new zones.
*Head World/Object/Mobile Manager (HWOM) - Mircean
- The HWOM actively works with zones, mobs, objects, and game play
involving these features by balancing them and making proposals for any
guideline or standards changes. Implements most changes to balance
among zones and stats. The HWOM also manages the work of other WOMs and
WOM Assistants.
*World/Object/Mobile Manager (WOM) - Jaolen
- Works on analyzing, balancing, implementing and managing the various
elements of game play. Primary focus is on testing zones and overseeing
new and existing mobs and objects.
*Head World Room Editor (HWRE) - Kostia
- The HWRE is in charge of all WREs. This involves making sure there are
enough WREs hired to handle the amount of proofreading work needed, and
ensuring the existing WREs remain productive, accurate, and efficient.
*Senior Zone Editor (SZE)
- The SZE is someone who performs both the WRE and MOFE positions and has
done so long enough to have an exceptional amount of experience.
*World/Object/Mobile Manager Assistant (WOM Assistant)
- WOM Assistants do the final preparations for a zone to be able to
open. Their primary focus is managing zonetests for individual builders
and making the appropriate suggestions to improve finished zones. Once
the zone is found to be balanced and ready they work with the WOM to
open the zone.
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*Grand Master World Builder (GMWB)
- A GMWB has completed at least 8 zones. This is a very difficult title
to achieve.
*Master World Builder (MWB)
- MWB is a difficult title to get because it requires having completed 3
or more zones from the ground up. These are our celebrated builders who
repeatedly release excellent zones.
*Mobile and Object File Editor (MOFE)
- MOFEs proofread files on the machine for grammatical or building
rule errors in mobiles and objects.
*Senior World Room Editor (SWRE)
- In addition to the regular duties of WRE and MOFE, SWREs do final
spot checks on proofread zones and report to the HWRE anything
that needs to be noted or reviewed. They also proof applicant room
descriptions and mentor new WREs.
*Clantown World Room Editor (CWRE)
- CWREs proofread rooms in clantowns for grammatical and building rule
errors. They are also responsible for proofreading clantown mobs.
*World Room Editor WRE
- WREs proofread rooms for grammatical and building rule errors.
*Master Revamp Builder (MRB)
- MRBs have done excellent jobs revamping zones, and have completed the
revamp of 3 or more existing zones.
*MedLink Builder and Manager (MLBM)
- The MLBM is charged with the upkeep and additions of MedLink.
*World Builder (WB)
- WBs create the zones that players use, and are literally the building
blocks of Medievia.
*Revamp Builder (RB)
- RBs take on existing zones that need corrections and modify them to be
more enjoyable and useful for the game.
*Director of Holosection and Zone Programming (DHZP - Masou)
*Master Holosection Builder (MHB)
- MHBs are builders of Holosections that the DHZP has deemed excellent in
their services. Usually this entails at least 20 Holosections written.
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*Holosection Builder HB
- HBs create Holosections for Medievia. These are highly useful zones
that can be moved around randomly, or caused to change between each
game restart. They are located in every area of the Medievia continent.
*Director of Autoquest Programming (DAP - Elorei)
*Autoquest Manager (AM)
- The AM hires AWA with the approval of the DAP and manages their
progress. AMs are charged with making sure high productivity levels are
maintained and entering new Autoquests into the game.
*Grand Master Autoquest Writing Assistant (GMAWA)
- GMAWA have written at least 100 Autoquests and are thus honored with
this title.
*Master Autoquest Writing Assistant (MAWA)
- MAWA have written at least 50 Autoquests and are thus honored with
this title.
*Autoquest Writing Assistant (AWA)
- AWA write Autoquests and pass them along to the AM to be entered into
the game.
*Autoquest Contributor (AQC)
- AQCs write and submit Autoquests at a less frequent pace than AWAs
*Quest Object Manager (QOM)
- The QOM is in charge of developing, balancing, and creating quest
objects. He or she oversees the balancing of quest points and, along
with the Quest System Manager (QSM), the coding and balancing of new
quests. The QOM has the final say on changes to quests and the quest
system.
*Quest System Manager (QSM)
- The QSM manages the MQA (Medievia Quest Archive). He or she hires,
trains, and oversees Quest Development Assistants, Quest Designers,
and Quest Assistants and consults with the QOM on new quest ideas and
changes to existing quests and the quest system. The QSM oversees the
development of miscellaneous quest-related areas of the game such as
the quest shop and new quest zones. The QSM also runs and schedules
quest auctions.
*Quest Development Assistant (QDA)
- QDAs assist both the QOM and the QSM with various quest department
tasks and the management of the MQA.
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*Master Quest Designer (MQD)
- MQDs are Quest Designers who have made a significant contribution to
the quest system and have consistently created outstanding quests and
quest scripts.
*Quest Designer (QD)
- QDs write new quest scripts using ideas approved by the QOM and QSM.
They run quests they have written and approved quests from the MQA.
Quest Designers have excellent scripting ability and a proven knowledge
of the quest system.
*Quest Assistant (QA)
- QA's run approved quest scripts from the MQA, in addition to their main
jobs on Medievia.
*Web Site Manager (WSM) – Soleil
*Web Site Writing Assistant (WSWA)
- WPWA write articles and features for the Medievia website.
*Web Site Proofreader (WSP)
- WSP proofread the website for grammatical and factual errors, and
reports them to the WSM for corrections.
*Head Mudslinger Editor (HME) – Soleil
*Manager of Medievia's Publication Team (MMPT)
- The MMPT is charged with accepting submissions to the Mudslinger and
determining if they are viable to print. MSEs are also responsible for
editing necessary articles before they are released. The MMPT manages
mudslinger reporters and other gods who work on Medievia publications.
*Mudslinger Reporter (MR)
- MRs are gods who regularly write articles for the Mudslinger. Gods must
write at least 3 articles with the intention of writing more before
receiving this title.
*Manager of Avatars & New Players (MANP)
- The MANP is in charge of Avatars and newbies, and all of the projects,
guidelines, and rules in relation to these two subjects.
*Newbie Clan Leader (NCL)
- The NCL is the representative for the New Adventurer's Guild and guides
newbies as they begin the game.
*Newbie Clan Co-Leader (NCCL)
- The NCCL assists the NCL in guiding newbies that join the New
Adventurer Guild.
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*New Player Helper (NPH)
- NPH are gods who have been trained to assist newbies, and are
considered excellent representatives of Medievia.
*New Player Helper in training (NPH in training)
- These are gods who have been hired as NPH and are undergoing training.
*Head Manager of Clans & Real-Estate (HMCR-E)
- The HMCR-E manages all aspects of Clan creation and removal as well as
sales of player homes. Players who wish to create clans or buy homes go
through the HMCR-E.
*Manager of Clans & Real-Estate (MCR-E)
- The AMCR-E is able to do the majority of tasks that the HMCR-E does,
with the exception of a few things that require high level
approvals. Currently, the MCR-E is also the person to talk to about
ClanLink rooms.
*Clan & Real-Estate Aide (CR-EA)
- Aides to players who need purchase gohomes. The room with a HOME flag
must already exist, Otherwise a player needs to see the HMCR-E or the
MCR-E.
*Copyright Manager (CM)
- Oversees the work of the CEs and CEAs and implements any changes.
*Copyright Editor (CE)
- Finds copyrighted or plagiarized materials and comes up with
alternatives to replace them.
*Copyright Editor Assistant (CEA)
- Finds copyrighted or plagiarized materials and reports them to a CM or
a CE.
*Help File Editor & Manager (HFEM)
- The HFEM creates, edits, and upkeeps the Medievia help files and god
wizhelp files.
*Assistant Help File Editor (AHFE)
- The AHFE assists the HFEM in the upkeep of the help files and performs
the duties of the HFEM as needed to keep the files as up-to-date and
accurate as possible.
*Hint Channel Manager (HCM)
- The HCM makes additions to and upkeeps the Medievia hint channel.
*Holiday Quest Manager (HQM)
- Creates and manages builders of the holiday quests, as well as running
and awarding prizes for holiday quests.
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*Reimbursement God (RG)
- RGs are able to check equipment run logs and make reimbursements for
items lost during crashes on major hero zones. See Help REIMBURSEMENT
*Client Consultant (CC - specialty)
- Answers questions for players about mud clients. The client of
expertise will be listed as a specialty next to the god's title. CC's
can be emailed or mudmailed with questions.
*Socials Editor (SE)
- The SE makes additions to and upkeeps the Medievia socials.
*General Taskmaker (GT)
- People who are GTs have multiple tasks assigned to them which will
be listed in their personal wizlist (wizlist <godname>). Only a god's
main tasks are listed in the regular wizlist.
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Appendix D5: World Room Editors
WREs (World Room Editors) are gods whose main responsibility is editing rooms to ensure that
they meet high standards for grammar, spelling, punctuation, and other writing rules, as well as
the building rules for zones.
WREs edit the rooms in regular zones as well as clantowns, and are managed and mentored by
the Senior WREs (SRWE), if any, and the Head WRE (HWRE). Clantown WREs (CWREs)
concentrate mainly on clantown rooms.
The current WREs (listed in WIZLIST as well) are:
Kostia (HWRE)
Masaaki (WRE and MOFE)
Miatrylle (WRE)
Ravenna (WRE)
More detailed descriptions of the WRE job titles (including WRE, SWRE, SZE, HWRE, and
MOFE) can be found in the help file Help JOBS.
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Appendix D6: Quests
The information below is from the help file HELP QUESTS:
Quests are a sort of game within the game added for your enjoyment. They may involve skill,
intelligence and test your knowledge of the game, or they may be strictly for fun and require no
more than your ability to find objects randomly placed throughout the game.
The different types of quests are listed on the bulletin board in the Quest Shop. The quest
channel is used to announce the beginning and the progress of quests currently being held. Most
of the commands for the quests are also in the help file for that quest. Not all quests have help
files at this time, but check back at a later date to see if they have been added. Remember: Many
gods run quests, if the help file has a particular name, it may have to be varied to the god running
the quest.
Medievia also has a built-in quest module called the Quest Daemon. It allows quest gods to run
quests through Medievia, which greatly improves their speed and will allow many surprises
which would not be possible otherwise. Players use the QC command to enroll, quit and glean
information about the quest. When you are enrolled through the Quest Daemon you will see a
[Q] on your prompt.
See Wizlist Quest for a list of the current quest staff.
Quests:
"ARENA OF CHAOSITY"
"BATTLE OF THE CLASSES"
"BATTLE ROYAL"
"BELT CHAMPIONSHIPS"
BRICKQUEST
CHAMPIONARENA
CHAOS
ELIMINATOR
ENDGAME
ENDURANCE
FISHING
FLAGQUEST
HEATWAVE

HELLQUEST
HEROHUNT
HILLKILL
HORSERACE
"I SPY"
LADDER
MEDBALL
MEDCRAPS
"MOB MASSACRE"
MXYZPTLK
"PIRATE SHIP PK"
PKPIT
PURGATORY

RATRACE
ROUNDROBIN
SCRAPPLE
"SNOWBALL FIGHT"
SURVIVOR
"TEAM CHAOS"
"TEAM ELIMINATOR"
"TEAM SURVIVOR"
TOURNAMENT
ELIMINATOR
TRIVIA
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Appendix E: Demographic Information by Respondent

All information below was acquired from the first questionnaire the respondents answered:

Respondent #1
Kostia

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia
Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

3-4 years
2-3 years
Builder, Manager, World Room Editor
United States
23-30
Female
Some college (didn’t finish)

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia

5-6 years
2-3 years
Builder, New Player Helper, Manager,
World Room Editor, Mudslinger/Web
page writer, Customer Service, Holiday
Quests
born in Britain, lives in United States
23-30
Female
Some college (didn’t finish)

Respondent #2
Nykaul
Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level
Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia
Respondent #3
Miatrylle

Respondent #4
Kithario

Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia
Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

3-4 years
less than a year
New Player Helper, World Room
Editor, Builder
United States
18-22
Female
Some college (still in college)

5-6 years
2-3 years
New Player Helper, Builder, Quest
god, Clan/Real Estate
United States
23-30
Male
2-year college graduate- Associate’s
Degree. Continuing on to BA.
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Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

more than 6 years
2-3 years
Builder, New Player Helper, Customer
Service
United States
23-30
Male
Four year college graduate

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia
Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

2-3 years
1-2 years
World Room Editor
United States
18-22
Female
Four year college graduate

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia

3-4 years
3-4 years
Manager, Mudslinger/ Web Page
writer, Customer Service
United Kingdom (England)
31-40
Male
High school graduate

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia
Respondent #5
Chojey

Respondent #6
Ravenna

Respondent #7
Excrucior

Respondent #8
Enignon

Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia
Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

5-6 years
2-3 years
Builder, God Trainer, Client
Consultant, Proofreader
United Kingdom (England)
23-30
Male
2-year college graduate
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Respondent #9
Azariah

Respondent #10
Solarina

Respondent #11
Ikuska

Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

more than 6 years
2-3 years
Builder, New Player Helper, Customer
Service
United States
23-30
Male
Four year college graduate

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia
Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

5-6 years
1-2 years
New Player Helper
United States
18-22
Female
Some college (still in college)

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia

more than 6 years
3-4 years
Senior Management, Co-Owner,
Builder, New Player Helper, Manager,
Customer Service, God Trainer
United States
23-30
Female
Some college (didn’t finish), Master
Gardener

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia

Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia
Respondent #12
Melisandi

Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

more than 6 years
2-3 years
Customer Service, Assisting other
admins
United States
23-30
Female
Master’s Degree
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Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia
Respondent #13
Casse

Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

5-6 years
2-3 years
Builder, New Player Helper, Manager,
Trainer
United States
23-30
Female
State licensing classes/program

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia
Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

5-6 years
less than a year
World Room Editor
United States
31-40
Male
Four year college graduate

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia

more than 6 years
more than 6 years
Owner, President, Senior Management,
Programmer, Manager, Chief Technical
Officer, Trainer
United States
31-40
Male
High school graduate

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia
Respondent #14
Syltheana

Respondent #15
Daranix

Respondent #16
Vryce

more than 6 years
3-4 years
Builder, New Player Helper, Manager,
Clan/Real Estate
United States
31-40
Female
Master’s Degree

Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level
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Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

more than 6 years
Builder, New Player Helper, Manager,
Mudslinger/Web page writer, Customer
Service, Trainer, Clan/Real Estate
United States
23-30
Male
Working on Master’s Degree

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia
Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level

more than 6 years
2-3 years
New Player Helper, Manager, Trainer
Canada
23-30
Male
Four year college graduate

Amount of time as a player
Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia

5-6 years
1-2 years
Manager, World, Object, Mobile
(WOM) Manager, Quest Object
Manager, Reimbursement god
United States
18-22
Male
Some college (still in college)

Amount of time as a god
Jobs on Medievia
Respondent #17
Columnus

Respondent #18
Prae

Respondent #19
Jaolen

Country(ies) lived in
Age
Sex
Highest Educational level
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Appendix F: Analysis Tables

Appendix F1: Jottings and Codes of open-ended question responses
Appendix F2: All codes from jottings before sort
Appendix F3: All codes from jottings sorted, combined, and numbered
Appendix F4: Pools – grouping #1
Appendix F5: Codes and definitions
Appendix F6: All codes and definitions, renumbered
Appendix F7: Broad categories – grouping #2
Appendix F8: Categories broken into sub-categories
Appendix F9: Variables and related categories
Appendix F10: Quotations from questionnaires
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Appendix F1: Jottings and Codes
Below are the open-ended survey questions and the jottings and codes of their responses. The
responses are organized per respondent.
Narrative Questions
3. What motivated you to apply to become a god on Medievia?
5. List the three most important skills you have acquired during your time on Medievia.
6. What do you believe you have learned during your time on Medievia? You may include items form
the above questions, but please also include other answers if they apply.
7. As an administrator of Medievia, you see many other players interact with each other on a daily basis.
What do you believe that other people are learning on Medievia? This may be in addition to or different
from what you answered above.
8. What types of skills do you believe you have learned on Medievia that have crossed over to help you
in "real-life"?
9. What types of things have you learned during your time on Medievia that you believe you would not
have learned if you weren't a part of the Medievia community?
10. What do you believe you have learned from being a part of Medievia that your "real life" schooling
did not teach you?
11. Has being a part of Medievia prepared you or enhanced your learning in any areas of your "real life"
schooling? If so, what subjects or areas? In what ways does Medievia affect those areas?
12. Are there any other comments or insights you would like to share regarding your learning experience
on Medievia?
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1-Kostia
Codes
I wanted to be a proofreader, to use skills I had but which (due to my lack of want
formal education in the field) I can't seem to get paid for as a "real" job. I
motivation
saw typos and errors everywhere, and I wanted to fix them.
proofreader
use skills
lack of education
fix errors
improve
creative, descriptive writing (rooms/zones), documentation writing (help
creative writing
files, grammar files), slight vocabulary increase
documentation writing
vocabulary increase
I've learned how to describe things in a multitude of ways, to make words
paint a picture when no pictures are possible, and to use metaphors in a
visual way. I've formalized some of my grammar knowledge and acquired
the skills to document it clearly and teach it to others. As a manager and
from a "customer service" standpoint, I've learned to speak/write in a more
professional way and to control my temper (most of the time).

describe
variety
invent
create
control
learned
write professionally
speak professionally
acquisition
teach
visualize
grammar
document

Some of them (a small majority) are learning the things I did, about
writing
improving their writing and reading skills. Others' skills are actually
reading
suffering as they learn countless abbreviations and slang, and as those words skills lacking
and phrases ("r" for "are," "u" for "you," "brb," "ftap," "nm," "nods") find lazy
their way more and more into their communication, either replacing
abbreviations
common words with lazy abbreviations or replacing complex thoughts,
replacing complex thoughts
opinions and reactions with just a few letters. When you can just say "nods," forget how in RL
you don't HAVE to explain why you agree, and over time you're bound to
forget how.
My typing speed has improved, though I typed pretty damn fast before.
Having Medievia on my resume--especially as a manager/trainer of
proofreaders and creator of grammar/usage documentation--has helped to
establish a professional background in proofreading and editing that has
more sway than I thought it would. The head copyeditor at my new job
expressed a great deal of interest in my work on Medievia, and I was glad I
had it on my resume.

typing create
improve grammar
resume happy
med help RL
proofreader
professional
editing
pride
training
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The aforementioned abbreviations and slang, though I find them bothersome timesaver thankful
and annoying when used as a replacement for the right words, can be a
disgusted “worth it”
timesaver in other areas. On the one hand, I'm thankful that my friends
replacement pride
understand me when I say "nods" or "nm" in an instant message or email,
descriptive writing
but on the other hand, I'm disgusted with myself when I catch myself
describe
actually SAYING or THINKING the word "nods" or the word "rofl" instead possibilities
of clearly expressing what I feel or what I want to say. I know my
worth
descriptive writing skills have improved; writing rooms, especially, gives
me an outlook on things I see every day that make it possible for me to
describe just about anything, no matter how mundane, and make it worth
reading or hearing. I'm proud of that.
The relatively little research and formal reading I've done in order to
document grammar rules for the game are still more than I ever did in
school. Beyond about the seventh grade, when I learned to diagram
sentences, my English education focused on becoming well-read, not on
grammar (a focus that I still think is misguided, since I really loved
diagramming sentences and I really hate Dickens), and what I knew when I
got to college was mostly common sense. Working as a copy editor for my
college newspaper gave me all the editing training I ever had until I started
working on Medievia.

research
grammar
bored w/education
common sense
editor
more in game than school
not happy w/school

I haven't been back to school since I started working on Medievia, but I
college
came close to doing it this fall. I was researching schools in preparation for motivation
quitting my job and going back full-time on my parents' dime, but I changed pride
my mind. I was going to be a journalism major and eventually try to work as sure
an editor. That's been the plan since I was 18 anyway, but my experience on contact with others
Medievia has definitely made me more sure about it. I remember thinking communication
that it also probably helped that I have more contact with college students age differences +
than most people my age, and I might know a little bit more about what to
expect if I did go back. I still plan to.
I haven't been back to school since I started working on Medievia, but I
college
came close to doing it this fall. I was researching schools in preparation for motivation
quitting my job and going back full-time on my parents' dime, but I changed pride
my mind. I was going to be a journalism major and eventually try to work as sure
an editor. That's been the plan since I was 18 anyway, but my experience on contact with others
Medievia has definitely made me more sure about it. I remember thinking communication
that it also probably helped that I have more contact with college students age differences +
than most people my age, and I might know a little bit more about what to
expect if I did go back. I still plan to.
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2- Nykaul
Having achieved the 124 levels of a normal player, plus the fact I enjoyed
writing and wanted to create my own zone. The thought of having other
players running my zone was to me a way to immortalize myself, and it was
that rather than the fact I would be a God that motivated me the most.

Grammar, Patience, Unix Commands

Codes
achievement
enjoy
writing
want
create
“my own zone”
pride
fame
“others know me”
grammar
patience
technical

Not sure I have acquired new skills but rather honed some old ones. My
grammar and writing skills have greatly improved and continue to improve.
Other things such as patience and ability to listen and evaluate different
situations have come from both experience and maturity.

honed old skills
grammar improve
writing skills improve
patience
ability to listen
evaluate situations
experience

I believe other people are learning a variety of things. English, typing,
customs, ability to make and retain friendships, following rules, math,
comprehension, the ability to judge people by what they say and do rather
than outward appearance, and hopefully respect. Unfortunately I believe
they are also learning bad habits, insults, and a detachment from real people
and situations.

variety
English language
typing
customs of people
making friendships
following rules
math
comprehension
judging people
respect
bad habits
insults
detachment from RL

The UNIX commands I have had to learn to access the Medievia machine UNIX commands
would certainly help me in 'real-life'. The grammar and writing have helped grammar
me and would certainly help me more if I ever write that novel I keep
writing
promising to write.

I believe I would have learnt the majority of things I have without Medievia, learn without Med
but being a part of the Medievia community has helped me hone them and hone skills
use them more than I otherwise would. I would not have had the opportunity use skills
to evaluate and deal with discipline issues had I not been in Medievia, but discipline issues
believe I already possessed the necessary skills needed to do task.
evaluate situations
solve problems
The differences between American and British spelling.

spelling
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I had already finished 'real life' schooling before being a part of Medievia. I motivate: school
have taken an interest in out-of-school courses because of Medievia such as programming
coding and English.
English language
Medievia has not so much taught me new skills or abilities, but instead
opportunity
given me the opportunity to develop them. I may not take recognizable skills develop skills
from playing into the real world, but what I have learnt has forever changed changed view
the way I view and think of the world.
changed way of thought
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3- Miatrylle
I've wanted to be a builder on med for nearly as long as I've been playing,
but I only turned 18 a year ago, so when I did, I immediately sent in an
application to Ikuska. After nearly 8 months went by without hearing
anything from her, I had given up hope, but just at that time, the news
regarding WRE positions was posted. I read it and was incredibly excited,
since I'm now an English major. I applied within an hour of the post going
up, and received the application test that night. After a week of nervewracking waiting, Kostia told me I'd been accepted and I was ecstatic!
When the zone building contest was announced, I applied for a zone and
was accepted... only to find out that Ikuska had tried to accept me as a
builder months before, but I had never received the email! Needless to say I
was amused and grateful for the chance. :)
Grammar- Thanks to Elaine!, Diplomacy (being a clan leader), Patience

Codes
want
motivation
hope
excited
English language
accepted
applied
amused
grateful
determination
grammar
diplomacy
patience

I've learned a lot about getting along with people I can't stand! Laugh, but
then, I think most of us do... I've learned a lot about grammar, punctuation,
and spelling from Elaine. I still have a lot to learn though, and I'm looking
forward to it! I've learned a lot about diplomacy, you could say, from being
a clan leader for nearly 3 years now. My writing skills have improved quite
a bit since starting to build on Med, and I think it's fair to say that I'm fairly
decent now.

getting along w/ppl
grammar
punctuation
spelling
diplomacy
clan leader
writing skills
pride

I think the most important things that people on Medievia are learning are
tolerance, respect, and of course, reading skills. Also, I think that playing
Medievia exposes one to a very diverse group of people and friends, which
can only serve to broaden mindsets. All in all, I think that most people who
are regular players gain quite a bit from the game.

tolerance
respect
reading skills
diverse
different ppl
friends
broaden mindsets
gain from game
international

I'll just list a few skills that I can think of that have helped me quite a bit in typing
every day living... typing skills, grammar skills, patience, and speed reading grammar
skills.
patience
reading
I don't think that I'd have learned as much as I have about grammar, since
the subject is sadly neglected in the California public school system. It was
only during my seventh and eighth grade years at a private school that I
learned a lot about grammar. After that, it was ignored in favor of reading
literature and learning to make speeches. Becoming a WRE under someone
as grammatically omnipotent as Elaine is has truly helped me out, and I like
to think that I'm helping pass on what I've learned to other Medievia players
Oops! See above!

Educ. system lack
grammar early in school
help
learning from others
pass on
coaching
training
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The fact that my writing has improved quite a bit after playing and building med help school
on Medievia is definitely a great enhancement. Also, as I'm working towards writing improved
teaching credentials, the patience I've acquired from being a clan leader, an patience
avatar, and a goddess will go far to help me in that chosen profession
clan leader

I'd just like to thank you, and the rest of the staff, for the opportunities I've
been given to help improve Medievia as well as just to learn from everyone
else. Thank you and Vryce for running such a wonderful game, your work is
greatly appreciated. :)

thankful
grateful
improve game
appreciate
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4- Kithario
Codes
When I first started playing Medievia, I tended to have what was called a
bad player
"potty mouth". I was always being frozen for swearing. Then one day when needed writing skills
I was getting ready to go back to college after a 3 year hiatus, I found out I visualize
needed to take a creative writing course. After the course started, I found a write
true love for visualizing and creating stories. At that point I thought hrm,
curiosity
perhaps I could build a zone..I bet that would be fun! Well, my history
fun
proved to be a sore point for me in accomplishing this. So then I became
determination
determined to become a god on Medievia. Just because I was told I couldn’t motivation
have it. Knowing full well that I would have to completely change the
change
'character' that I played on Medievia, to more how I am in real life - which is med reflects RL
more shy, quiet and subtle(at least I think so). After a few short months, my rewarded
actions were rewarded with a builder god, then as I moved up in the ranks, it give to others
became a way for me to 'give' to others, what previous gods have done for coaching
me. As much as Medievia is run by the players, the gods and goddesses
job
behind the scenes have an awesome job keeping it all together. Seeing that, seeing results
is what kept me in it so long.
Leadership capabilities/Patience, Learning not to judge a book by its cover, leadership
Becoming tactful but direct
patience
judging ppl
diplomacy
I have learned many things during my time on Medievia. When I first
selfish
started playing, I was a young kid who, in some ways was very selfish, and change
very short tempered. I used to judge things/people by a first glance, not
interaction
getting to know them. Not letting them open up to me, so I could see the real many people
them. When you interact with literally thousands of different people in an judgment
online situation, you cant judge a book by its cover. Its impossible to know bad motivation
if what you see is what they are. I know this personally. The way I played upsetting others
my character through the first few years, I was really hated on Medievia. I med different than RL
would steal from other players, kill them repeatedly and do what I felt like judging ppl
doing to them, just because I had the ability to do so. God forbid if someone med to RL
hurt one of my clannies or friends, I would do whatever I could do to make pride
them pay. Whether it was banking(stealing) their runs, killing(CPK) them patience
and looting their equipment from them - I did it - just so they knew I was
respect
upset. But this character I played, is not how I am in real life. And nobody understanding
knew that, but those who knew me in real life. That is when it hit me hard, leader
that I cant be so judgmental with people,
regardless if its online or in real life. I am also proud of myself for learning
the skills of patience, respect and tact/understanding. In real life and
Medievia, I prefer to be a Chief, and not an Indian so to speak. I enjoy the
role of being a leader. But to become a successful leader, you need patience,
respect and the ability to be tactful.
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There come times when you need to get something done, regardless of the
situation around you. Before Medievia, I can honestly say that my
leadership skills were lacking. I never had the confidence to be able to lead
any specific person, let alone fifty. Some may laugh at the notion that
playing an online fantasy game can help tone your skills and abilities to
lead, but to them I simply say "Your wrong". When I was still relatively
knew to the realm of Medievia, I was given the chance to lead one of the
most feared, respected and popular clans in Medievia. The Fate(3) clan. I
was thrown into the leader spot due to the absence of our leader. My
clannies decided without my knowledge, that they wanted me to lead them.
At first I was very apprehensive about it, but I thought if they believed in
me, I could at least give it
a shot. I ended up leading Fate for two years, and then created another clan
of my own(Underlords of the East(64)), with the help of my clannies from
Fate. During these years of leadership roles, I didn’t feel like I was the head
of a clan. I felt like I was the father of a large family. I not only knew my
clannies as friends, I was rewarded with the chance to know them as family.
They would talk to me about personal things, advice, ideas, even to just
ramble to someone. But I enjoyed that role. It was just like a huge family. I
grew up with them. When one of our real life family members died, we sat
and talked, we listened as one does with real family. Our clannies gave birth
to real life children, I even teased a close friend of mine that his daughter
was to be named Ontiana, because my name was Ontarious. And until this
very day, which soon will be her fourth birthday, he will still logon and give
me updates on 'lil Ontiana'. Countless hours were spent on the phone,
talking to my family. We enjoyed friendship online, as well as offline. I
don’t know of many other clans that are this fortunate. If anyone bothered
one of our brothers and sisters, we defended them. Even if it meant laying
down our own lives. Patience, Respect and Tactfulness are three powerful
traits that I learned through Medievia, and will be thankful for, from now
until the day that I die.
I believe others are learning some of what I previously stated. At least I
hope they are if they don’t have those traits already. There is one general
skill I wish everyone would learn though. The ability to realize that
friendship doesn’t come or go by the color of your skin, the religion you
practice, or the background of your ethnicity. I could tell you I was a 5'9''
blonde with blue eyes that worked as a swimsuit model, but in reality you
are friends with a 6'7'' man with brown hair/eyes who is a fulltime student
and manager of two businesses. Friendship and respect come from within.

get stuff done
situation solving
skills lacking before med
confidence
leadership
defend med
respect
leader
fame
chosen as leader
leading
long term
create
family
relationships
friendship
personal life
advice
ideas chat
father
growth
talk
listen
med to RL
hours of time
friendship

My leadership skills definitely have helped with my two jobs. Patience has
also proven to be an enormous help with tutoring college students in a
various group of subjects, including helping students in the ESL program,
which stands for English as a Second Language.

leadership
med help RL
patience
tutoring

patience
respect
thankful
tactfulness
friendship
judgment
respect
inside traits more imp. than
outward

Leadership. I think that if it weren’t for me being thrown into the leadership leadership
role by my peers in Medievia, that I wouldn't have found the confidence that chosen as leader
enables me to do it in "real life".
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Leadership and Confidence. Schools don’t teach you how to be a leader.
They teach you how to go by the book and 'blend in'. Most teachers don’t
encourage students to standing up for what they believe in, or taking an
active role in their communities or lives. They don’t give the students that
little bit of encouragement it takes for them to climb over those mountains
of hardship and conquer them. I think that’s sad, and one of the biggest
problems in the school system today. PS - I certainly don’t mean all
teachers, because there are those special few who do actually care about
their students, and not their paychecks.
Medievia has helped me keep an eye on my grammar and language skills. I
tend to become laxed in my ways at times, especially if I am away from
work or school. However, now I have been able to work my grammar and
language skills into my lifestyle, and keep myself in check. I also enjoy the
ability to logon into my clan, and ask my clannies for some help when I am
stuck with homework for college. Such is the case last year when I was
studying for my Macroeconomics Final, and one of my clannies graduated
college with a Minor in Economics!
When I first started playing Medievia, I thought of it as just a game. "Oh
yeah, Med, its a bunch of ppl I will never meet, never hang out with, never
like in real life, and care less what happens to them." Well, to date I have
met over a hundred players, and easily made hundreds of friends and
contacts throughout the world. I have gone to visit friends in Canada
because of Medievia, and have met my girlfriend through Medievia. I have
seen friends of mine start dating, and eventually attended their wedding,
because of Medievia. Another set of friends of mine, who met on Medievia,
are engaged, and have asked me to fly out to England this winter to visit
them. To see how I used to act before Medievia, and now look at myself,
and how I matured over the years, how my outlook has changed, and my
perception on matters has changed, I am grateful for my time spent on
Medievia. If it weren't for my time here, I don’t know here I would be, or
more importantly, who I would be.

leadership
confidence
schools lack
schools = cookie cutter
student
grammar
language skills
hone skills
ask online for help in school

med to RL: meet ppl
friendships
relationships to RL
international
matured
change RL
grateful
owe life to med
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5- Chojey
My initial reason for wanting to become a god is to contribute to the game
mainly by assisting players (mainly new players). In addition, I often see
that during peak playing hours in Australia there's often no (or only a few)
gods online to assist players, so I thought I could be of use to the players
that tend to log on during that time. The world builder task was taken up
mainly to pass some spare time I have whenever things are somewhat quiet
or inactive.
Touch typing, Learning to deal with different people online, Improvement
of my grasp of the English language

Codes
want
contribute to game
help players
be of use
pass spare time
typing
dealing with people
different people
English language

The most obvious ones to me were the 3 skills listed in question 5. In
addition, other things I've learnt include: - Some basic scripting for MUD
client software such as Mudmaster - Minor improvement of my vocabulary
of technical Internet terminologies - General tidbits of knowledge and facts,
from the occasional trivia quests - Aspects of different cultures and races
around the world

writing scripts
vocab improvement
technical
knowledge & facts
cultures
different peoples

I can't really think of any other skills players/admin might pick up - though
programmers for the game may gain more experience when they do the
work. Also, although I don't think I've experienced it (because lvl 33 doesn't
really do anything too important), but I've heard of players using social
manipulation skills - over time, they observe the habits of the
gods/goddesses and say things they want to hear to get certain things done
or swing situations in their favour (by no fault of the god/goddess - I think
you would agree when I say that the logging system is far short of being
perfect and many situations still rely on the words and history of players). I
am uncertain if this skill is picked up whilst playing the game or is "natural"
to the player in question. Also, I believe not all players learn from playing
Medievia. Some take it strictly as entertainment only (though a higher
portion of these people would probably still pick up the occasional tidbits of
general knowledge as I mentioned in question 6).
keyboarding skills (makes typing up of assignments much faster) - English
improvements have made my essay structures and grammatical structures
more understandable and efficient

gain experience
use skills
social manipulation
observe
not all learn
entertainment
natural acquisition

I don't really believe there's any skill that might fall into this category.
Medievia is unique in its game play features, but in terms of any social or
technical skills one might pick up, I believe either of these can be learnt
through other MUDs or online communities
The prejudice and the possible racism of people from different parts of the
world or different ethnical groups. Basically any social aspects learnt from
Medievia are lacking in conventional schooling (at least in Australia).
Interacting with people on the Internet is, after all, quite different from
interacting with people face-to-face.

unique
social skills
technical skills

med help education
typing
English
grammar
comprehensible

prejudice
social issues
school lacks
interaction with ppl
interaction diff than RL
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On several occasions, I have tried to utilize Medievia as a possible tool or
source of assistance for my university related work. Unfortunately, my
various attempts have failed. So for me I don't believe it enhanced my real
life education. That said, I'd also like to mention that in the past, I have
assisted a couple of other players with their school work by answering a
couple of questions and queries about their homework (one with maths and
another with science)...
Personally, I don't believe Medievia (or any other MUD) would be an ideal
tool to be used for enhancing one's learning, especially in areas related to
technical skills or conventional education - there's simply far too many
distractions. However, insights into "Internet culture" can be learnt
significantly quickly though, given the diversity and the nature of games. I
expect that if there was a definitive set of skills that one could learn simply
by "playing" Medievia, then it is likely that I (and possibly many other
players) may spend even more time than usual. Finally, this is my opinion,
but I believe the majority of players probably would gain very little
additional English skills from the game (if any). Most of the players I am
aware of play with brief turned on most of the time. Zones are only solved
by a few dedicated people who take the time to read the descriptions. Most
people just use walkthroughs that are widely available and simply memorize
off by heart the exact sequence of commands to type.
Also, the more "elite" players tend to socialize even less in the game, which
possibly lead to less exposure to other cultures and social learnings. Most
people also type with bad English and over time (from my observation)
improve very little - i.e. still make the same grammar/spelling errors.

use med in RL
use med for school help
help others with RL
problems, school
not ideal tool
distracting
internet culture
diversity
skills learned = play more
players gain little English
skills
solved
dedicated
memorize patterns

elite players socialize less
type with bad English
little improvement in
average player
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6- Ravenna
My main motivation was that I thought it would be interesting. I wanted to
see what went on behind the scenes, things I would never know as a mortal.
One of the reasons I chose editing is so that I could have a hand in the
development process, actually working on creating new zones. It was like
being able to leave my mark on the game. Of course, a full set of donation
equipment was also very tempting, but to be honest, even without that I
would have been interested in becoming a god.

Codes

motivation
interesting
desire
curiosity
discovery
choice
editing
development
creation
contribute
rewards
interested
fame
improve
editing/grammar, leadership/teamwork, public relations
editing
grammar
leadership
teamwork
public relations
editor
Specially through my role as a WRE, my knowledge of grammar has
grammar
increased. An improvement of my editing skills has resulted in an
increase in knowledge
improvement of my writing skills as well. However, the most important
improve skills
thing I have learned is how to deal with people. There are occasions where I editing
am expected to lead, and other times follow. Sometimes I feel I have to
writing skills
speak up when things are unfair, and other times mediate between others'
public relations
arguments. Being part of a close clan/town, I have put the good of the whole decision making
ahead of my own personal gains. There are some people who have become mediate
my very good friends, and others who are extremely difficult to get along
leadership
with. Occasionally I have had to deal with difficult people being in the same relationships
clan/town, and learn to somehow get along with them. This is a skill which sacrifice
is required of everyone at some point in their lives. You learn self-control family
and develop patience.
friendship
bad relationships
people skills
diplomacy
getting along
patience
self control
social skills
I am sure many players would say that they haven't learned anything of
interacting w/others
importance from playing Medievia, but I doubt this is true. First and
communication
foremost, they are developing their social skills. Just by interacting with
developing skills
others, you are developing communication skills. Other things depend on
choice
what the players choose to do while they are playing. Those in clans will
teamwork
learn teamwork and sacrifice. Clan leaders, of course develop leadership
sacrifice
skills, things like mediation, delegation, and organization. Many will learn responsibility
about responsibility, through anything from managing their finances to
clan leader
sticking to promises made.
leadership skills
mediation
delegation
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trust
organization

RL effect leadership
Leadership is the only skill which I believe has crossed-over to affect me in leadership skills
real life. I have always been a somewhat reserved person, more or a follower organization
than a leader most of the time. While I am not a clanleader, I do still lead. confidence
Something as seemingly silly as leading a trade run requires a great deal of delegation
leadership skills. Organization is needed to get the run going, you need to self confidence
tell people where to go, what to do. It also requires great confidence.
pride
Nobody will believe you are a good leader if you don't believe it yourself. responsibility
And of course, if something goes wrong, you will need to take responsibility problem solving
for it, and quick-thinking will be required to correct the situation.
decision making
Quick-thinking. It is something you can only develop from certain
decision making
situations, but when you are attempting to playerkill someone, or bank a
quick thinking
zone, you need to be ready for anything. When things do not go as they
prepared
should, it is often necessary to make immediate adjustments in order to
flexibility
succeed
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7- Excrucior
I was asked :) I can do the job and I do do it. Why I continue? I like it.

Codes
able
enjoyment
invited

Communication and teaching, Writing ability, Work Ethic

communication
teaching
writing ability
work ethic
Probably the most important thing is that I have learned to teach to an
teaching
extent. Mostly by trial and error, but I've picked up a few things. Prioritizing taking chances
what someone needs to know as a basic and what is advanced and should be decision making
taught later is very important there. Apart from that, the ability to write
prioritizing
narrative. I'm not keen on the building style of writing which is demanded in creative writing
the game but the story format is a good way of expressing oneself.
self expression
For the most part, how to work around problems and screw the system. If
problem solving
we, as gods, put up a puzzle or major objective, then it will be defeated. If bad motivation
there are new aspects added then they will immediately look for ways to
gain advantage
gain advantage or inconvenience others with it. Some have improved their improve writing
writing ability, but generally those who submit to me are just wanting
teamwork
donation equipment and not interested in writing because they want to write.
They do learn teamwork but only use it when they have to. I'm not
convinced that some of them learn any sort of social interaction, but
generally this is from a very small minority of players.
Writing. Dealing with people.
writing
med help rl w/social skills
That a significant number of people are more than happy to screw each other bad motivation
over and they should be stopped when you get the chance. I've taken the
manipulation
opportunity to do that with my customers where appropriate
med help rl w/social skills
How to learn. I didn't take as much as I should in when I was at school - I'd learn to learn
do a lot better these days.
underachieved in school
Just the practice on writing part, really. I'm well beyond school days :P

writing
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8- Enignon
Codes
The desire to help and make Medievia a better place, along with the chance desire
to get to know more people.
improve med
help
chance
meet people
Patience, Improved typing skills, stress management

I've learnt that on the whole, people are far less well behaved than I
previously thought. This has been proven to me by the amazing number of
complaints players make.
I would say that interpersonal skills are what people learn the most after
typing and communication gains, sadly though, the skills they seem to learn
are more suited to lawyers and con artists. Learning how to scam someone
or bend the rules is not a good thing to learn.
Patience, increased typing and comprehension on the whole along with
generic communication skills

The skills I have picked up with the zMud client and the elements of
room/zone design would never have come into being without Medievia or
some other MU*.

patience
typing skills
stress management
bad behavior
amazement
complaints
interpersonal skills
typing
communications
manipulation
learning negatives
negative skills
patience
typing
communication skills
comprehension
client skills
design
Med to RL skills

understanding
My understanding and insights into human psychology and behaviour have insight
benefited the most as a result of watching people interact.
human behavior
people interaction
confirms what learned in
Apart from confirming my belief that there is are an amazing number of
RL
"difficult" people out there, I have nothing further to add
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9- Azariah
Codes
I had played the game off and on for quite a few years when I applied, and I give back to game
thought it would be a good way for me to give something back to the game. motivation
support hobby
I'm a much better writer now than I used to be. Both creatively and
mechanically., Working together toward a common goal with people that I
don't like and don't really care to be with, I can type like a madman now!

improved writing
creative writing skills
writing mechanics
teamwork
diplomacy
typing
As a builder, I've learned a lot about writing and grammar. I went to a
writing
technical school for college, so I didn't get much of that during my
grammar
coursework there. Probably the biggest thing as a player is having to work building
together with people that you don't necessarily get along with. When you're learn to deal w/diff. ppl
in a clan with 50 other players, there are always a few people that are
negotiation
aggravating or annoying, but since you're in the same clan you have to work practice for RL
together with them. It's good practice for the "real world" since you are
teamwork
thrust into situations like that all the time at work and in other aspects of
Med help RL
life.
Unfortunately, I don't think people are learning as much as they could.
negative learning
Granted it's a game and I think a lot of the player base is young, but I don't youth
believe they get as much out of it as they could. Like I said in the above
missed opportunities
question, I've learned a lot about working with others, but I don't see other teamwork
players working with that as much as they could.
As a staff member, it is sometimes necessary to discipline people for
discipline
breaking the rules. Occasionally the player doesn't handle it very well and diplomacy
can become abusive verbally. I'm much more thick-skinned now than I used leadership
to be, and don't take things as personal that are said when someone is angry self confidence
or upset.
I knew that people could be juvenile and petty, but I never really knew how discipline
much until after dealing with a lot of the "problem players" we occasionally broaden views
get. It is eye-opening and disturbing. On the other hand, I have also met
problem players
quite a few generous and truly nice people on the game.
awareness
meet people
relationships
I went to college at a small technical school that put all its emphasis on the school lacks grammar
math and science and very little on grammar and English. Since becoming a writing skills improved
builder, my writing skills have improved drastically
It's amazing how quickly you can develop a personal relationship with
relationship
someone you've never met just by spending time with them on the game. I meet ppl in RL
consider a lot of people on the game friends just as I do people in "real life friendship
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10- Solarina
I received an e-mail from Ikuska offering me a position as a new player
helper. I have always enjoyed working with people and helping new players
as an AVATAR, and thought that it would be wonderful to continue that as
a GOD as well. I accepted the position from there.
working with people, improved typing skills, improved reading skills
I have learned to work with and around many people. I have improved a lot
on my typing and reading, and also in working my memory to keep track of
the many zones and skills on the game. Also I have formed friendships with
many people I would never have met without med.
I believe they learn to interact with one another, and work together to
advance in the game. They must also learn to follow the rules set down by
the Gods and to respect their fellow players.
I believe I have improved my typing and reading skills, as well as some
communication skills. I have in my opinion become more patient with
people since working with new players on Medievia.

As a clan leader I have learned to take care of others in a way I could not do
in real life. I have no children in real life but bloodlines give me a sense of
having a family and having to provide for the children. I don't think I could
have learned any of that in real life without my experiences on the game
definitely the typing and amounts of reading. Being on the game makes you
willingly read and type for hours which is not something I would have done
much of with my skills learned in school

Aside from typing and reading skills not really. I majored in psychology
which I could say being a NPH, clan leader and AVATAR does help some,
as I am trying to help people on the game as well as in irl. I do believe that I
have a far way to go as far as understanding people - on med I try but it is
hard to tell weather someone is role-playing or being themselves.
I think it was a good experience for me and I will continue to be a member
of Medievia for as long as I am able. I think it is good for anyone to
experience the game, as long as they do not lose track of their irl world in
the process. I think it is a very big help in improving typing and reading
skills.

Codes
invited
working w/ppl
helping
help game
working w/ppl
typing
reading
dealing w/diff. types of ppl
typing
reading
memory
friendships
med creates friendships
interaction
teamwork
follow rules
respect others
typing
reading
communication
patience
helping
diplomacy
clan leader
leadership
family
provide for family
game teaches RL expert.
typing
reading
willing
motivated
skills improved
RL help med life
understanding ppl
identity online
positive experience
motivated
continue w/med
typing
reading
interference w/RL
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11- Ikuska
I really wanted to create a zone and see people playing in something I made,
which is the second most common reason builders ask to be hired. The first
is similar, they "want to give something back to the game" that they enjoy
playing so much

heightened intuitiveness, better verbal communication , leadership skills

Between the managing position I hold and my time as a clan leader on
Medievia, I learned people and leadership skills that my reclusive nature
probably would not have allowed me to experience otherwise. I learned to
make faster decisions and to avoid allowing people to manipulate me. I
would say I have become a stronger person in that I am unlikely to
inconvenience myself beyond what is reasonable in accommodating other
people's demands, whereas I was a bit of a pushover before. I have however,
retained my ability to be compassionate and generous.

Codes
desire
create
fame
ownership
improve game
expand game
enjoy
intuitiveness
verbal communication
leadership

manager
clan leader
people skills
diplomacy
med help self confidence
decision making
manipulation
stronger person
strengths
generous
pride
Different people learn varied things from the same stimuli, but I'd say
variety
generally the players on Medievia all claim better typing and reading skills, typing
as well as more social activity. The players who take on responsibilities such reading
as leading a clan, or even a formation such as a dragonlair, learn how to
social skills
organize people and manage them in order to gain a result. Socially people responsibility
learn about human nature, perhaps in a more accelerated and concentrated leadership
environment than in their home social circles. People tend to be more honest organization
to their natural tendencies with a computer screen in between them and the managing ppl
world, so it is often easier to judge a person's true personality and intentions. human nature
The high volume of people and the requirement of talking to communicate social
(you cannot sit quietly in the corner on a game where typing is the means of honesty
existence) exposes people to a large variety of personalities and behaviors judge
communication
variety
exposure to other views/ppl
I believe all of the skills I just covered are also my greatest assets in "real
leadership
life" but to recap these are leadership skills, intuitiveness and perception,
intuitiveness
quick thinking, and a stronger character to stand up for myself when
perception
necessary. The more functional skills such as typing and speed reading have decision making
been a boon as well. The greatest benefit has been that I am much less
stronger personality
nervous socially now that I understand different types of people and know typing
how to react to them. I am also very comfortable with myself now, and less reading
concerned with how others judge me
self confidence
different people
diplomacy
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Hmm this is beginning to remind me of one of those questionnaires where it social skills
asks the same thing in varied ways to make sure you are being honest...
med help RL
hehe. Either that or I'm being too thorough in my other answers. Again, I
interaction
don't believe I would have learned the social skills I now have as I am
learn skills in med used in
normally reclusive and shy in "real life" and don't put myself in the paths of RL
other people often. Now that I have had a chance to learn these skills in the self awareness
Medievia environment they have transferred over to "real life" as well as can overcome shyness
be expected from an introverted person. Many people do not realize I am
introverted now because I have learned to project myself as an extrovert
when I want to.
Typing is the most obvious answer, followed by speed reading. However, I'd typing
say the most valuable is worldliness... I have met so many people from
reading
different countries and cultures since I began playing Medievia. It is
worldliness
fascinating to learn about the world through their eyes, everything from food different cultures
to politics is a different perspective. It also has made me want to make more variety
effort to learn more languages, as that was not something my school put
different perspective
much emphasis on. Oh, this would have fit better in the previous question languages
about what other players learn from Medievia, but all of my foreign friends English language
say that Medievia has really helped them perfect their English since it gives communicative
them an environment to use it in among people who really speak it.
environment
Well, I haven't been in school much since I started playing Medievia, but I med hurt RL school
would say it was more detrimental when I was in college than helpful (it
waste of time
does suck away time if you are irresponsible about it, and the first couple
self-discipline
years I played I was not as disciplined as I am now). However, in my case it med help RL school
did not harm my education very much. Later when I went back to school to online tutor
pick up some more classes, it was a help in that I had met a close friend who help
was excellent at math. As I was not, he became my tutor online through
Medievia. I doubt I would have met many mathematicians that I had much
in common with without the assistance of Medievia, as I mostly hang out
with artists in "real life".
I would like to comment on the many positions on Medievia's staff, and the training
training we provide for them. I believe many people who come to work for volunteer
us as volunteers quickly learn skills they may never have been exposed to, exposure to skills
as we provide great training that is very thorough and insightful for
helping others
everything from helping other people to creative writing. Because Medievia creative writing
is a "fun" environment and they do not feel forced into learning, they seem fun
to excitedly pick up these techniques by their own volition. It's really nice to motivated to learn
see people learn to enjoy learning.
excited
intrinsic motivation
learn to learn
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12- Melisandi
As a player, I saw people who truly didn’t understand the aspects of the
mud. The commands and the shortcuts that can sometimes be used in
playing. I wanted to share what I had learned with others and I applied.
Then I was invited and got my chance to help out
Typing, Spelling, Communication/interpretation

Codes
share knowledge
help
desire

typing
spelling
communication
interaction
I have increased my typing skills, Improved context and grammar. And
grammar
strengthened my People skills, talking and communication
mechanics
people skills
communication
People learn in different ways. Some do things from memory, others need
different
assistance going through things and many hints. A lot of people are from
assistance
different countries and use the mud to strengthen their English
English skills
worldliness
Typing and communication
typing
communication
Different cultural styles from people all over the world, Languages and
different cultures
Ideas
languages
ideas
Reading and communication
reading
communication
Yes. Communication. In my work, I talk to many people and I have to be
communication
clear and precise in my directions. Reading and talking/typing to players on med help RL
Medievia strengthens this skill because I MUST make them understand how manage
to play and be successful in their endeavors
understand
interaction
teach
One thing that is a constant is Patience. Learning how a person learns best
patience
and then supporting them in the direction that helps them succeed
support
help
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13- Casse
I was asked to get Wizards Grove out by Soulevar and to work with
Dworkin on this project. Long before that, I had approached Vryce about
becoming a helper god but at that time, there wasn't a vacancy. I had a need
to help give back some of the pleasure that I received from Medievia.

Codes
invited
teamwork
motivated
helper
give back to game
enjoyment
typing
writing skills
dealing w/ppl
diplomacy

I learned to type from med went from hunt and peck to about 60 words a
minute, Looking at Wizards Grove, it is obvious that my writing skill has
approved over the time that I have worked on the zone , Though I’m not
sure this is what you were looking for, I learned how to pleasantly tell
obnoxious ppl, No, and not offend them (well, too often)
a) From my time as a Crown Princess, I learned how to motivate large
motivate ppl
quantities of ppl. Though I will be the first to admit that Kingdoms were
leadership
hard for the ppl trying to run them. I learned how to turn out a large number hard work
of ppl for kingdom battles. How to keep them motivated even when the odds manage ppl
were against them. I found it extremely interesting to see how each of the
teamwork
kings/queens handled getting their clannies and ppl in kingdoms out for the diplomacy
battles. The pk clans would hold major blame sessions, while I tried to keep betterment of game
it light. b) As a Clan/real-estate god, I have been learning how to tell people self confidence
No, and make them understand it isn't cause they are in this or that clan, but self awareness
cause what they want is not acceptable to the mud as a whole. At one time, I
was walked over more, and now, it really doesn't bother me. I don't have to
be liked to do my job.
I have seen some people who need to the best at something so they have
achievement
achievement on med. They produce the most eggs, the highest trading
leaders
numbers. Med allows competition among ppl in a way that is more
competition
controlled and I feel more healthy. Things happen on med much more
experiment for RL
quickly real life, and you can make mistakes on med and SEE what actually learn from mistakes
will happen to prevent ppl from making the same mistakes in rl. For
honor
example, the concept of Honor is a big deal on med, when someone loses
med help RL
their honor, they see quickly why it is important, this keeps them from
relationships
making the same mistakes rl. Relationships on med, are fast, you learn more react quickly
quickly how to react and protect yourself from pain that would be inflicted decision making
rl. I had a clannie that wanted to be a builder, he was afraid to apply. I told problem solving
him, that in real life you have to take chances, and what was the worse that coaching
would happen to him, you get told no. Not taking the chance, that was a
instilling confidence
bigger mistake. He applied and now is a quest god. Med is like a controlled anonymity
lab, where you can try your wings out. If everything falls apart, you can just
disappear or move on to another name.
I have learned to type, have started tapping into my more creative side. My typing
management skills, I believe, have improved.
creative
management
I learned to be more creative in my writing, I was an accountant and, to be creative writing
honest, never really got the idea of essay questions. I would write what
broaden horizons
needed to be said and when I was finished with the facts, I was done.
expanded thinking
Working on Grove has allowed me to think past 3 sentences. My vocabulary vocabulary
has grown, though my spelling is still pretty poor.
More interpersonal skills, though having grown up in a very political family, social skills
it probably isn't as pronounced as others.
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Mainly my writing skills have improved drastically. My ability to write
longer, more involved sentences. My grammar and spelling don't always
show this, but I do try to be more flexible

writing skills
mechanics

I have gone from needing approval from my superiors for whatever is my
job. To being more self-sufficient. I really have become less naive and
needing to be liked. This lesson was not one that I got as a player, but as a
God

self confidence
self awareness
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14- Syltheana
Codes
I always liked helping new players and wanted to be able to welcome them help
to the game, help them with their first days, and keep them playing.
desire
Eventually, I got top honors with leading clan 50.
keep game going
pride
assist
problem solving, typing, patience
problem solving
typing
patience
I have learned how to type very well, so well that people anywhere near me typing
go crazy. I have learned how to deal with people on a one-to-one basis.
dealing w/ppl
There are always 3 sides to every story - yours, mine and the truth - and then patience
there's code log! I have learned to be patient, hear all the facts, investigate, diplomacy
then make a decision. I have learned to control my temper. I used to get
decision making
upset easily at things on the game, and now I take a step back, so to speak, self control
think things out and then go with it. Being a God, you can't lose your cool problem solving
even when you're in your "free" time - just as in real life. You have to assess reading
each situation and take a crack at it and not just make a blanket decision. I problem solving skills
have improved my reading comprehension and problem solving skills. To patience
learn a zone on the game, you have to be patient, read the zone, think of all think
the ways to accomplish it and keep trying. A lot can be said for that in real persistence
life too. I have also learned when enough is enough. It took awhile, because know when to quit
I was really hooked on the game, but if I have something to do irl, I do that leadership
first now. It takes awhile to see that when you get a new hobby like Med,
priorities
other things can suffer, but once you realize that, you feel really stupid in
the end and don't let history repeat itself
I believe for a lot of people, who maybe don't have a lot of in real life
friends or interaction, they learn to deal with people, meet them and talk to
them. They build confidence in a way they may not be able to otherwise,
because they can complete a zone, or be the only player to do this or that
and get recognized. I imagine in real life, some people may not get the
attention they need, and they go to the game to friend friends, chat,
entertainment, etc.

interaction
dealing w/ppl
social skills
self confidence
success
fame
friendship
chat
entertainment
interactive
choice
school too structured
variety
leadership
judgment
self-confidence
appearance not important

Medievia is like an interactive book. You choose your ending at times. A lot
of times in school, everything is so structured with a yes or no way about it,
or it's either black or white and on Medievia, you can choose what page to
turn and how to end your "book". In school, you get put into groups and you
get to learn with each other, but no one is really made a leader of sorts. In
Medievia, you can take the spotlight without anyone judging you on your
laugh, your looks, your personality, and stand out in the crowd and be
successful. In school, sometimes if you don't have the right look or talk, you
get picked last -or you're an outcast. Here, it's like turning out the light and
sound and playing with friends. No one will judge you at first just based on
looks or physical things
believe Medievia, like any hobby, can find someone wrapped up in another escape from reality
word, not wanting to face reality. I don't think it's Medievia per say because know when to quit
anything can do that (any game, or hobby you obsess about). I have learned
when enough is enough
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15- Daranix
Codes
I was asked by another God to come work for them due to my work as a
invited
player. It was a compliment and a way to give something back to the game good skills
and continue to help improve it.
give back to game
improve game
Grammar has improved due to my job as a WRE, Typing has improved
grammar
somewhat , Dealing with different types of people socially has improved
typing
social skills
dealing w/ppl
I believe my role as clan leader has allowed me to improve my interaction
clan leader
with people from a wide variety of economic, age, and social backgrounds. dealing w/diff. ppl
The ability to deal with the wide variety of people on Med is even more
worldliness
difficult in some circumstances than a management job in real life where
management
people have some common frames of reference
broaden horizons
I believe many people are just learning how to properly act with a wider
social skills
group of people than the circle of friends they currently have. I believe it is a deal w/diff ppl
shock to many that swearing is not a natural part of everyone's every
broaden horizons
sentence and that not everyone is out to kill everyone else. I've seen some self-awareness
dramatic transformations once people realize that they might need to modify
how they interact with people based on what they know about them
In most ways I don't believe Med has crossed over to real life. If I had to
managing ppl
identify one area I would say it would be in trying to control people less and tolerant
just set guidelines for them to follow. My management style has loosened up differences in ppl
a bit and I tend to be more tolerant for those who need to get to the same
spot in different ways.
I don't think I would have stayed connected with the issues that face people issues of young ppl
ages 18-25 as close as I have. I'm 33 and in a senior management role, and interaction w/diff. ages
although I deal with my own kids, outside of Med I would never normally
interact with that age group
I don't think that Medievia has taught me a lot outside of 'real life' schooling, broaden horizons
it has just allowed me to be aware of more types of social interactions.
diversity of players
Again I'll stress the diversity of Med players
I think learning on Med to a large extent depends on the type of player. I
diff types of players
know players who don't want to be in a clan or interact with others very
chat
much (why they are playing a multi-player game I don't know), to those that interaction
would rather sit in link and chat over playing the game (why they don't join social
a chat room I don't know). At the end the commonality is that both must
different ways to analyze
enjoy some sort of gaming experience while interacting socially in their own RL
way. I think Med tends to bring social interaction together and forces certain med experiment for RL
types of controlled social situations
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16- Vryce
This question does not apply to me as I started Medievia. What motivated
me to do so was the simple fact that the online games at the time were
poorly designed and managed. I wished to have a stable game run by gods
that have the players fun as the main mission statement. I wanted to have a
game where players truly do have a say and a game run almost entirely by
the players. Soon after I started Medievia I realized how much fun it is to
run the thing and how successful it could be. It can be a lot of fun to be a
god in Medievia but the main motivation for me to continue Medievia is the
satisfaction of building something that may last forever and may never stop
growing and refining itself
Management, Programming, Business

Codes
desire
improve game
improve gaming world
players run game
fun
enjoyment
success
motivation
fame

management
programming
business
I have learned so much during the past decade plus that I hardly know where programming
to begin. I have developed from someone with no coding skills to someone self confidence
who has mastered coding at all levels. My management skills were next to management
nothing when I started Medievia but quickly grew and blossomed as I dealt problem solving
with such a large crew and such a vast variety of problems and management decision making
issues. I have learned how to run a company, including how to incorporate variety
it, run the companies books, marketing, sales, taxes, legal issues, and
business sense
everything else a small to mid-size business must handle
business issues
They are quickly learning typing skills and reading comprehension. After
typing
they play the game for a few weeks however they also start learning some reading
social skills and possibly more importantly, social lessons. Lessons learned social skills
while playing a game are just as important as lessons learned during ones
social lessons
real life. Lessons like not to lie, to have honor, to think team first, to make med experiment for RL
good friends and pick them wisely, to be patient, to control anger and
honor
frustration, to lose gracefully and to win well. The lessons one can learn on teamwork
a social world like Medievia are the same lessons one can learn in real life friendship
but they are more harmless on the game and happen more often that in real patience
life. Basically I feel that players can play a game like Medievia and learn
self control
whatever lessons they most likely need badly. A player that has problems
pride
obeying laws will quickly learn a lesson in Medievia. A player that has a shy life lessons
personality with people will quickly learn lessons. A player that has a habit follow rules
of losing friends because of lying will lose 20 real quick on a game like
self confidence
Medievia and quickly learn a lesson. A player that feels they may have some honesty
leadership skills can quickly learn many lessons while running a clan and
leadership
truly adapt and grow those leadership skills.
managing ppl
The programming, business, management, and leadership skills I have
programming
learned in Medievia have all helped me further my career at other
business sense
companies. The social skills have helped me overcome my shyness. It seems management
to me that any and all skills learned on Medievia will cross over to real-life leadership
as they surely have done so for me.
overcome shyness
med help RL
social skills
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The community allows you to learn the types of things that are social in
nature. I have personally learned how to adjust my behavior more quickly
and accurately and how to learn from others quickly and accurately. In
Medievia many things happen during any one day. Many of these social
issues teach me things. After a while I have learned to learn better, so to
speak. I do not think I could have become the man I am now without the
Medievia community teaching me this stuff.

community
social skills
behavior modification
learn from others
broaden horizons
learn to learn
self awareness

The amount of people I have met in the game and have gotten to know could relationships
have never been accomplished in my real life. I have met people from all
different types of ppl
around the world, of all sexes, races, and religions. Everything I have
different cultures
learned from these people is due to Medievia. It is not only the getting to
variety
know these people but its the fact that these people act like themselves.
self awareness
They are basically stripped of all nationality, race, and religion, and so they willing
act more like they see the ideal self. The openness and willingness to
take chances
partake in things online allows you to learn much more from people in the open
game and also allows you to try things out in the game before taking it to the interaction
real world.
I have learned all of my programming skills through books and other self
share expertise
teach methods. Medievia has enhanced this learning to the 10 degree
med help RL
because of the close contact I have day and night with other coding experts programming
around the globe. Medievia gives me a vast knowledge base that I can tap at ask on med for RL help
anytime quickly and easily. I doubt there is a coding issue that someone on
Medievia would not be able to help me with
The fact that the game has a lot of learning about learning and a lot of
learning about learning
positive reinforcement to learn. From a new level one player to a god and
positive reinforcement
from the first day you enter Medievia to the last day, the game will
challenging
challenge you to learn something new and it makes sure you have fun along fun
the way
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17- Columnus
To try to contribute to a game I enjoyed

Codes
give back to game

Typing skills, management, delegation

typing
management
delegation
dealing w/ppl
no appearance
judgment of character
diff. types of ppl
different cultures

I have learned several things. Medievia is interesting because you are
dealing strictly with personalities. None of the normal "first impression"
rules of appearance apply here. Its all about who people are, or how they
portray themselves. It sharpened my judgment of character, as well as my
approaches in dealing with diverse personalities
I think people are learning about people with out basing opinions or first
impressions on looks, race/ethnicity, hair style or clothing. Its about
PEOPLE, and I think some learn right away, and others take time to adjust
to that

learning about people
social skills

As trivial as it sounds, my typing skills have dramatically increased due to typing
Med. Also, in my imm position, I had to learn to delegate. I have always had delegate
micromanagement tendencies, and learning to trust others to do work is an manage
important step in being an effective leader, I feel Med was able to help me leadership
in this way.
trust
Again, typing and reading as much as I have, I think it has helped me in
typing
those areas where I don't know of any other activity I would have done as reading
much typing and reading
Medievia is a very diverse place, people from all kinds of cultures, nations, diversity
and religious backgrounds play there, a much more diverse situation then
different cultures
growing up in the lily-white suburbs!
worldliness
broaden horizons
Of course, the typing helped me in several areas, from computer science, to typing
my journalism classes, which were often conducted with a computer in front relaxation
of me. Also, during my college years, Medievia was a source of relaxation, med help RL
it was an escape from reality to use a cliché, which would help me unwind escape from reality
during stressful times.
The biggest thing I learned from Medievia is probably knowing what is and prioritizing
what's not important. There was once a time I played the game as much as I know when to quit
good... but later I learned I enjoyed it much more when I played it when I
self awareness
felt like it. A very subtle difference, but one that makes playing much more self confidence
enjoyable. Move that out into the rest of your life, and you realize that all
fun or all work isn't always the best thing. Doing things in moderation
makes you a much more well-rounded and happier individual.
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18- Prae

I enjoyed playing for many years and wished to give back to
Medievia and make a positive contribution to the game. I understand
that Medievia is reliant on volunteers to run the game, and I felt an
obligation to contribute to the ongoing success of Medievia, as I have
enjoyed the fruits of other peoples labour for so many years.
Moreover, the work involved was challenging and provided an
opportunity for creativity while at the same time being fun and
exciting. As a builder, the opportunity to create something was very
rewarding, and the satisfaction was multiplied when able to witness
other players enjoying my creation as well. As a New Player Helper, I
found it exciting to interact with other characters from all over the
world, and I relish the opportunity to meet new people, and share the
positive experiences I have had with Medievia in the hopes that they
too will enjoy it as much as I have.

Increased computer literacy and technical knowledge, Improvement in
grammar, Improved skills in conflict resolution
Medievia has definitely helped to improve on my knowledge of computers
and technology. I believe Medievia has a high population of computer
professionals and students studying to enter the technology field. The
Medievia environment both in terms of game play and interacting in a social
environment with technically knowledgeable people has helped improve my
computer skills and encouraged me to learn more independently. Since
starting Medievia, I have learned to write some basic scripts, become
familiar with some computer coding and my general computer literacy skills
have increased as well. Writing a zone and working with talented editors,
has helped to improve my creative writing skills and built on my knowledge
of grammar. Medievia has a policy of encouraging builders to read a book
of grammar, has refreshed my knowledge and improved upon what I had
already considered strong skills. As a university educated, intelligent, and
highly literate person, I was surprised by how many mistakes I had made in
my writing, and was glad to polish and improve on my skills. As a Medievia
Staff, we are often called upon to enforce rules and resolve conflicts or
disputes. Although I have been previously trained in conflict resolution,
having the opportunity to practice the training and try different approaches
has taught me a great deal about effective ways to resolve conflicts and find
acceptable solutions to various disputes.
Medievia is populated by a diverse group of people, comprised of different
age groups, levels of education, professions, countries and backgrounds,
each of which factors would effect what they learn. The opportunity is
certainly available to improve on skills such as; problem solving, typing,
reading, leadership, and creative writing. I think a lot of what a player learns
is dependant on their current skill-set, abilities and interests. They will learn
different things depending on the activities they do. There are lots of

Codes
enjoy
give back to game
contribute
obligated
challenging
creativity
opportunity
fun
exciting
builder
create
rewarding
fame
help others
broaden horizons
meet new ppl
share
help game
computer literacy
technical knowledge
grammar
conflict resolution
technology
interaction
social environment
learn from ppl in med
learn independently
programming
creative writing
grammar
encouraged to learn
improved skills
self awareness
problem solving
conflict resolution
med experiment for RL
decision making

diverse population
different ages
diff. types of ppl
improve skills
problem solving
typing
reading
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opportunities to build on skills for people of every level.

Medievia exposed me to a community of technically sophisticated people.
This encouraged and helped me to become more computer literate, and I
have since learned to write scripts, do some basic coding and increased my
general knowledge of computers and technology. I do not believe I would
have gained these skills had I not been a part of Medievia.
As I stated previously, Medievia exposed me to a world of technology that I
would not have otherwise had an interest in or an opportunity to learn. In
most cases I found that I did not learn "new" things, but rather Medievia
provided an opportunity to practice, expand and build upon what I learned. I
have always had good creative writing skills, but Medievia provided an
outlet to use and build on them. If the opportunity were not there, I most
likely would not have had a consistent outlet to work on my creative
writing, nor would I have had access to the expert editing and feedback I
receive on Medievia. These tools are invaluable in helping to learn and
improve. The same is true for my skills in resolving conflicts. Medievia
provided an opportunity to practice my conflict resolution skills by
resolving the disputes of various disgruntled players. As a manager and clan
leader, I was able to work on my leadership skills and try different
techniques. As a learning environment, Medievia is effective because it
provides a safe place to fail. The feeling that Medievia is "only a game",
removes the risk in trying new techniques or experimenting with different
skill sets or abilities. Failure is a part of any game, and although we play to
win, most people understand that we learn from our failures and use that
knowledge to succeed in the future. Failure is a big part of Medievia, and
there is not a single player who has not "died", been "pk'ed" or had some
other form of failure or set-back at some point in the game. Medievia makes
failure safe and in doing so, allows for opportunities to learn. Conversely, it
is also very easy to succeed in Medievia, and it is usually only a matter of
persistence. Easily accessibly goals, encourage people to continue playing
and provide positive reinforcement to the player and is a key factor to how
and why people learn on Medievia.
I do a great deal of conflict resolution in my job, which has helped me
perform it effectively in Medievia
and conversely Medievia has allowed me to experiment and try different
things that I can use in my job.
The same is true for various leadership skills I use daily in my real life and
in Medievia. The professional
environment the Medievia Staff works in, is good preparation for those new
to the work force
and teaches people how to working with other colleagues, set goals, and
meet deadlines

leadership
creative writing
self-motivated
different ppl learn diff.
things
opportunity
build on skills
community
technology
encouraging
help
computer skills
programming
med help RL
practice skills
improve skills
use skills
opportunity
creative writing
learn from others
feedback
learn to learn
conflict resolution
diplomacy
problem solving
manager
clan leader
leadership
med experiment for RL
trying new things
learn from failures
learn from mistakes
opportunity
success
self confidence
encourage
positive reinforcement

med help RL
experiment
leadership skills
professional
med experiment for RL
diplomacy
teamwork
dealing w/others
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19-Jaolen
Codes
I liked the idea of being able to analyze and make decisions about equipment, analyze
and mobs, mob difficulty, the relationship between the two, the effect on
decision making
pvp...the list goes on! It's just something I enjoy doing and it was nice to put give back to game
my input into the game.
Managing Personnel
Judgment
Teamwork

managing ppl
judgment
teamwork

I've really learned how to judge people online, which to trust and which are
usually lying through their teeth. Granted, there are some exceptions, but
knowing who to trust, and then knowing you can rely on them goes a long
way in a world where anyone could lie and say they aren't who they are.
Working with the people I trust helps learn to be both a team player, and a
leader, as well as to compromise and debate (which is mostly what I do with
Mircean, compromise and debate, and we enjoy it!)

judging ppl
trust
social skills
teamwork
leadership
compromise
debate

From my viewpoint, people seem to learn how to act. While for the most part social skills
people don't role-play on med, there are plenty of people who act like they trust
aren't who they are. On the other hand, people learn trust as well, as you
teamwork
really don't have much of a choice but to trust people to play a game that
involves more than one player on a team.
Mainly teamwork, and judgment skills. I normally sit back and be a follower
if needed, even if I know something is going to go wrong. Sometimes if
things DO go wrong I'll try to help the person in charge, but normally I let
the leader(s) lead. Kostia has "helped" me with my grammar a lot as well.

teamwork
judgment
help
share skills
help from others
grammar
There's lots of stuff I've learned from people like Ozy, Zenzer, Malaki and learn from others
the like about coding that are really nice tricks that help me out when writing programming
med help RL
programs.

Again, the programming tricks mainly. Other than that, I think it merely
imitates other social things people do (such as Boy Scouts, etc.) to teach
leadership and following and the like to people.

programming
social skills
leadership
diplomacy

Again, the people from Medievia have helped me tons with programming
programming
(and math for that matter). Already being better than all of my class at those help from others
subjects, it didn't show much there, but I was actually learning in those
subjects.
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I really don't think Medievia itself, through its features and zones teach much teamwork
more than teamwork and create bonds between people. However, those
relationships
people you form bonds with will help and teach you!
social skills
learn from others
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Appendix F2: All codes from jottings
Below are all the codes from the original jottings, sorted alphabetically, combined, with number
of occurrences for each code.
390 individual codes, 953 occurrences

Code
abbreviations
ability to listen
able
accepted
achievement
acquisition
advice
age differences
amazement
amused
analyze
anonymity
appearance not important
applied
appreciate
ask on med for RL help
ask online for help in school
assist
assistance
awareness
bad behavior
bad habits
bad motivation
bad player
bad relationships
be of use
behavior modification
betterment of game
bored w/education
broaden horizons
build on skills
builder
building
business sense
challenging
chance
change

# of
occurrences
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
9
1
1
1
4
2
1
2

change RL
changed view
chat
choice
chosen as leader
clan leader
client skills
coaching
college
common sense
communication
community
competition
complaints
comprehensible
comprehension
compromise
computer skills
confidence
confirms what learned in RL
conflict resolution
contact with others
continue w/med
contribute to game
control
create
creation
creative
creative writing
creativity
cultures
curiosity
customs of people
deal w/diff ppl
dealing w/others
debate
decision making
dedicated
defend med
delegate

1
2
3
3
2
7
1
3
1
1
12
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
3
1
1
3
1
6
1
1
8
1
1
2
1
4
7
1
11
1
1
4
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describe
descriptive writing
design
desire
detachment from RL
determination
develop skills
development
diff types of people
different
different ages
different cultures
different perspective
different ppl learn diff. things
different ways to analyze RL
diplomacy
discipline
discovery
disgusted
distracting
diverse
document
documentation writing
editing
Educ. system lack
elite players socialize less
encourage
encouraged to learn
English language
enjoy
entertainment
escape from reality
evaluate situations
excited
expand game
expanded thinking
experience
experiment
exposure to skills
exposure to other views/ppl
fame
family
father
feedback
fix errors
flexibility
follow rules

2
1
1
6
1
2
2
1
9
1
2
5
1
1
1
15
3
1
1
1
5
1
1
6
1
1
2
1
7
3
2
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
8
3
1
1
1
1
3

forget how in RL
friendship
fun
gain advantage
gain experience
gain from game
game teaches RL expert.
generous
get stuff done
getting along w/ppl
give back to game
give to others
good skills
grammar
grammar early in school
grammar improve
grateful
growth
happy
hard work
help
help from others
help game
helper
helping
helping others
hone skills
honesty
honor
hope
hours of time
human nature
ideas
identity online
improve
improve game
improve gaming world
improve skills
improve writing
increase in knowledge
inside traits more imp. than outward
insight
instilling confidence
insults
interacting w/others
interaction diff than RL
interesting

1
11
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
6
1
1
18
1
1
3
1
1
1
8
2
2
1
2
3
3
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
3
5
1
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
12
1
2
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interference w/RL
international
internet culture
interpersonal skills
intrinsic motivation
intuitiveness
invent
invited
issues of young ppl
job
judge
judgment
judging people
judgment of character
keep game going
know when to quit
knowledge & facts
lack of education
language skills
languages
lazy
leader
leadership
leadership skills
leading
learn from failures
learn from mistakes
learn from others
learn independently
learn skills in med used in RL
learn to learn
learn without Med
learned
learning about people
learning negatives
life lessons
listen
little improvement in average player
long term
manage
management
manager
managing ppl
manipulation
many people
math
matured

1
2
1
1
1
2
1
4
1
1
1
5
4
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
3
22
3
1
1
2
5
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
6
2
5
3
1
1
1

mechanics
med creates friendships
med different than RL
med experiment for RL
med help education
med help rl w/social skills
med help self confidence
med hurt RL school
med reflects RL
med help RL
med to RL: meet ppl
mediate
meet new ppl
meet ppl in RL
memorize patterns
memory
missed opportunities
more in game than school
motivate ppl
motivate: school
motivated
motivated to learn
motivation
my own zone
natural acquisition
needed writing skills
negative learning
negative skills
negotiation
no appearance
not all learn
not happy w/school
not ideal tool
obligated
observe
online tutor
open
opportunity
organization
overcome shyness
owe life to med
ownership
pass on
pass spare time
patience
people interaction
people skills

2
1
1
6
3
2
1
1
1
15
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
3
2
1
1
1
1
18
1
3
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perception
persistence
personal life
players gain little English skills
players run game
positive experience
positive reinforcement
possibilities
practice for RL
practice skills
prejudice
prepared
pride
priorities
prioritizing
problem players
problem solving
professional
programming
proofreader
provide for family
public relations
punctuation
quick thinking
react quickly
reading
relationships
relationships to RL
relaxation
replacement
replacing complex thoughts
research
respect
respect others
responsibility
resume
rewards
RL effect leadership
RL help med life
sacrifice
school lacks
school lacks grammar
school too structured
schools = cookie cutter student
seeing results
self awareness
self confidence

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
10
1
2
1
12
2
10
2
1
2
1
1
1
16
6
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
3
1
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
8
11

self control
self expression
self-discipline
selfish
self-motivated
share knowledge
situation solving
skills improved
skills lacking
skills lacking before med
skills learned = play more
social
social environment
social issues
social lessons
social manipulation
social skills
solved
speak professionally
spelling
strengths
stress management
stronger personality
success
support
support hobby
sure
tactfulness
take chances
talk
teach
teamwork
technical
technical knowledge
technical skills
technology
thankful
think
timesaver
tolerance
tolerant
training
trust
trying new things
tutoring
type with bad English
typing

3
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
15
1
1
3
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
4
15
2
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
3
4
1
1
1
30
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underachieved in school
understand
understanding
understanding ppl
unique
UNIX commands
upsetting others
use med for school help
use med in RL
use skills
variety
verbal communication
visualize
vocabulary increase
volunteer
want
waste of time
willing
work ethic
working w/ppl
worldliness
worth
worth it
write professionally
writing
writing ability
writing mechanics
writing scripts
writing skills
writing skills improved
youth

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
8
1
2
3
1
4
1
2
1
2
4
1
1
1
7
1
1
1
4
3
1
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Appendix F3: Combined and numbered codes
Below are the tables of all the codes after combining like codes, sorting the codes with the
largest number occurrences at the top, and numbering the codes.
271 codes , 953 occurrences
Code # Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

problem solving
typing
med help RL
leadership
social skills
grammar
patience
diplomacy
reading
interacting w/others
teamwork
broaden horizons
give back to game
diff types of people
communication
friendship
self confidence
create
improve skills
writing
motivation
pride
programming
help
med experiment for RL
improve game
school lacks
fame
clan leader
creative writing
self awareness
variety
English language
editing
dealing w/others
learn from others
desire
management
relationships
respect

# of
occurrences
34
30
23
22
19
18
18
17
16
16
15
15
15
14
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
6
6
6
6

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

share knowledge
bad motivation
different cultures
diverse
fun
judgment
learn to learn
managing ppl
opportunity
judging people
family
grateful
self control
business sense
deal w/diff ppl
delegate
invited
teach
trust
use skills
want
worldliness
writing skills
confidence
leadership skills
med help rl w/social skills
manipulation
chat
choice
coaching
conflict resolution
contribute to game
discipline
enjoy
excited
follow rules
helping others
improve
know when to quit
leader
manage
med help education

6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

201
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

meet new ppl
motivated
organization
people skills
responsibility
rewards
spelling
success
thankful
training
vocabulary increase
writing skills improved
learn from mistakes
positive reinforcement
inside traits more imp. than
outward
achievement
age differences
challenging
change
changed view
chosen as leader
community
comprehension
computer skills
curiosity
describe
determination
develop skills
different ages
encourage
entertainment
escape from reality
evaluate situations
getting along w/ppl
help from others
help game
helping
honesty
honor
human nature
ideas
improve writing
interesting
international
intuitiveness
languages
manager
mechanics
mediate

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181

overcome shyness
prioritizing
professional
proofreader
public relations
sacrifice
social
stronger personality
take chances
technical
technology
understanding
visualize
willing
working w/ppl
judgment of character
creativity
issues of young ppl
listen
med hurt RL
meet ppl in RL
natural acquisition
negative learning
quick thinking
abbreviations
able
accepted
advice
amazement
amused
analyze
anonymity
applied
behavior modification
chance
change RL
client skills
college
common sense
competition
complaints
comprehensible
confirms what learned in RL
debate
dedicated
defend med
different ppl learn diff. things
discovery
disgusted
distracting

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

202
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227

document
elite players socialize less
encouraged to learn
expanded thinking
experience
exposure to skills
feedback
flexibility
forget how in RL
generous
good skills
grammar early in school
happy
hard work
helper
hope
hours of time
identity online
insight
insults
interaction diff than RL
internet culture
job
knowledge & facts
lazy
learn without Med
learned
little improvement in average
player
long term
math
matured
med different than RL
med reflects RL
memorize patterns
memory
missed opportunities
needed writing skills
negative skills
not all learn
not ideal tool
obligated
observe
open
pass on
pass spare time
perception

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271

persistence
personal life
players gain little English skills
positive experience
possibilities
prejudice
prepared
priorities
problem players
relaxation
replacement
replacing complex thoughts
research
resume
RL effect leadership
RL help med life
selfish
skills lacking
skills lacking before med
skills learned = play more
solved
speak professionally
strengths
stress management
support
sure
technical knowledge
technical skills
think
timesaver
trying new things
type with bad English
underachieved in school
understand
unique
UNIX commands
upsetting others
verbal communication
volunteer
waste of time
work ethic
worth it
writing ability
writing scripts

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

203

Appendix F4: Pools
Below are my “pools”, the first effort of grouping together codes into categories.
Problem Solving
code #

1
46
56
67
71
79
85
69
131
137
127
144
115
155
133
162
257
256
235
215
185
240
216
200
248
251
TOTAL

code

#occurrences

problem solving
judgment
delegate
manipulation
conflict resolution
know when to quit
organization
choice
mediate
sacrifice

34
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

intuitiveness
visualize
evaluate situations
quick thinking
prioritizing
analyze
timesaver
think
priorities
memorize patterns
expanded thinking
research
memory
insight
solved
stress management

26

84

Writing
code #

6
20
30
34
63
93
94
108
124
148
182
270
TOTAL

code

#occurrences

grammar
writing

18
11
8
18
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
1

creative writing
grammar
writing skills
vocabulary increase
writing skills improved
describe
improve writing
creativity
document
writing ability

12

73

204

Skills
code #

2
9
23
33
60
128
130
105
141
142
110
135
106
211
247
268
271
187
246
156
168
192
173
254
218
263
255
TOTAL

code

#occurrences

typing
reading
programming

30
16
10
8
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

English language
use skills
languages
mechanics
comprehension
technical
technology
develop skills
proofreader
computer skills
math
skills learned = play more
work ethic
writing scripts
exposure to skills
skills lacking before med
abbreviations
client skills
good skills
comprehensible
technical knowledge
needed writing skills
UNIX commands
technical skills

27

98

Med to RL
code #

3
19
66
54
82
76
139
132
152
241
174
169
167
243
TOTAL

code

#occurrences

23
11
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

med help RL
improve skills
med help rl w/social skills
business sense
med help education
follow rules
stronger personality
overcome shyness
meet ppl in RL
resume
confirms what learned in RL
college
change RL
RL help med life

14

59

205
Med Environment
code #

25
114
100
113
224
213
214
204
237
238
226
198
202
TOTAL

code
med experiment for RL
escape from reality
challenging

#occurrences

10
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

entertainment
open
med different than RL
med reflects RL
job
relaxation
replacement
pass spare time
hours of time
interaction diff than RL

13

25

Positive Personal Attributes
code #

17
22
28
31
37
90
121
107
120
109
250
194
206
262
244
189
191
212
176
253
157
TOTAL

code

#occurrences

self confidence

12
10
9
8
6
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

pride
fame
self awareness
desire
success
honor
curiosity
honesty
determination
strengths
happy
lazy
unique
selfish
flexibility
generous
matured
dedicated
sure
able

21

67

206
School
code #

27
190
193
207
260
TOTAL

code

#occurrences

10
1
1
1
1

school lacks
forget how in RL
grammar early in school
learn without Med
underachieved in school

5

14

Further game
code #

13
18
26
49
52
72
78
91
101
118
123
177
222
TOTAL

code

#occurrences

give back to game

15
11
10
5
5
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1

create
improve game
opportunity
grateful
contribute to game
improve
thankful
change
help game
ideas
defend med
obligated

14

63

Learning from others
code #

24
36
41
57
58
77
92
96
112
117
119
153
159
165
178
184
188
196
208
225
252
TOTAL

code

#occurrences

help
learn from others
share knowledge
invited

10
7
6
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

teach
helping others
training
positive reinforcement
encourage
help from others
helping
natural acquisition
advice
behavior modification
different ppl learn diff. things
encouraged to learn
feedback
helper
learned
pass on
support

21

57

207

Learn to Learn
code #

code

learn to learn
47
learn from mistakes
95
TOTAL

#occurrences

5
3
2

8

Negative Skills
code #

154
219
230
245
259
TOTAL

code

#occurrences

negative learning
negative skills

2
1
1
1
1

players gain little English skills
skills lacking
type with bad English

5

6

Negative Aspects
code #

42
151
172
180
181
201
209
217
220
221
239
236
267
TOTAL

code

#occurrences

bad motivation

6
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

med hurt RL
complaints
disgusted
distracting
insults
little improvement in average player
missed opportunities
not all learn
not ideal tool
replacing complex thoughts
problem players
upsetting others

13

19

208
Leadership
code #

4
8
29
38
48
53
64
65
70
73
80
81
87
98
103
129
134
242
249
TOTAL

code

#occurrences

22
17
9
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1

leadership
diplomacy
clan leader
management
managing ppl
managing ppl
confidence
leadership skills
coaching
discipline
leader
manage
responsibility
achievement
chosen as leader
manager
professional
RL effect leadership
speak professionally

19

97

Worldliness
code #

12
14
32
43
44
62
83
97
99
102
111
122
126
143
149
170
179
186
205
227
233
261
TOTAL

code

#occurrences

broaden horizons
diff types of people
variety
different cultures

15
14
8
5
5
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

diverse
worldliness
meet new ppl
inside traits more imp. than outward
age differences
changed view
different ages
human nature
international
understanding
issues of young ppl
common sense
discovery
experience
knowledge & facts
perception
prejudice
understand

22

78

209
Interpersonal
code #

5
7
10
11
15
35
40
50
51
55
59
68
86
104
116
126
136
138
146
147
150
158
163
171
175
183
199
203
223
229
264
265
TOTAL

code
social skills
patience
interacting w/others

#occurrences

19
18
16
15
12
7
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

teamwork
communication
dealing w/others
respect
judging people
family
deal w/diff ppl
trust
chat
people skills
community
getting along w/ppl
international
public relations
social
working w/ppl
judgment of character
listen
accepted
anonymity
competition
debate
elite players socialize less
identity online
internet culture
observe
personal life
upsetting others
verbal communication

32

144

210

Appendix F5: Codes and Definitions
Below is the table of codes and definitions, with number of occurrences next to each code. As
codes were defined, they were moved to other codes and combined.
#

code

# occur

Definition

1
2
3

problem solving
typing
med help RL

35
30
23

4

leadership

26

5

social skills

28

6

grammar

0

7

patience

18

8

diplomacy

19

9

reading

16

10

interacting w/others

24

11

teamwork

17

12

broaden horizons

19

13

contribute to game

19

14
15
16
17
18

diff types of people
communication
friendship
self confidence
create

24
12
12
16
11

19

improve skills

16

20

writing

15

21

motivation

14

22
23
24

pride
programming
help

10
11
19

25

med experiment for RL

10

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

improve game
school lacks
fame
clan leader
creative writing
self awareness
variety

13
10
9
9
10
8
8

33

English language

8

Players analyze situations and make decisions about the situation
Players have developed and improved their typing skills
Medievia has helped the player in Real Life
Players have learned, developed, and practiced leadership skills,
which include leading, decision making, and managing
Players have developed their socials skills and how to interact with
people
move to 94
Players have learned and developed patience in their everyday
interactions on the game
Players have learned and developed diplomacy, including public
relations, by interacting with many different types of people
Players have strengthened their reading comprehension skills
Players are interacting with other people, of all ages and creeds,
from all over the world
Players have learned and developed teamwork to work together with
others to achieve a common goal
Players, by interacting with many different types of people, learn
about other cultures and ways of life
Players want to contribute, give back, to the world in which they are
a part
There are many different types of people and cultures on Medievia
Players have learned how to communicate by interacting with others
Players have developed friendships through the game
Players have developed self-confidence
Players create the game- build the areas, program the code, etc
Players skills (overall) have improved because of their time on
Medievia
Players have learned, developed, and practiced writing on Medievia
Players are motivated to play, help, build, and be a part of the world
of Medievia
Players are proud to be who they are
Players have learned and developed programming skills
Players help one another
Medievia is a test, a trial, an experiment for real life- social
situations, discipline, world issues, etc.
Players are dedicated to improve the game
Formal education was lacking in some what
Players enjoy and yearn to be well-known in this world
Players are leaders of clans on Medievia
Players have learned, developed, and practiced creating writing
Players have become more self-aware
There is a large variety of people, places, and things in Medievia
Players have learned, developed, and practiced the English
Language

211
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

fun

8
0
12
10
11
6
6
6
6
5
5
5

46

judgment

12

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

learn to learn
managing ppl
opportunity

5
0
5
0
5
5
5
4
0
4
5
0
4
4
0
0
0
0
0

Players have learned, developed, and practiced editing skills
move to 10
Players are teaching and learning from each other
Players want to be a part of Medievia
Players have learned, developed, and practiced management skills
Players have developed relationships on Medievia
Players have developed and earned respect among their peers
Players share what they know with each other
Players are motivated to do the wrong thing
There are many different cultures represented on Medievia
Medievia is a very diverse world
Medievia is fun
People aren't judged the same on Medievia as in Real Life-looks,
clothing, peer groups, etc don't matter
Players have learned how to learn
move to 39
Players have been given many opportunities to succeed
move to 46
Players have developed relationships similar to family ties
Players are grateful for Medievia
Players have learned and developed self-control
Players have learned and developed business sense
move to 14
Players have learned how to delegate jobs, tasks, people, etc
Players have been invited to help assist Medievia
move to 36
Players have developed trust
Players have used skills that they had learned in Real Life
move to 37
move to 12
move to 20
move to 17
move to 4

editing
dealing w/others
learn & teaching
desire
management
relationships
respect
share knowledge
bad motivation
different cultures
diverse

judging people
family
grateful
self control
business sense
deal w/diff ppl
delegate
invited
teach
trust
use skills
want
worldliness
writing skills
confidence
leadership skills

66

med help rl w/social
skills

0

move to 5

67
68
69

manipulation
chat
choice

4
3
5

70

coaching

3

71
72

conflict resolution
contribute to game

4
3

73

discipline

6

74
75
76
77
78
79
80

enjoy
excited
follow rules
helping others
improve
know when to quit
leader

3
3
0
0
0
3
3

Players have manipulated the system, abused bugs in the codes, etc.
Players talk to each other about everyday things
Medievia provides the players with many choices and possibilities
Players have learned, developed, and practiced how to be a good
coach
Players have learned, developed, and practiced confect resolution
move to 13
Players have learned discipline, how to follow rules, and how to deal
with consequences of their actions
Players enjoy their time in Medievia
Players are excited about being a part of Medievia
move to 73
move to 24
move to 19
People learned to realize when to quit, log-off, and call it a day
Players have been leaders in some capacity on Medievia

212
81
82

manage
med help education

5
4

83

meet new ppl

3

84
85
86
87

motivated
organization
people skills
responsibility

0
4
0
3

88

rewards

3

89
90
91

spelling
success
thankful

0
3
3

92

training

3

93

vocabulary increase

3

94

writing improved

30

95
96

learn from mistakes
positive reinforcement
inside traits more imp.
than outward

3
3

98

achievement

2

99

age differences

0

100

challenging

2

101
102

change
changed view

2
2

103

chosen as leader

2

104

community

2

105

comprehension

2

106
107
108

computer skills
curiosity
describe

0
2
0

109

determination

2

110
111
112
113
114

develop skills
different ages
encourage
entertainment
escape from reality

2
4
2
4
2

115

evaluate situations

2

116
117
118
119
120
121

getting along w/ppl
help from others
help game
helping
honesty
honor

0
0
0
0
2
2

97

3

Players have managed other players in some capacity
Medievia has helped players in their formal education
Medievia has allowed players to meet new people from all over the
globe
move to 21
Players have learned to be organized and prepared
move to 5
Players have learned responsibility
Players have received a variety of rewards for their work (or play) in
Medievia
move to 94
Players have felt success during their time on Medievia
Players are thankful for Medievia and what it has been in their lives
Medievia provides training for a variety of things (writing, how to
be a god/goddess, how to greet new players, etc)
Players' vocabulary has increased
Players' writing skills, including grammar, mechanics, and spelling,
have developed and improved
Players learn from their mistakes
Players have given and received positive reinforcement
Physical appearance is not as important as what's on the "inside" of
a person
Players have felt a sense of achievement during their time in
Medievia
There are many different ages of Medievia players
Medievia is a challenging experience, from game play to
administration
Medievia has changed the player in some way
Medievia has changed the players' view of the world
Player was chose, invited, to be a leader in the world of Medievia
(clan leaders, gods, kings, etc,)
Medievia is a community of people that interact with each other
daily.
Players have learned, developed, and improve their all-around
comprehension (of people, reading)
move to 142
People are curious about the world of Medievia
move to 30
Players are determined and have learned and developed
determination
Players develop new skills
There are many different ages of Medievia players
Players encourage each other to succeed in Medievia
Medievia is a form of entertainment for its players
Medievia is an escape from reality, from the "real" world
Players learn how to evaluate situations and make informed
decisions
move to 5
move to 24
move to 26
move to 24
Players have learned about and developed honesty
Players feel a sense of honor

213
122
123
124
125
126
127
128

human nature
ideas
improve writing
interesting
international
intuitiveness
languages

2
2
0
2
2
2
2

Actions in Medievia reflect basic human nature
Players have many ideas and Medievia has provided ideas to players
move to 94
Medievia is interesting
Medievia has players from many different countries
Players have developed a sense of intuitiveness
Players have learned and proactive many different languages
move to 81
move to 94
Players have learned how to mediate problems between other
players
Medievia has helped players become more outgoing in real life
Players have learned how to prioritize due to their experience in
Medievia
People have learned how to, and have become, more professional
Players have learned and practiced being a proofreader
move to 8
Players have learned that sometimes one must sacrifice something
for the betterment of all
Medievia is a very social place, with a lot of interaction
Players have developed stronger personality traits from their
experience in Medievia
Players learn to try new things and take chances in Medievia
move to 142
People have learned more about technology due to their experience
in Medievia
People have learned to be more understanding of others
Players have learned how to better visualize
Players are willing and able to play the game and do what they can
to help
move to 11
move to 46
Players have been to be express themselves in creative ways in
Medievia
Because of the young age of a lot of Medievia players, other players
are often informed of the current issues and problems of young
people
Players have learned how to listen
Medievia has hurt their real life lives in some way
Players have met each other in real life
Players believe they have learned much through natural acquisition
Players are learning bad things from Medievia
Players have learned to think quickly and make decisions quickly
Using abbreviations in Medievia has harmed players' spelling
move to 145
Medievia players feel a sense of acceptance
Players give each other advice
Medievia evokes a sense of amazement
move to 113
move to 1
On Medievia, everyone can choose to be anonymous
REMOVE

129
130

mechanics

0
0

131

mediate

2

132

overcome shyness

2

133

prioritizing

3

134
135
136

professional
proofreader
public relations

4
2
0

137

sacrifice

2

138

social

2

139

stronger personality

2

140
141

take chances
technical

3
2

142

technology

0

143
144

understanding
visualize

3
2

145

willing

3

146
147

working w/ppl
judgment of character

0
0

148

creativity

2

149

issues of young ppl

2

150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164

listen
med hurt RL
meet ppl in RL
natural acquisition
negative learning
quick thinking
abbreviations
able
accepted
advice

2
3
2
2
3
2
1
0
1
1
1
o
0
1
0

manager

amazement
amused
analyze
anonymity
applied

214
165
166
167

behavior modification
chance
change RL

1
1
1

174

confirms what learned in
RL

1

175
176
177

debate
dedicated
defend med
different ppl learn diff.
things
discovery
disgusted
distracting
document
elite players socialize
less

0
0
1

Medievia changes the players' behavior
move to 57
Medievia has changed the players' real life lives in some way
Players have learned, developed, and improved their skills with
MUD clients
REMOVE
Players have realized and/or developed common sense
Medievia is seen as a competition
Players have complaints about an aspect of Medievia
REMOVE
What is learned on Medievia is confirmed through formal real life
education
move to 71
move to 26
REMOVE

168

client skills

1

169
170
171
172
173

college
common sense
competition
complaints

0
1
1
1
0

1

Different people learn different things from Medievia

1
1
0
0

Medievia has been a world of discovery for it's players
Players are disgusted about some aspect of Medievia
move to 151
REMOVE

1

The higher level, more experienced players socialize less

184

encouraged to learn

1

185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192

expanded thinking
experience
exposure to skills
feedback
flexibility
forget how in RL
generous
good skills

1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0

178
179
180
181
182
183

comprehensible

193 grammar early in school

1

194

happy

1

195

hard work

1

196
197
198

helper
hope
hours of time

1
1
1

199

identity online

1

200
insight
201
insults
202 interaction diff than RL
203
internet culture
204
job
205
knowledge & facts
206
lazy

1
1
0
1
1
1
1

207

learn without Med

1

208

learned

0

Players are encouraged to take the time to learn about things
themselves, instead of being told everything
Medievia has expanded the players' thinking
Players have gained experience during their time in Medievia
move to 19
REMOVE
Players have learned how to be more flexible
Players have re-awoken things that they forgot how to do in real life
Players have learned how to be more generous
move to 19
Players were exposed to grammar early in their formal education,
but not as much later on
Players are happy
Being a part of Medievia, either as a player or an administrator, is
hard work
move to 24
move to 13
Medievia takes up hours of real life time
One's identity online may or may not be similar to their real life
identity
Players have developed insight
Players insult each other in Medievia
Medievia is part of a whole world of "internet culture"
Medievia has helped the players' in their real life jobs
Players have learned general knowledge and facts about the world
Players have become lazy due to their time in Medievia
Players believe they could have learned the same things without
Medievia
REMOVE

215
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239

little improvement in
average player
long term
math
matured
med different than RL
med reflects RL
memorize patterns
memory
missed opportunities
needed writing skills
negative skills
not all learn
not ideal tool
obligated
observe
open
pass on
pass spare time
perception
persistence
personal life
players gain little English
skills
positive experience
possibilities
prejudice
prepared
priorities
problem players
relaxation
replacement
replacing complex
thoughts
research
resume

240
241
242 RL effect leadership
243
RL help med life
244
selfish
245
skills lacking
246 skills lacking before med
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256

skills learned = play
more
solved
speak professionally
strengths
stress management
support
sure
technical knowledge
technical skills
think

0

REMOVE

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Long term exposure to Medievia has benefited the players
Players have learned, developed, and improve their math skills
Players have developed their maturity
Medievia is different than real life
Medievia reflects real life
Players have learned how to memorize patterns
Player’s memory has improved
REMOVE
move to 94
move to 154
Not all players learn from Medievia
Medievia is not an ideal tool for teaching and learning
Players feel obligation to the game
REMOVE
REMOVE
move to 36
move to 113
REMOVE
Players have learned to be persistent
Medievia has become a part of the players' personal life

2

Players gain little English skills

1
0
0
1
1
0
2
1

Medievia is a positive experience for its users
move to 69
REMOVE
move to 85
move to 133
REMOVE
Medievia is a form of relaxation for its players
Medievia is a replacement for real life

0

REMOVE

0
0
1
1
1
2
0

move to 82
remove
Players' real life situations have effected their Medievia leadership
Players' real life has helped out with their Medievia life
Players are selfish
Players' skills were lacking before they were exposed to Medievia
move to 245

1

Because players learned more skills, they played the game more

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

remove
move to 134
Medievia has brought out the players' strengths
move to 237
move to 24
REMOVE
move to 142
move to 142
REMOVE

216
257
timesaver
258
trying new things
259 type with bad English
260 underachieved in school
261
understand
262
unique
263
UNIX commands
264
upsetting others
265 verbal communication
266
volunteer
267
waste of time
268
work ethic
269
worth it
270
writing ability
271
writing scripts

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

Medievia has served as a timesaver to some players
move to 140
move to 230
Players were underachievers in their formal education
move to 143
Medievia is a unique world
move to 142
Players intentionally hurt each other
move to 10
Administrators volunteer their time to Medievia
Medievia is a waste of time
move to 134
REMOVE
move to 94
move to 23
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Appendix F6: Codes and Definitions- renumbered
After defining the codes, I renumbered them all and created this new table, with codes combined
and removed.
Code #

Code

# of
occur.

1

problem solving

35

Players analyze situations and make decisions about the situation

2

typing

30

Players have developed and improved their typing skills

3

writing
improved

30

Players' writing skills, including grammar, mechanics, and spelling, have
developed and improved

4

social skills

28

Players have developed their socials skills and how to interact with people

5

leadership

26

Players have learned, developed, and practiced leadership skills, which include
leading, decision making, and managing

6

interacting
w/others

24

Players are interacting with other people, of all ages and creeds, from all over the
world

7

diff types of
people

24

There are many different types of people and cultures on Medievia

8

med help RL

23

Medievia has helped the player in Real Life

9

diplomacy

19

Players have learned and developed diplomacy, including public relations, by
interacting with many different types of people

10

broaden horizons

19

Players, by interacting with many different types of people, learn about other
cultures and ways of life

11

contribute to
game

19

Players want to contribute, give back, to the world in which they are a part

Help

19

Players help one another

patience

18

Players have learned and developed patience in their everyday interactions on the
game

teamwork

17

Players have learned and developed teamwork to work together with others to
achieve a common goal

reading

16

Players have strengthened their reading comprehension skills

self confidence

16

Players have developed self-confidence

improve skills

16

Players skills (overall) have improved because of their time on Medievia

12

13
14

Definition

15
16
17
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writing

15

Players have learned, developed, and practiced writing on Medievia

motivation

14

Players are motivated to play, help, build, and be a part of the world of Medievia

improve game

13

Players are dedicated to improve the game

communication

12

Players have learned how to communicate by interacting with others

friendship

12

Players have developed friendships through the game

learn & teaching

12

Players are teaching and learning from each other

judgment

12

People aren't judged the same on Medievia as in Real Life-looks, clothing, peer
groups, etc don't matter

create

11

Players create the game- build the areas, program the code, etc

programming

11

Players have learned and developed programming skills

management

11

Players have learned, developed, and practiced management skills

pride

10

Players are proud to be who they are

med experiment
for RL

10

Medievia is a test, a trial, an experiment for real life- social situations, discipline,
world issues, etc.

school lacks

10

Formal education was lacking in some what

creative writing

10

Players have learned, developed, and practiced creating writing

desire

10

Players want to be a part of Medievia

fame

9

Players enjoy and yearn to be well-known in this world

clan leader

9

Players are leaders of clans on Medievia

self awareness

8

Players have become more self-aware

variety

8

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

36

There is a large variety of people, places, and things in Medievia
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English language

8

Players have learned, developed, and practiced the English Language

editing

8

Players have learned, developed, and practiced editing skills

relationships

6

Players have developed relationships on Medievia

respect

6

Players have developed and earned respect among their
peers

share knowledge

6

Players share what they know with each other

bad motivation

6

Players are motivated to do the wrong thing

discipline

6

Players have learned discipline, how to follow rules, and how to deal with
consequences of their actions

different cultures

5

There are many different cultures represented on Medievia

diverse

5

Medievia is a very diverse world

fun

5

Medievia is fun

learn to learn

5

Players have learned how to learn

opportunity

5

Players have been given many opportunities to succeed

family

5

Players have developed relationships similar to family ties

grateful

5

Players are grateful for Medievia

self control

5

Players have learned and developed self-control

invited

5

Players have been invited to help assist Medievia

choice

5

Medievia provides the players with many choices and possibilities

manage

5

Players have managed other players in some capacity

business sense

4

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

55

Players have learned and developed business sense
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delegate

4

Players have learned how to delegate jobs, tasks, people, etc

trust

4

Players have developed trust

use skills

4

Players have used skills that they had learned in Real Life

manipulation

4

Players have manipulated the system, abused bugs in the codes, etc.

conflict
resolution

4

Players have learned, developed, and practiced conflict resolution

med help
education

4

Medievia has helped players in their formal education

organization

4

Players have learned to be organized and prepared

different ages

4

There are many different ages of Medievia players

entertainment

4

Medievia is a form of entertainment for its players

professional

4

People have learned how to, and have become, more professional

chat

3

Players talk to each other about everyday things

coaching

3

Players have learned, developed, and practiced how to be a good coach

enjoy

3

Players enjoy their time in Medievia

excited

3

Players are excited about being a part of Medievia

know when to
quit

3

People learned to realize when to quit, log-off, and call it a day

leader

3

Players have been leaders in some capacity on Medievia

meet new ppl

3

Medievia has allowed players to meet new people from all over the globe

responsibility

3

Players have learned responsibility

rewards

3

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

74

Players have received a variety of rewards for their work (or play) in Medievia

221
success

3

Players have felt success during their time on Medievia

thankful

3

Players are thankful for Medievia and what it has been in their lives

training

3

Medievia provides training for a variety of things (writing, how to be a
god/goddess, how to greet new players, etc)

vocabulary
increase

3

Players' vocabulary has increased

learn from
mistakes

3

Players learn from their mistakes

positive
reinforcement

3

Players have given and received positive reinforcement

inside traits more
imp. than
outward

3

Physical appearance is not as important as what's on the "inside" of a person

prioritizing

3

Players have learned how to prioritize due to their experience in Medievia

take chances

3

Players learn to try new things and take chances in Medievia

understanding

3

People have learned to be more understanding of others

willing

3

Players are willing and able to play the game and do what they can to help

med hurt RL

3

Medievia has hurt their real life lives in some way

negative learning

3

Players are learning bad things from Medievia

achievement

2

Players have felt a sense of achievement during their time in Medievia

challenging

2

Medievia is a challenging experience, from game play to administration

change

2

Medievia has changed the player in some way

changed view

2

Medievia has changed the players' view of the world

chosen as leader

2

Player was chose, invited, to be a leader in the world of Medievia (clan leaders,
gods, kings, etc,)

community

2

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

93

Medievia is a community of people that interact with each other daily.

222
comprehension

2

Players have learned, developed, and improve their all-around comprehension
(of people, reading)

curiosity

2

People are curious about the world of Medievia

determination

2

Players are determined and have learned and developed determination

develop skills

2

Players develop new skills

encourage

2

Players encourage each other to succeed in Medievia

escape from
reality

2

Medievia is an escape from reality, from the "real" world

evaluate
situations

2

Players learn how to evaluate situations and make informed decisions

honesty

2

Players have learned about and developed honesty

honor

2

Players feel a sense of honor

human nature

2

Actions in Medievia reflect basic human nature

ideas

2

Players have many ideas and Medievia has provided ideas to players

interesting

2

Medievia is interesting

international

2

Medievia has players from many different countries

intuitiveness

2

Players have developed a sense of intuitiveness

languages

2

Players have learned and practice many different languages

mediate

2

Players have learned how to mediate problems between other players

overcome
shyness

2

Medievia has helped players become more outgoing in real life

proofreader

2

Players have learned and practiced being a proofreader

sacrifice

2

Players have learned that sometimes one must sacrifice something for the
betterment of all

94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111

112

223
social

2

Medievia is a very social place, with a lot of interaction

stronger
personality

2

Players have developed stronger personality traits from their experience in
Medievia

visualize

2

Players have learned how to better visualize

creativity

2

Players have been to be express themselves in creative ways in Medievia

issues of young
ppl

2

Because of the young age of a lot of Medievia players, other players are often
informed of the current issues and problems of young people

listen

2

Players have learned how to listen

meet ppl in RL

2

Players have met each other in real life

natural
acquisition

2

Players believe they have learned much through natural acquisition

quick thinking

2

Players have learned to think quickly and make decisions quickly

med different
than RL

2

Medievia is different than real life

players gain little
English skills

2

Players gain little English skills

relaxation

2

Medievia is a form of relaxation for its players

skills lacking

2

Players' skills were lacking before they were exposed to Medievia

abbreviations

1

Using abbreviations in Medievia has harmed players' spelling

accepted

1

Medievia players feel a sense of acceptance

advice

1

Players give each other advice

amazement

1

Medievia evokes a sense of amazement

anonymity

1

On Medievia, everyone can choose to be anonymous

behavior
modification

1

113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

131

Medievia changes the players' behavior

224
chance

1

move to 57

change RL

1

Medievia has changed the players' real life lives in some way

client skills

1

Players have learned, developed, and improved their skills with MUD clients

common sense

1

Players have realized and/or developed common sense

competition

1

Medievia is seen as a competition

complaints

1

Players have complaints about an aspect of Medievia

confirms what
learned in RL

1

What is learned on Medievia is confirmed through formal real life education

different ppl
learn diff. things

1

Different people learn different things from Medievia

discovery

1

Medievia has been a world of discovery for it's players

disgusted

1

Players are disgusted about some aspect of Medievia

elite players
socialize less

1

The higher level, more experienced players socialize less

encouraged to
learn

1

Players are encouraged to take the time to learn about things themselves, instead
of being told everything

expanded
thinking

1

Medievia has expanded the players' thinking

experience

1

Players have gained experience during their time in Medievia

flexibility

1

Players have learned how to be more flexible

forget how in RL

1

Players have re-awoken things that they forgot how to do in real life

generous

1

Players have learned how to be more generous

grammar early in
school

1

Players were exposed to grammar early in their formal education, but not as
much later on

happy

1

132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149

150

Players are happy

225
hard work

1

Being a part of Medievia, either as a player or an administrator, is hard work

hours of time

1

Medievia takes up hours of real life time

identity online

1

One's identity online may or may not be similar to their real life identity

insight

1

Players have developed insight

insults

1

Players insult each other in Medievia

internet culture

1

Medievia is part of a whole world of "internet culture"

job

1

Medievia has helped the players' in their real life jobs

knowledge &
facts

1

Players have learned general knowledge and facts about the world

lazy

1

Players have become lazy due to their time in Medievia

learn without
Med

1

Players believe they could have learned the same things without Medievia

long term

1

Long term exposure to Medievia has benefited the players

math

1

Players have learned, developed, and improve their math skills

matured

1

Players have developed their maturity

med reflects RL

1

Medievia reflects real life

memorize
patterns

1

Players have learned how to memorize patterns

memory

1

Player’s memory has improved

not all learn

1

Not all players learn from Medievia

not ideal tool

1

Medievia is not an ideal tool for teaching and learning

obligated

1

151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168

169

Players feel obligation to the game

226
persistence

1

Players have learned to be persistent

personal life

1

Medievia has become a part of the players' personal life

positive
experience

1

Medievia is a positive experience for its users

replacement

1

Medievia is a replacement for real life

RL effect
leadership

1

Players' real life situations have effected their Medievia leadership

RL help med life

1

Players' real life has helped out with their Medievia life

selfish

1

Players are selfish

skills learned =
play more

1

Because players learned more skills, they played the game more

strengths

1

Medievia has brought out the players' strengths

timesaver

1

Medievia has served as a timesaver to some players

underachieved in
school

1

Players were underachievers in their formal education

unique

1

Medievia is a unique world

upsetting others

1

Players intentionally hurt each other

volunteer

1

Administrators volunteer their time to Medievia

waste of time

1

Medievia is a waste of time

170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184

227

Appendix F7: Broad categories
The following tables represent the final broad categories that I found from my data.
Leadership
code #
5
27
34
54
71
92

code
leadership
management
clan leader
manage
leader
chosen as leader

#occurrences
26
11
9
5
3
2
56

Helping each other
code #
12
23
41
57
67
80
77
98
143
148
128
127

code
help
learning and teaching
share knowledge
trust
coaching
positive reinforcement
training
encourage
encouraged to learn
generous
advice
acceptance

#occurrences
19
12
6
4
3
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
56

Interaction
code #
4
6
9
14
21
22
39
49
66
93
113
119
136
171

code
social skills
interacting with others
diplomacy
teamwork
communication
friendship
relationships
family
chat
community
social
meet ppl in RL
competition
personal life

#occurrences
28
24
19
17
12
12
6
5
3
2
2
2
1
1
134

228
Skills
code #
2
15
17
26
38
58
125
97
111
134
147
162

code
typing
reading
improve skills
programming
editing
use skills
skills lacking
develop skills
proofreader
client skills
forget how in RL
math

#occurrences
30
16
16
11
8
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
94

Writing
code #
3
18
31
37
78

code
writing improved
writing
creative writing
English language
vocabulary increase

#occurrences
30
15
10
8
3
66

Success
code #
48
52
75
88
177

code
opportunity
invited
success
achievement
skills learned=play more

#occurrences
5
5
3
2
1
16

Medievia as an
"experiment" for RL
code#
29
120
173
164

code
med experiment for RL
natural acquisition
replacement
med reflects RL

#occurrences
10
2
1
1
14

229
Critical thinking
code #
1
47
60
56
82
79
70
83
121
109
112
100
115
144
165

code
problem solving
learn to learn
conflict resolution
delegate
prioritizing
learn from mistakes
know when to quit
take chances
quick thinking
mediate
sacrifice
evaluate situations
visualize
expanded thinking
memorize patterns

#occurrences
35
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
72

Diversity of players
code #
7
10
36
45
53
63
72
84
117
108
106
91
94
158

code
different types of people
broaden horizons
variety
diverse
choices
different ages
meet new people
understanding
issues of young people
languages
international
changed view
comprehension
knowledge & facts

#occurrences
24
19
8
5
5
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
82

Formal education
code #
30
149
180
138

code
school lacks
grammar early in school
underachieved in school
confirms what learned in RL

#occurrences
10
1
1
1
13

230
Positive Personal
Characteristics
code #
13
16
35
43
40
62
65
73
107
96
101
114
110
131
178
154
135
166
170
146
163

code
patience
self confidence
self awareness
discipline
respect
organization
professional
responsibility
intuitiveness
determination
honesty
stronger personality
overcome shyness
behavior modification
strengths
insight
common sense
memory
persistence
flexibility
matured

#occurrences
18
16
8
6
6
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
83

Medievia has positive
affect on RL
code#
8
61
55
64
90
124
99
133
175
157
174
179
145

code
med help RL
med help education
business sense
entertainment
change
relaxation
escape from reality
change RL
RL help med
job
RL effect leadership
timesaver
experience

#occurrences
23
4
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
47

231
Motivation
code #
11
19
20
25
32
28
33
50
46
85
69
74
76
68
95
104
102
105
89
140
183
129
169
172
161
150
151

code
contribute to game
motivation
improve game
create
desire
pride
fame
grateful
fun
willing
excited
rewards
thankful
enjoy
curiosity
ideas
honor
interesting
challenging
discovery
volunteer
amazement
obligated
positive experience
long term
happy
hard work

#occurrences
19
14
13
11
10
10
9
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
129

Identity
code #
24
81
103
153
156
130

code
judgment
inside traits more imp. Than
outward
human nature
identity online
internet culture
anonymity

#occurrences
12
3
2
1
1
1
20

232
Negative Player Aspects
code #
42
59
155
182
176
141
137

code
bad motivation
manipulation
insults
upsetting others
selfish
disgusted
complaints

#occurrences
6
4
1
1
1
1
1
15

Negative Learning Aspects
code #
87
86
123
160
167
152
168
184
126
159

code
negative learning
med hurt RL
players gain little English skills
learn without med
not all learn
hours of time
not ideal tool
waste of time
abbreviations
lazy

#occurrences
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
15

Don't fit anywhere else!
code #
122
116
139
181
142

code
#occurrences
med different than RL
2
creativity
2
different people learn diff. things
1
unique
1
elite players socialize less
1
7

233

Appendix F8: Categories broken into sub-categories
After creating the broader categories, I broke them into sub-categories to make the data more
clear and concise.
Sub-categories

Main Categories

code #
6
21

Interacting w/others
code
interacting with others
communication

#occur
24
12

66
118
113

chat
listen
social

3
2
2

136

competition

1
44

code #

Working Together
code

9
14

diplomacy
teamwork

#occur
19
17
36

Social Skills
code #

code

#occur

4

social skills

28
28

code #
22
39
49
93
119
171

Relationships
code
friendship
relationship
family
community
meet people in RL
personal life

#occur
12
6
5
2
2
1
28

Interaction
code #
4
6
9

code
social skills
interacting with others
diplomacy

#occur
28
24
19

14
21
22
39
49

teamwork
communication
friendship
relationships
family

17
12
12
6
5

66
118
93
113

chat
listen
community
social

3
2
2
2

119
136
171

meet ppl in RL
competition
personal life

2
1
1
136

234

code #
19
32

Intrinsic Motivation
code
motivation
desire

#occur
14
10

28
33

pride
fame

10
9

50
85
69
76
95
102
183
161
150

grateful
willing
excited
thankful
curiosity
honor
volunteer
long term
happy

5
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
64

code #
11

Furthering Game
code
contribute to game

20
25
104
169

improve game
create
ideas
obligated

#occur
19
13
11
2
1
46

Environment (game) is Motivating
code #

code

#occur

46
74
68
105
89
140
129
172
151

fun
rewards
enjoy
interesting
challenging
discovery
amazement
positive experience
hard work

5
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
19

Motivation
code #

code

#occur

11
19
20
25
32
28
33
50
46
85
69
74
76
68

contribute to game
motivation
improve game
create
desire
pride
fame
grateful
fun
willing
excited
rewards
thankful
enjoy

19
14
13
11
10
10
9
5
5
3
3
3
3
3

95
104
102
105
89
140
183

curiosity
ideas
honor
interesting
challenging
discovery
volunteer

2
2
2
2
2
1
1

129
169
172
161
150
151

amazement
obligated
positive experience
long term
happy
hard work

1
1
1
1
1
1
129
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code #

Improvement of Skills
code

#occur

2
15
17

typing
reading
improve skills

30
16
16

Skills

62

code #

Hone Skills already known
code

26
38
58
111
162

programming
editing
use skills
proofreader
math

code #
125
147

Skills lacking
code
skills lacking
forget how in RL

code #
97
134

Development of Skills
code
develop skills
client skills

#occur

code #
2
15

code
typing
reading

#occur
30
16

11
8
4
2
1

17
26
38
58
125

improve skills
programming
editing
use skills
skills lacking

16
11
8
4
2

26

97
111
134
147
162

develop skills
proofreader
client skills
forget how in RL
math

2
2
1
1
1
94

#occur
2
1
3

#occur
2
1
3
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code #

Different People
code

#occur

7
36

different types of people
variety

24
8

45
63
72

diverse
different ages
meet new people

5
4
3
44

code #

Learning about the world
code

10
53
108
106

Diversity of People and Cultures

#occur

code #
7
10
36
45
53

code
different types of people
broaden horizons
variety
diverse
choices

#occur
24
19
8
5
5

broaden horizons
choices
languages
international

19
5
2
2

63
72
84
117

different ages
meet new people
understanding
issues of young people

4
3
3
2

158

knowledge & facts

1
29

code #
84
117
91
94

Understanding of others
code
understanding
issues of young people
changed view
comprehension

108
106
91
94
158

languages
international
changed view
comprehension
knowledge & facts

2
2
2
2
1
82

#occur
3
2
2
2
9
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code #
13

Positive Behavioral Characteristics
code
patience

35
43
51
62
65
73
131
170
146

self awareness
discipline
self control
organization
professional
responsibility
behavior modification
persistence
flexibility

code #

Positive Emotional (Affective)
Characteristics
code

16
40
107
101
114
110
178

#occur
18
8
6
5
4
4
3
1
1
1
51

Positive Personal
Characteristics
code #
13
16
35
43
40
51
62
65
73

code
patience
self confidence
self awareness
discipline
respect
self control
organization
professional
responsibility

#occur
18
16
8
6
6
5
4
4
3

#occur

107
96

intuitiveness
determination

2
2

self confidence
respect
intuitiveness
honesty
stronger personality
overcome shyness
strengths

16
6
2
2
2
2
1

101
114
110
131
178
154
135

honesty
stronger personality
overcome shyness
behavior modification
strengths
insight
common sense

2
2
2
1
1
1
1

163
57
148

matured
trust
generous

1
4
1
37

memory
persistence
flexibility
matured
trust
generous

code #
96
154
135
166

Positive Cognitive Characteristics
code
determination
insight
common sense
memory

166
170
146
163
57
148

1
1
1
1
4
1
93

#occur
2
1
1
1
5
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Problem Solving
code #

code

#occur

1
60
121
100

Problem Solving
conflict resolution
quick thinking
evaluate situations

35
4
2
2
43

code #

Personal Thinking & Learning
code

#occur

47
82
79
70
83
112
115
144
165

learn to learn
prioritizing
learn from mistakes
know when to quit
taking chances
sacrifice
visualize
expanded thinking
memorize patterns

5
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
1

Critical thinking skills
code #
1
47
60
82
79
70

code
problem solving
learn to learn
conflict resolution
prioritizing
learn from mistakes
know when to quit

#occur
35
5
4
3
3
3

83
121
112
100
115
144
165

take chances
quick thinking
sacrifice
evaluate situations
visualize
expanded thinking
memorize patterns

3
2
2
2
2
1
1
66
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code #

Writing
code

3
18
31
37
78

writing improved
writing
creative writing
English language
vocabulary increase

Writing
#occur

code #

code

#occur

30
15
10
8
3
66

3
18
31
37
78

writing improved
writing
creative writing
English language
vocabulary increase

30
15
10
8
3
66
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code #

Help others
code

#occur

12

help

19

80
98
143
128
127

positive reinforcement
encourage
encouraged to learn
advice
acceptance

3
2
1
1
1
27

code #
23
41
67
77

Teach others
code
learning and teaching
share knowledge
coaching
training

code #

Leadership
code

#occur

5
34
71
92

leadership
clan leader
leader
chosen as leader

26
9
3
2

#occur
12
6
3
3
24

40

code #
27
54
56
109

Managing People
code
management
manage
delegate
mediate

#occur
11
5
4
2
22

Helping each other
code #
12
23
41
67

code
help
learning and teaching
share knowledge
coaching

#occur
19
12
6
3

80
77
98
143
128
127

positive reinforcement
training
encourage
encouraged to learn
advice
acceptance

3
3
2
1
1
1
51

Leadership
code #
5
27

code
leadership
management

#occur
26
11

34
54
71
92
56
109

clan leader
manage
leader
chosen as leader
delegate
mediate

9
5
3
2
4
2
62
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code #
8
90
133
175
179

Medievia help Real Life
code
med help RL
change
change RL
RL help med
timesaver

#occur
23
2
1
1
1

Medievia has positive affect
on RL

28
Medievia help Real Life
Entertainment
code #

code

#occur

64
124
99

entertainment
relaxation
escape from reality

4
2
2
8

code #

Medievia help Real Life Work
code

65
157
174
145

business sense
job
RL effect leadership
experience

code #
61

Medievia help Real Life School
code
med help education

#occur
4
1
1
1
7

#occur
4
4

code#

code

#occur

8

med help RL

23

61
55
64
90
124
99

med help education
business sense
entertainment
change
relaxation
escape from reality

4
4
4
2
2
2

133
175

change RL
RL help med

1
1

157
174
179
145

job
RL effect leadership
timesaver
experience

1
1
1
1
47
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code #

Judging people
code

24
81

judgment
inside traits more important

code #
103
153
156
130

Human Identity
code
human nature
identity online
internet culture
anonymity

code #
48
52
75
88
177

Success
code
opportunity
invited
success
achievement
skills learned=play more

#occur

Identity

12
3
15

#occur
2
1
1
1
5

code #
24
81

code
judgment
inside traits more imp. Than outward

#occur
12
3

103
153
156
130

human nature
identity online
internet culture
anonymity

2
1
1
1
20

Success
#occur
5
5
3
2
1

code #
48
52
75
88
177

code
opportunity
invited
success
achievement
skills learned=play more

16

16

code #

No or Negative Learning Occurs
code

#occur

87
123
160
167
168
126
159

negative learning
players gain little English skills
learn without med
not all learn
not ideal tool
abbreviations
lazy

3
2
1
1
1
1
1
10

code #
86
152
184

Medievia harms Real Life
code
med hurt RL
hours of time
waste of time

#occur
5
5
3
2
1

#occur
3
1
1

Negative Learning Aspects
code #
87
86
123
160
167

code
negative learning
med hurt RL
players gain little English skills
learn without med
not all learn

#occur
3
3
2
1
1

152
168
184
126
159

hours of time
not ideal tool
waste of time
abbreviations
lazy

1
1
1
1
1
15
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Bad Motivation
code #

code

#occur

42
176
141

bad motivation
selfish
disgusted

6
1
1
8

code #
59
155
182
137

Negative Behavior effecting others
code
manipulation
insults
upsetting others
complaints

#occur
4
1
1
1
7

Negative Player Aspects
code #
42
59

code
bad motivation
manipulation

#occur
6
4

155
182
176
141
137

insults
upsetting others
selfish
disgusted
complaints

1
1
1
1
1
15

Medievia as an "experiment"
for RL

Medievia as an "experiment" for
RL
code#
29
120
173
164

code
med experiment for RL
natural acquisition
replacement
med reflects RL

#occur
10
2
1
1
14

code#
29
120
173
164

code
med experiment for RL
natural acquisition
replacement
med reflects RL

#occur
10
2
1
1
14

Formal education

Formal education
code #

code

#occur

code #

code

#occur

30
149
180
138

school lacks
grammar early in school
underachieved in school
confirms what learned in RL

10
1
1
1
13

30
149
180
138

school lacks
grammar early in school
underachieved in school
confirms what learned in RL

10
1
1
1
13

Don't fit anywhere else!

Don't fit anywhere else!
code #

code

#occur

code #

code

#occur

122
116
139
181
142

med different than RL
creativity
different people learn diff. things
unique
elite players socialize less

2
2
1
1
1
7

122
116
139
181
142

med different than RL
creativity
different people learn diff. things
unique
elite players socialize less

2
2
1
1
1
7
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Appendix F9: Variables and related categories
Below are the overall large variables I drew out of my data with the corresponding categories
under each one. Also included is the total number of occurrences for each variable.

Personal Growth
Positive personal characteristics
Critical thinking skills
Leadership
Medievia has positive effect on real life
Identity

93
66
62
47
20
288

Interaction with different peoples and cultures
from all over the world
Interaction
136
Diversity of peoples and cultures
82
Medievia as “experiment” for real life
14
232
Motivation to help and continue
Motivation
Helping each other
Success

Skills Improvement
Skills
Writing

Negative Aspects
Negative Learning Aspects
Negative Player Aspects

Things that don’t fit…
Formal Education
Codes that don’t fit

129
51
16
196

94
66
160

15
15
30

13
7
20
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Appendix F10: Quotations from questionnaires
Below is a list of the quotations from the questionnaires that illustrate the core variable of
Personal Growth.
Respondent

Quotes that illustrate Personal Growth

#1- Kostia

“I’ve learned how to describe things in a multitude of ways.”
“I’ve formalized some of my grammar knowledge and acquired skills to
document it clearly and teach it to others.”
“I’ve learned to speak/write in a more professional way and to control my
temper.”
“My typing speed has improved.”
“Having Medievia on my resume has helped to establish a professional
background in proofreading and editing.”
“I know my writing skills have improved; writing rooms, especially, gives
me an outlook on things I see every day that make it possible for me to
describe just about anything, no matter how mundane, and make it worth
reading or hearing. I’m proud of that.”

#2- Nykaul

“My grammar and writing skills have greatly improved and continue to
improve.”
“Other things such as patience and ability to listen and evaluate different
situations have come from both experience and maturity.”
“I would not have had the opportunity to evaluate and deal with discipline
issues had I not been in Medievia.”
“Medievia has not so much taught me new skills or abilities, but instead
given me the opportunity to develop them. I may not take recognizable
skills from playing into the real world, but what I have learnt has forever
changed the way I view and think of the world.”

#3- Miatrylle

“I’ve learned a lot about getting along with people I can’t stand!”
“I’ve learned a lot about diplomacy from being a clan leader for nearly three
years now.”
“My writing skills have improved quite a bit since starting to build on Med.”
“I think the most important things that people on Medievia are learning are
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tolerance, respect, and of course, reading skills.”
“I think that playing Medievia exposes one to a very diverse group of people
and friends, which can only serve to broaden mindsets.”
“As I’m working towards teaching credentials, the patience I’ve acquired
from being a clan leader, an avatar, and a goddess will go far to help me in
that chosen profession.”
#4- Kithario

“When you interact with literally thousands of different people in an online
situation, you can’t judge a book by its cover.”
“Some may laugh at the notion that playing an online fantasy game can help
tone your skills and abilities to lead, but to them I simply say ‘You’re
wrong’.”
“Patience, respect and tactfulness are three powerful traits that I learned
through Medievia, and will be thankful for, from now until the day I die.”
“The ability to realize that friendship doesn’t come or go by the color of your
skin, the religion you practice, or the background of your ethnicity.”
“Leadership. I think that if it weren’t for me being thrown into the
leadership role by my peers in Medievia, that I wouldn’t have found the
confidence that enables me to do it in ‘real life’.”
“Medievia has helped me keep an eye on my grammar and language skills.”
“To see how I used to act before Medievia, and now look at myself, and how
I matured over the years, how my outlook has changed, and my perception
on matters has changed, I am grateful for my time spent on Medievia. If it
weren’t for my time here, I don’t know where I would be, or more
importantly, who I would be.”

#5- Chojey

“Learning to deal with different people online.”
“Aspects of different cultures and races around the world.”
“English improvements have made my essay structures and grammatical
structures more understandable and efficient.”
“Keyboarding skills.”

#6- Ravenna

“My knowledge of grammar has increased. An improvement of my editing
skills has resulted in an improvement of my writing skills as well.”
“How to deal with people.”
“I have put the good of the whole ahead of my own personal gains.”
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“You learn self-control and develop patience.”
“Teamwork and sacrifice.”
“”Develop leadership skills, things like mediation, delegation, and
organization.”
“Quick-thinking.”
#7- Excrucior

“Probably the most important thing is that I have learned to teach to an
extent.”
“The ability to write narrative.”
“Dealing with people.”
“How to learn.”

#8- Enignon

“Patience”
“Improved typing skills”
“I would say that interpersonal skills are what people learn the most after
typing and communication gains.”
“My understanding and insights into human psychology and behavior have
benefited the most as a result of watching people interact.”

#9- Azariah

“I’m a much better writer now that I used to be- both creatively and
mechanically.”
“Working together toward a common goal with people that I don’t like and
don’t really care to be with.”
“I can type like a madman now!”
“I’m much more thick-skinned now than I used to be, and don’t take things
as personal that are said when someone is angry or upset.”

#10- Solarina

“I have learned to work with and around many people.”
“I have improved a lot on my typing and reading, and also in working my
memory to keep track of the many zones and skills on the game.”
“I have in my opinion become more patient with people since working with
new players on Medievia.”
“As a clan leader I have learned to take care of others in a way I could not do
in real life.”
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#11- Ikuska

“I learned people and leadership skills that my reclusive nature probably
would not have allowed me to experience otherwise.”
“I learned to make faster decisions and to avoid allowing people to
manipulate me.”
“How to organize people and manage them in order to gain a result.”
“Socially people learn about human nature.”
“Leadership skills, intuitiveness and perception, quick thinking, and a
stronger character to stand up for myself when necessary.”
“The greatest benefit h as been that I am much less nervous socially now that
I understand different types of people and how to react to them.”
“I am also very comfortable with myself now, and less concerned with how
others judge me.”
“I’d say the most valuable is worldliness. I have met so many people from
different countries and cultures since I began playing Medievia.”

#12- Melisandi

“I have increased my typing skills, improved context and grammar.”
“I have strengthened my people skills, talking, and communication.”
“Different cultural styles from people all over the world, languages, and
ideas.”
“One thing that is a constant is patience. Learning how a person learns best
and then supporting them in the direction that helps them succeed.”

#13- Casse

“I learned how to motivated large quantities of people and how to keep them
motivated even when the odds were against them.”
“At one time, I was walked over more, and now, it really doesn’t bother me.
I don’t have to be liked to do my job.”
“I have learned to type, have started tapping into my more creative side, and
my management skills, I believe, have improved.”
“My vocabulary has grown.”
“I have gone from needing approval from my superiors to being more selfsufficient.”
“I really have become less naïve and needing to be liked.”
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#14- Syltheana

“I have learned how to type very well.”
“I have learned how to deal with people on a one-to-one basis.”
“I have learned to be patient, hear all the facts, investigate, and then make a
decision.”
“I have learned how to control my temper.”
“I have improved my reading comprehension and problem solving skills.”
“I have also learned when enough is enough.”
“In Medievia, you can take the spotlight without anyone judging you on your
laugh, your looks, your personality, and stand out in a crowd and be
successful.”

#15- Daranix

“I believe my role as clan leader has allowed me to improve my interaction
with people from a wide variety of economic, age, and social backgrounds.”
“My management style has loosened up a bit and I tend to be more tolerant
for those who need to get to the same spot in different ways.”
“Medievia has allowed me to be aware of more types of social interactions.”
“Grammar has improved due to my job as a World Room Editor.”

#16- Vryce

“I have developed from someone with no coding skills to someone who has
mastered coding at all levels.”
“My management skills were next to nothing when I started Medievia but
quickly grew and blossomed as I dealt with such a large crew and such a vast
variety of problems and management issues.”
“Lessons like not to lie, to have honor, to think team first, to make good
friends and pick them wisely, to be patient, to control anger and frustration,
to lose gracefully and to win well.”
“The programming, business, management, and leadership skills I have
learned in Medievia have all helped me further my career at other
companies.”
“The social skills I’ve learned have helped me overcome my shyness.”
“I have personally learned how to adjust my behavior more quickly and
accurately and how to learn from others quickly and accurately.”
“After awhile I have learned to learn better, so to speak.”
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“I do not think I could have become the man I am now without the Medievia
community teaching me this stuff.”
“The openness and willingness to partake in things online allows you to
learn much more from people in the game and also allows you to try things
out in the game before taking it to the real world.”
#17- Columnus “None of the normal ‘first impression’ rules of appearance apply here. It’s
all about who people are, or how they portray themselves. It sharpened my
judgment of character, as well as my approaches in dealing with diverse
populations.”
“My typing skills have dramatically increased due to Med.”
“I have always had micromanagement tendencies, and learning to trust
others to do work is an important step in being an effective leader, I feel Med
was able to help me in this way.”
“The biggest thing I learned from Medievia is probably knowing what is and
what’s not important.”
#18- Prae

“The Medievia environment both in terms of game play and interacting in a
social environment with technically knowledgeable people has helped
improve my computer skills and encouraged me to learn more
independently.”
“Writing a zone and working with talented editors has helped to improve my
creative writing skills and built on my knowledge of grammar.”
“Having the opportunity to practice my training and try different approaches
has taught me a great deal about effective ways to resolve conflicts and find
acceptable solutions to various disputes.”
“Medievia provided me an opportunity to practice, expand, and build upon
what I have learned.”
“As a manager and clan leader, I was able to work on my leadership skills.”
“Medievia makes failure safe and in doing so, allows for opportunities to
learn.”

#19- Jaolen

“I’ve really learned how to judge people online, which to trust and which are
usually lying through their teeth.”
“Working with the people I trust helps me learn to be both a team player, and
a leader, as well as to compromise and debate.”
“There’s lots of stuff I’ve learned from the other gods about coding that are
really nice tricks that help me out when writing programs.”
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“Mainly teamwork and judgment skills.”

